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The research studies presented in this thesis include analysing the sensitivity of three
different plasmonic substrates with arrays of open-ended nanometric holes. The first
plasmonic nanohole array based sensor consisted of commercially available transmission
electron microscopy grids with well-defined, periodic arrays of nanoholes etched through
a thin silicon nitride membrane. These grids were coated with silver and used to
detect changes to the surrounding bulk fluid via optical transmission spectroscopy.
The second plasmonic nanohole array based sensor was similar in structure to the first
sensor, but consisted of a silicon chip with multiple well-defined, periodic nanohole
arrays suspended on a thin, silicon nitride membrane coated with silver. The surface
sensitivities of these chips were measured using optical transmission spectroscopy by
stacking adlayers of films to the surface of the sensor. Through these experiments
with periodic nanohole arrays, the surface sensitivity was shown to be highly variable
and dependent upon the geometry of the nanohole array. Finally, a third plasmonic
sensor was fabricated and tested which was based on commercially available porous
anodic alumina filters. The pores of this filter were longer, less ordered and non-
periodic, yet the filters were shown to be suitable for detecting an analyte at parts
per trillion levels after evaporatively coating the filters with silver. Both simulations
and experiments using optical transmission spectroscopy were used to understand and
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A tramper in the woods takes a small chip out of his phone, dips it into the pond he’s
standing by, shakes it off, and inserts it back into his phone. The light from his phone’s
flash is redirected to shine through numerous sensor arrays embedded on the chip and
an image of the chip is recorded on the phone’s camera. An app analyses the image
and reports whether the water is safe to drink, including a full suite of water quality
tests. While this type of sensing device may seem like science fiction, the technology
to create such a device is not.
1.1 A Problem
Access to clean water is a privilege of developed nations. Yet even in New Zealand, a
land with numerous pristine lakes and rivers, the threat of contaminated water sources
still remains. Clear water does not equate to drinkable water. In many cases, analytical
methods developed by chemists must be used to determine if water is safe to drink.
Many of these methods have existed for decades, but are restricted to analytical labs,
in some cases, far from the water source. In rural areas and in developing nations,
access to analytical laboratories is often non-existent or cost-prohibitive. The need
for fast, simple, cost-effective, and portable techniques for determining whether water
sources are safe for consumption is evident.1,2
Contamination of water may be natural (e.g. arsenic leaching into a groundwater
supply) or anthropogenic (e.g. industrial waste contaminating a river upstream from
1
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a public water treatment plant intake). To ensure safe public use of water, regulatory
agencies mandate testing of drinking water sources as well as wastewater effluents from
treatment plants and industry facilities and runoff from agricultural fields for a variety
of chemicals. The common methods for quantification of environmental contaminants
usually require expensive, desktop equipment, high grade chemicals, laborious proce-
dures, and generation of waste products.2 The analytical process for quantifying known
chemicals (heavy metals, phytoestrogens, pesticides, prescription drugs, etc.) in the
environment involves sample collection, storage, transport, preparation, extraction,
separation, and quantification by optical or mass spectrometry. These well-developed
analytical techniques are necessary for many applications as they achieve low method
detection limits accompanied with excellent precision; however, a large range of tests
do not require ultra-low method detection limits.
For example, in New Zealand the maximum acceptable values for copper in drinking
water is 2 mg/L.3 A standard technique using inductively coupled plasma mass spec-
trometry has a method detection limit of 0.00053 mg/L.4 The drinking water standards
tend to be stricter than most discharge standards for industrial waste, i.e. larger con-
centrations may be allowed from discharges so as to keep the concentration in the
receiving body of water from exceeding the maximum acceptable value. For example,
if a mine waste effluent was required to be less than 10 mg/L of copper, using induc-
tively coupled plasma mass spectrometry to detect copper could be considered overkill.
Along with copper, the mine may also have to test for other chemicals of concern that
could appear in the wastewater, even if most of those tests return with non-detects
for those chemicals. A portable, easy-to-use instrument that has a detection limit of
1 mg/L could be used on-site to determine if the waste was suitable for discharge.
Depending on the site, testing may be required multiple times a day. An in-situ sensor
for detecting contaminants in an effluent could trigger an alarm, alerting personnel to
submit a sample for further testing.
Some portable devices exist for detection of chemicals in environmental matrices,
but most do not take advantage of recent technological breakthroughs, instead relying
on methods that have been established for decades.2 The scope of these commercially
available devices is also limited to common water quality parameters like pH, conduc-
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tivity, dissolved oxygen, and E. coli, among others. As of 2018, field or in-line devices
for detecting and quantifying metal ions, pesticides, and other contaminants are in
their infancy.5
Difficulties abound when quantifying chemicals in liquid matrices. Distinguishing
one chemical from thousands in a complex matrix requires a design with high specificity
(i.e. a receptor molecule attached to a tranducer that uniquely binds the analyte of
interest). Prefiltration of samples with high solids content is a must to avoid false
positives and non-specific binding. Even if solids content is low, a flush of the sensor
with high purity water is required to further decrease non-specific binding of dissolved
chemicals. The transducer must then detect the binding event of a specific chemical
and turn that into an electrical signal for readout. Being able to do all of this in
a variety of complex liquid matrices is quite an obstacle. Plasmonic sensors show
promise for overcoming this obstacle.5 The field of plasmonics, the study of valence
electrons in metals interacting with light and the surrounding environment, is broad
with applications ranging from circuit manufacturing to environmental sensing.6
1.2 A Solution
Plasmonic resonances are very sensitive to changes near the surface they travel on
(within a few 100 nm or less). By attaching the right receptor to the surface, well
designed plasmonic devices can sense the presence of specific molecules while ignor-
ing changes in the bulk fluid. When light hits a metal under the resonant conditions,
the light drives collective oscillations of the valence electrons called surface plasmons, a
phenomenon known as surface plasmon resonance (SPR). The light is absorbed or scat-
tered, resulting in the sensor appearing as a certain colour. The basic plasmonic sensor
is simple to explain, despite the complexity of the theory behind the phenomenon.
Light is shone onto a plasmonic sensor immersed in a matrix to be tested. If the ana-
lyte of interest is present, the sensor changes colour. By using optical spectroscopy, the
concentration of analyte in the surrounding matrix may be determined by the spectral
change. By adding nanoscale structure to the plasmonic sensor, the sensor may be
designed to work better at certain wavelengths of light.
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Nanoholes, one of the many types of plasmonic structures available, can be very
sensitive to the binding of analytes near or inside the nanohole.7 Nanoholes block
certain wavelengths of light while allowing other wavelengths through. Sensing the
spectral change of one nanohole can be quite difficult; however, detecting the spectral
change from a large array of plasmonic nanoholes is easier with a standard microscope.
Plasmonic nanohole array-based sensors (PNABSs) are attractive for many reasons
including the ability to analyse using a collinear setup with the sensor sandwiched
between a light source and a photodetector.8 By tuning the various properties of the
nanohole arrays (NHAs), the sensitivity of PNABSs may be maximised.9
In the literature, the reported figure of merit (FOM) for many PNABS has been
the bulk refractive index sensitivity, which is a measure of how the spectrum of light
reflected or transmitted through a PNABS changes when immersing the sensor in pure
fluids of different refractive index. Even this simple FOM varies from one PNABS to
the next with little explanation as to why the various design parameters were chosen.
The bulk refractive index sensitivity is hardly the most useful FOM when applying
these sensors to solve real problems. The surface sensitivity depends significantly on
the parameters chosen for PNABS and is a much more useful, albeit more difficult
to measure, FOM.10 Choosing the right FOM to optimise is crucial for increasing
sensitivity to analyte binding.
The theory of nanohole plasmonics is well established, but still lacks clear trans-
lation into the engineering and optimization of PNABS. Comparison of various re-
searchers work and FOM achieved is difficult due to the complicated nature of PNABS.
However, through simulation and analytical theory, a rational method for designing PN-
ABS is possible. A large portion of the work reported in this dissertation is dedicated
to the parameter optimisation of PNABS and translating that into a method which is
easily understandable by someone who is not an expert in plasmonics.
1.3 Questions and Hypotheses
The first research question focuses on the PNABS and how sensitivity might be opti-
mised. How do the various parameters of PNABS affect the surface sensitivity FOM?
4
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This question led to the first three hypotheses:
 Hypothesis 1: Surface sensitivity is a better measurand for performance of PN-
ABS than bulk refractive index sensitivity.
 Hypothesis 2: Parameters of physical, as opposed to simulated, PNABS may be
optimised to obtain maximum sensitivity to surface binding events.
 Hypothesis 3: A systematic approach for selecting optimal parameters maybe
used to design PNABS with maximum surface sensitivity.
Two types of PNABS are tested in this dissertation, one based on well-ordered
NHAs on a suspended silicon nitride membrane and the other based on less-ordered
NHAs on a commercially available filter made of porous alumina. Electron beam
lithography (EBL) was chosen for its accuracy and precision for fabricating the well-
ordered NHAs. For various reasons outlined later in this thesis, the PNABS was
patterned on an ultra-thin membrane suspended across a window on a silicon chip. This
fabrication method produced repeatable, highly uniform, and very accurate PNABS,
allowing for a systematic variation of nanohole parameters.
Porous alumina filters have less uniform arrays of nanoholes, but due to their simple
fabrication they are cost-effective and commercially available. The filters have promise
in environmental applications as they maybe able to act as a filter for a fluid while
simultaneously detecting analytes in that fluid. These filters were attractive as a novel
platform for plasmonic sensing, thus leading to a simple hypothesis regarding feasibility
and fits in to help answer the second research question which is more exploratory in
nature. Do nanoporous alumina filters coated in a plasmonic material have the ability
to sense chemicals in environmental matrices?
 Hypothesis 4: Nanoporous alumina filters coated with a plasmonic material are
suitable for environmental sensing.
Using the properties of nanopores and their unique ability to act as combined filters
and sensors, this dissertation develops new insight into the engineering and develop-
ment of PNABS and explores the possibility of using the fundamental and unique
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properties of plasmonic NHAs to develop analytical methods for inexpensive, portable
devices. The hypotheses tested in this dissertation require a substantial breadth of
knowledge to assess including electromagnetic theory, experimental optics, nanofabri-
cation, process engineering, and analytical chemistry, which are outlined in the next
chapter.
1.4 Outputs
Output from research in this thesis has been presented at multiple symposiums and
conferences in the form of poster and oral presentations. In addition to these research
outputs, an intellectual property disclosure has been submitted to Otago Innovation
Limited for potential commercial exploitation. A draft publication for submission of
the work included in the 2018 disclosure to a peer-reviewed journal is underway.
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In 1902 Robert Williams Wood discovered anomalous dark regions in the diffraction
spectrum of a grating.11 Since then, many scientists have studied this and related
phenomena, which encompass the field of plasmonics. The history of and advances in
plasmonics are well documented and summarized elsewhere,12 but the brief overview
in Section 2.1 herein serves as an introduction to the field. Section 2.2 reviews the
appropriate theory of plasmonics needed for the remainder of this thesis, while provid-
ing additional insight into the properties of different plasmonic materials. Plasmonic
sensing is discussed in Section 2.3 and in Section 2.4 the state of plasmonic sensing
with nanoporous materials will be discussed and justification for the research questions
and hypotheses tested in this thesis will be presented.
2.1 The Discovery of Surface Plasmon Resonance
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) refers to the collective oscillations of electrons on the
surface of metals excited by an electromagnetic field. The history of plasmonics and
the discovery of SPR includes a compilation of historical discoveries in optics, plasma




In 1907, five years after Wood’s observation of anomalous diffraction,11 two theoreti-
cal treatises were independently published, one on diffraction gratings13 and the other
on bound surface waves.14 Lord Rayleigh authored the first explanation for Wood’s
anomalies (i.e. dark regions located in the reflected spectrum of a metal grating) with
his “dynamical theory of gratings”.13 In the same year, Zenneck provided a mathe-
matical treatment of surface waves propagating along the surface of the earth.15 While
others, like Sommerfeld, expanded upon Zenneck’s treatment of surface waves, Fano16
linked Wood’s anomalies and Rayleigh’s treatment of gratings to Sommerfeld’s waves
in 1941.15 Fano recognized two types of Wood’s anomalies: the first was a sharp edge
of intensity in diffracted light governed by Rayleigh’s grating formula; and the second
was a diffuse anomaly that consisted of a minimum and maximum of intensity.15 Fano
explained the second anomaly as a forced resonance related to leaky waves supportable
by the grating. Fano’s explanation of Wood’s anomalies as surface waves supported by
gratings initiated the modern study of surface plasmons (SPs), though this term would
not be used for some time.
2.1.2 Plasmas
Separate from the optical experiments and theoretical formulations of gratings, Irving
Langmuir, among others, was developing the theory of plasmas in the 1920s. Tonks
and Langmuir derived the angular frequency of individual particles in a plasma, known






where N is the charge density of the plasma, m is the mass of the oscillating particle,
and e is the charge of an electron. Bohm and Gross further developed this theory
in the late 1940’s to describe collective oscillations within plasmas (separate from the
individual particle oscillations described by Langmuir), arriving at a simplified plasma
dispersion relation,18
ω2 = ω2p + k
2v̄2, (2.2)
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where ω is the angular frequency of the collective oscillations within a plasma, k is the
wave number of the plasma, and v̄ is the mean-square speed of particles in the plasma.
A dispersion relation describes how phase velocity changes with frequency in a given
media. The theory of plasmas was later manipulated to explain plasmons.
2.1.3 Plasmons
In the following years, Pines and Bohm recognized the potential for valence electrons
in metals, which could be treated as a plasma with fixed positive charges, to experi-
ence collective oscillations similar to plasmas.19 In 1956, Pines introduced the term
“plasmon” to be “a quantum of elementary excitation associated with high-frequency
collective motion” of valence electrons in solids evidenced by characteristic energy losses
observed during the scattering of electrons by thin metallic films.20 The study of this
energy loss is called an electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS).
Figure 2.1: The peaks in EELS
results for aluminium (Al) films
changed as oxidation took place,
where t is time elapsed after
evaporation of Al. Adapted from
Powell and Swan.21
Peaks in EELS represent an energy region where
electrons interact more readily, or resonantly, with
the probed material. Peaks in the EELS low loss
region in metal films were caused by electrons excit-
ing plasmons. In 1957, Ritchie predicted increases
of “low-lying” electron losses as film thickness and
grain size decreased.22 The presence of the “low-
lying” modes accounted for some discrepancies in
results from scientists who experimented with simi-
lar setups but had experimented on films of varying
thickness and grain size.22
In 1959, Powell and Swan measured the loss
spectra of Al thin films as oxidation of the metal
surfaces progressed, shown in Figure 2.1.21 A low
energy loss peak shifted as time progressed, while
the higher energy loss due to bulk plasmons did not.
This observation provided evidence for Ritchie’s pre-
11
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diction. Since oxidation occurred on the surface of the thin film, the low loss modes
were eventually called SPs. An EELS study by Powell in 1961 compared low-lying
electron losses with bulk losses in Al thin films.23 Powell observed that the ratio of
intensities of the low energy loss peak became more prominent than the bulk plasmon
loss peak as Al film thickness decreased providing further evidence for the existence of
SPs.23
Before continuing into more history, a brief explanation of plasmon terminology
will be advantageous to clarify some potentially confusing language used in literature.
Two general modes exist for plasmons: bulk and surface. Furthermore, a variety of
terms are used to distinguish the surface modes.24
 Surface plasmons (SPs) - non-propagating excitations of valence electrons on a





where εD is the dielectric constant of the medium adjacent the metal film.
 Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) - propagating counterparts to SPs.a
 Localised surface plasmons (LSPs) - non-propagating excitations in nanostruc-
tured metals, like nanoparticles or nanoholes, that scatter incident lightb
2.1.4 Surface Plasmon Polaritons
EELS studies led to intriguing results that eventually helped scientists explain Wood’s
anomalies in terms of SPs and their propagating counterpart, SPPs. In 1958, Ferrell
predicted that bulk plasmons induced by fast electron bombardment could radiate
in ultraviolet frequencies.25 Steinmann confirmed Ferrell’s prediction in 1960 with
experiments using thin silver (Ag) films.26 If bulk plasmons could radiate, why not
aPolaritons are photons coupled to the internal polarization vector of the dielectric media through
which they propagate. For non-absorbing media, polaritons are similar to photons. For absorbing
media, like metals, polaritons are quasi-particles and known as plasmon-polaritons.
bSome have distinguished SPPs as propagating or localised SPPs, which is either redundant or
contrary, as the term polariton implies propagating and LSPs are non-propagating.
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SPs and SPPs? Teng and Stern provided evidence for the role SPPs play in producing
Wood’s anomalies by observing light radiating from fast electrons bombarding gratings
and measured the dispersion of SPPs.27 Stern also recognized that SPPs on flat films
cannot couple to the visible spectrum of light directly, though surface roughness can
provide light with the additional momentum required to couple with SPPs.27
Gratings can provide light with additional momentum required to excite SPPs as
shown by conservation of momentum,
kSPP = k sin θ ± iGx ± jGy, (2.4)
where kSPP is the wave vector of the SPP, k is the wave vector of incident light, θ
is the angle of incident light, i and j = 1, 2, 3,..., and Gx and Gy are the reciprocal
lattice vectors of a 2D grating. In 1968, Ritchie et al. coined the term ”surface
plasmon resonance” after investigating the diffracted light from Al and Ag gratings
and confirming the presence of SPPs excited by incident light.28 The coupling of light
to SPPs in this fashion is critical in being able to theoretically model Wood’s anomalies.








where c is the speed of light in a vacuum, ω is the angular frequency of incident
light, εD is the permittivity of the dielectric, and εM(ω) is the frequency dependent,
complex dielectric function of the metal. The wavevector is directly proportional to
the frequency of light. Figure 2.2 shows this dispersion relation for SPPs on a planar
Ag/air interface (thin line), as well as the dispersion curve for light in air (thick line).
The imaginary part of the wavevector (dashed thin line) reveals where SPs are excited.
In the same year that Ritchie et al. used gratings to observe SPR,28 two more
distinct configurations to excite SPPs were discovered by Otto30 and Kretschmann
and Raether.31 Both configurations, shown in Figure 2.3, use a prism to excite SPPs
13
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Figure 2.2: Dispersion curve of SPPs at a Ag/air interface showing the behaviour of
the real (thin) and imaginary (dashed) parts of |kSPP | compared to the wave vector of
light travelling in air (bold). The imaginary part of the wave vector includes dampening
effect of an interband transitions (<300 nm) and SPs (340 nm), which leads to high
absorption at wavelengths less than 400 nm. The real part of the SPP wave vector
is proportional to the momentum of the SPPs. Dispersion and absorption calculated
from Equation 2.4 and 2.5 using a Drude-Lorentz model for Ag permittivity, εM(ω),
29
in air, εD = 1.
on the metal/air interface. The equation that describes this matching is
|kSPP | = |k|
√
εD sin θ, (2.6)
where θ is the angle of incidence with respect to the normal from the surface, εD is the
permittivity of the prism, and |k| is the wavevector of light in free space.
The Kretschmann configuration is widely used because controlling the air gap be-
tween the prism and metal surfaces in the Otto configuration is difficult. Because light
decays exponentially through the metal (Kretschmann) or air (Otto) layer, SPP ex-
citation in these configurations is identical to the phenomena of quantum tunnelling.
SPR can be described quantum mechanically and classically. Within certain limits,
the classical electrodynamics view of SPPs is valid.
14
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(a) Otto (b) Kretschmann
Figure 2.3: The (a) Otto and (b) Kretschmann configurations for exciting SPPs
are depicted. At a certain angle, θ, the incoming light (orange arrows) undergoing
attenuated total reflection excites SPPs (red arrows) at the metal/air interface of either
configuration due to evanescent coupling.
With the advent of computing, scientists began using more complex numerical
algorithms to predict the outcome of grating experiments. In 1974, McPhedran and
Maystre32 were the first to accurately combine theory and numerical modelling to
explain Wood’s anomalies. Finally, the experiment that triggered plasmonic research




2.2.1 Maxwell’s Equations for SPR
In order to understand how SPR arises, one must begin, as is routinely done in de-
scribing electromagnetic phenomena, with Maxwell’s equations including polarization,
P, and magnetization, M:
∇ ·D = ρext (2.7a)
∇ ·B = 0 (2.7b)
∇× E = −∂B
∂t
(2.7c)









where ε0 is the permittivity of free space and µ0 is the permeability of free space. These
equations describe the relations between the four macroscopic fields, electric (E), elec-
tric displacement (D), and magnetic (B), and magentising (H) fields, with each other,
an external current (Jext) and an external charge density (ρext). Describing the usual
free and bound sets as external and internal sets, respectively, allows for a description of
phenomena where the external set (light) drives the internal response (plasmons).33 In
essence, this statement implies the following: ρtot = ρext+ρ and Jtot = Jext+J, where ρ
and J are the internal charge density and current, respectively. Also, for non-magnetic
media, M = 0. The polarization is linked to internal charge density via Equation 2.8a.
Charge conservation further requires Equation 2.8b, inferring Equation 2.9.
∇ ·P = −ρ (2.8a)









Keeping in mind the external and internal approach, combining equation 2.8a with
Equation 2.7a yields a macroscopic electric field that includes polarization effects:33
∇ · E = ρtot
ε0
. (2.10)
Furthermore, assuming that the medium is linear and isotropic leads to:
D = ε0εE (2.11a)
B = µ0µH, (2.11b)
where ε is the relative permittivity of the metal (also known as the dielectric function)
and µ is the relative permeability of the metal. The variables in Equations 2.11a-b (D,
E, ε, B, H, µ), may all be functions of space and time or represented in the Fourier
domain as functions of wavevector and frequency. As long as the wavelength of light is
much larger than the lattice structure of the metal and the mean free path of electrons,
the variables are solely dependent upon frequency in the Fourier domain.33
2.2.2 The Dielectric Function of a Real Metal
A metal (or any absorbing material) may be modelled as a material with a complex
permittivity, ε̃(ω) = ε′(ω) + iε′′(ω), which is determined by experimental reflectivity
studies. These studies generally measure the complex refractive index, ñ, to determine
the permittivity via ñ(ω) = n(ω) + iκ(ω) =
√
ε̃(ω), which implies the following set of
useful relations:
ε′ = n2 − κ2 (2.12a)
















In cases where absorption occurs, some authors cite absorption coefficients. The ex-
tinction coefficient, κ, which represents the attenuation of propagating electromagnetic
waves in an absorbing medium, may be used to derive to the absorption coefficient, α,






Experimental measurements of ñ(ω) can also be fitted to the Drude-Lorentz model,
which is useful for the modelling and simulation of SPPs and LSPs.29 The following
equation assumes the electrons in a metal can be modelled as a forced oscillator, and












ω2j − ω2 + iωγj
(2.14)
The summation of Lorentz terms (the last term of Equation 2.14) accounts for the
jth damping effect with strength − fj, resonant frequency − ωj, and damping coeffi-
cient − γj. Equation 2.14 simplifies to the well-known Drude model if, for all j, fj = 0.
The SPPs dispersion curve for a Ag/air interface in Figure 2.2 was generated from the
Drude-Lorentz model and fitted parameters for Ag.29
2.2.3 Material Dependence of SPPs
Equation 2.5 implies some fundamental properties about SPPs, which may be used to
distinguish the best metals for a given application. The real and imaginary parts of




























Equations 2.5 and 2.15 a-c are derived elsewhere,33 however, the key assumptions in
the derivation of Equation 2.5 include:
1. External charge and current densities are negligible.
2. Variations in dielectric profile are small compared to the optical wavelength of
interest.
3. The solution to Maxwell’s equations is an electromagnetic wave propagating
parallel to a metal/insulator surface (ex: in the x-direction), but the wave’s
field strength decays exponentially perpendicular to the surface (ex: in the z-
direction). Thus a surface plasmon has an electric field of the form,









Some important implications of this form of the electric field and dispersion relation
for SPPs are:
 SPPs are only excited by TM polarised (P-polarised) light incident on a planar
dielectric/metal interface when the real parts of εM and εD have opposite signs.
One way of displaying this capability of a plasmonic material is to use Equa-
tion 2.12a along with the need for the real part of εM to be negative. These SPPs
properties lead to the requirement that |κM | > |nM |. Figure 2.4 shows the ratio
of |nM ||κM | which needs to be < 1 for material to be considered plasmonic.
 k′SPP must be real for SPPs. Since the numerator in 2.15b is negative, the denom-
inator must also be negative so ε′M > εD. Most of the metals shown in Figure 2.4
meet this requirement in the optical regime.
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Figure 2.4: When |n||κ| < 1, surface plasmon excitations can occur. Ag is generally
thought of as the best plasmonic material in the visible spectrum because other metals
have higher absorption.
 The imaginary part of kSPP represents the energy attenuation of the SPPs in the
x direction with propagation length, lp = (2k
′′
SPP )
−1. Figure 2.5 shows values of
lp for the selected metals.
Figure 2.5: The propagation length, lp, of SPPs describe the average distance SPPs
travel along an metal/dielectric interface before being absorbed. In this graph, the
value of lp for various metals are shown in the optical spectrum. SPPs on Ag and Al
propagate furthest at optical frequencies.
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 The wave vector, kz, represents the field confinement in the z direction with a
characteristic decay length, lz =
1
kz
. Figure 2.6 shows lz for Ag and gold (Au)
films.
Figure 2.6: The field confinement of SPPs on various metals are shown by plotting
the characteristic decay length (lz) in the optical spectrum. Al SPPs have the strongest
field confinement followed by Ag in most of the optical regime.
Good plasmonic materials generally have large values of lp and small values of
lz. From Figure 2.4, beryllium and tungsten do not have plasmonic properties at
optical wavelengths. Ag is a good plasmonic material in the optical regime, having
lower absorption with similar field confinement as Au. Ag’s plasmonic factor is the
furthest from the threshold in Figure 2.4. The plasmonic factor seems to predict good
plasmonic behavior. To see if this holds for common SPPs characteristics, a comparison
of Figure 2.4 to Figures 2.5 and 2.6 is prudent. Ag can be seen in Figure 2.5 to have
the longest propagation lengths, although Al is longer for λ < 600nm. Al has greater
field confinement than Ag at all wavelengths. All three figures show that Au has good
plasmonic properties at wavelengths > 600 nm. Though the plasmonic quality factor
presented here does not capture all the minute differences between good plasmonic
materials, it does predict good plasmonic behaviour in a simple, straightforward way.
Other authors have developed more precise quality factors for plasmonic materials.34
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Au is usually chosen for plasmonic materials in sensors due to its low reactivity and
good plasmonic properties at longer wavelengths in the optical spectrum. Sulfidisation
of Ag and oxidation of Al in ambient conditions tends to limit their use as long-term,
reusable sensors. However, the effect of a month of tarnishing on Ag nanoslits resulted
in a < 10% decrease of the transmission peaks and a similar shift in wavelength,35 which
suggests the stability over a few days is quite good. In addition, the SERS activity of
Ag nanoparticles immobilized on a substrate was tracked after being exposed to UV
radiation and ozone which showed rapid degradation of the nanoparticles, yet only a
small degradation (< 10%) in optical quality was observed after 3 days in ambient
air.36 Furthermore, Ag nanodisks have been passivated with hexanethiols for improved
stability.37 Al was also intentionally passivated by O2 plasma cleaning to decrease
further degradation of plasmonic quality.38 Placing sensitive samples under vacuum
or in a dessication unit can reduce reaction rates and further increase the life-span of
Al and Ag sensing platforms. Ag and Al are more cost-effective and better plasmonic
materials than Au especially for λ < 600 nm.
Properties of SPPs and, in general, the usefulness of SPPs depend on the ap-
plication. For chemical sensing, strong field confinement is important to sense the
attachment of molecules to the functionalised surface of the plasmonic material. Low
absorption in the metal is also beneficial for SPPs to maximize signal response and
quality. SPR is a well-studied phenomena with various applications. The basic theory
of SPR is still widely cited and commonly compared with many experimental results.
2.2.4 Surface Plasmon Polaritons
So far the theoretical discussion of SPPs has been limited to that of a planar dielec-
tric/metal interface. Introducing a third layer below the plasmonic metal layer is easily
solved for as well. If the metal film is thick (greater than twice the optical depth in the
metal), then two decoupled dispersion relations can be derived in the same manner as
the metal-dielectric film. As an example, a thick Ag film interfacing two dielectrics is
shown on the left of Figure 2.7a. The curved bi-coloured arrows represent the direction
of the electric field of the SPP modes, ESPP . The coloured shading represents the
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(a) SPP Charge and Field Distributions
(b) SPP Dispersion
Figure 2.7: (a) A representation of the electric fields and charge distributions are
drawn for the thick and thin film SPP modes for a Ag film with water above and ethanol
below. (b) The dispersion of SPP modes for thick and thin Ag films surrounded by two
different dielectric materials, water (n = 1.333) and ethanol (n = 1.36). SPP modes
are excited by light normally incident on a 400 nm (kg = 1.57× 107m−1 - dashed line)




positive (red) or negative (blue) direction of Ez with positive z-direction shown. ESPP
points away from positive surface charge (white pluses) and towards negative surface
charges (black minuses). The SPPs propagate along the x-direction. Figure 2.7b shows
the two dispersion curves for the water/Ag interface (n = 1.333, thick red line) and
another for the ethanol/Ag interface (n = 1.36, thick blue line), where the permittivity
of Ag was estimated by the Drude-Lorentz model. The light lines for air, water, and
ethanol are also shown for comparison. The dispersion relation for thick film SPPs
depends on metal type and refractive index. In addition, reducing the thickness of
the plasmonic layer allows for manipulation of SPP dispersion as SPPs on either side
couple.
Thin Film SPPs
For thin metal films with thicknesses less than approximately two times the optical
depth of the material, two coupled SPPs modes arise from the solution of the Maxwell’s
equations for a dielectric-metal-dielectric interface.39 The equation solved to find the









k2SPP − εMk2, k1 =
√
k2SPP − ε1k2, k2 =
√
k2SPP − ε2k2, k is the
wavevector of light in freespace, t is the thickness of the metal film with permittiv-
ity εM , and ε1 and ε2 are the permittivities of the upper and lower layers.
The dispersion of thin and thick films in this thesis, including Figure 2.7b, was
solved for using the Matlab script in Appendix A.1, which uses the Drude-Lorentz
model for Ag and minimizes the difference between the left and right side of Equa-
tion 2.18. This equation simplifies if the upper and lower layers are the same. In most
sensing scenarios, the plasmonic layer lies on a substrate which must be accounted for
in estimations of resonance position and surface sensitivity. The dispersion of short-
range (thin blue line) and long-range (thin red line) SPP modes for a 20 nm thick
Ag film are shown in Figure 2.7b. As film thickness decreases, the dispersion of the
long-range and short-range SPP modes oppositely diverge from the thick film modes
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of water and ethanol as shown by the red and blue arrows, respectively.
Two distinct surface charge distributions give rise to antisymmetric and symmetric
field distributions as shown on the right of Figure 2.7a. The lower frequency short-
range SPP is an antisymmetric, bound mode. The higher frequency long-range SPP
is a symmetric, leaky mode. As metal film thickness decreases to zero, the symmetric,
long-range SPP mode transforms into a weakly confined plane wave directed along the
interface of the two dielectrics (x-direction in Figure 2.7a). The anti-symmetric short-
range SPP mode becomes strongly confined (diminishing decay length) and absorbing
as the metal film thickness goes to zero.
In order to access these modes for sensing, an additional momentum gain must be
imparted to the incident light. The mode wavenumber, which is directly proportional
to the momentum of the mode, is too large for normally incident light to excite the
modes on the planar Ag film. As discussed previously, momentum matching may be
accomplished through prism or grating coupling given by Equation 2.4. In Figure 2.7b,
the horizontal black dashed line corresponds to the reciprocal lattice vector, |G|, of a
grating with 400 nm pitch. For normally incident light (θ = 0), SPPs will be excited on
the grating at wavelengths where the SPP dispersion curves cross the black dashed line.
The downward thick and thin dashed arrows show the freespace wavelengths of light
that excite the thick and thin film SPP modes on the grating, respectively. As the Ag
film thickness decreases, the modes occur farther apart on the spectrum. For purposes
of chemical sensing, a change in the refractive index near the upper and lower surfaces
will result in shifts of the dispersion curves and therefore the resonant frequencies. In
addition to SPPs, LSPs may be excited using individual apertures rather than periodic
gratings and are also useful for chemical sensing.
2.2.5 Localized Surface Plasmons
Localised surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) are strongly confined (generally deep
subwavelength), non-propagating modes that arise when light excites plasmonic reso-
nances confined to nanoparticles or nanoholes in plasmonic films.
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Light Scattering by Plasmonic Nanoparticles
The scattering of light by plasmonic nanoparticles (or nanovoids) may be theoretically
modelled using Mie theory, named after Gustav Mie, who first developed the theory
on absorption and scattering of light by a single spherical particle.40 The solution to
Maxwell’s equations that Mie proposed was expanded to elliptical particles by Richard
Gans in 1912.41 The solution of Maxwell’s equations in spherical polar coordinates
provides a basis for determining the extinction cross sections of light scattered by small
particles.42 A cross section is the ratio of power extinguished to the incident irradiance
of a beam of particles. A cross section efficiency is the cross section normalised to a
particle’s nominal cross sectional area upon which the beam is normally incident. For
this thesis, the most important aspect of this theory to understand is the frequency of
the extinction peaks and how the frequency changes based on the physical properties
of holes in Ag films and Ag nanoparticles. A brief overview of the theory provides
insight into where the extinction peak originates.
The extinction cross section, σext, of a particle (or hole) is the sum of the scattering
cross section, σs, and the absorption cross section, σa. The rigorous derivation of
these parameters is available elsewhere,42 and Appendix A.2 gives a short summary
of that derivation. Table 2.1 gives the resonance conditions and excitation frequencies
for four geometries and their axis of polarisability, i. εM is the permittivity of the
metal and εD is the permittivity of the surrounding dielectric material. The table
highlights the differences in the scattering light from spheres versus ellipsoids, as well
as the inverse behaviour of particles and voids. As a spherical particle elongates into
a prolate spheroids, two resonances emerge. Compared to the resonance of a spherical
particle, the resonance along the long axis of a prolate spheroid is red-shifted while the
short-axis resonance is blue-shifted.c The opposite behaviour occurs for voids as shown
in Table 2.1.
cThe resonance shift, red-shift/blue-shift, occurs relative to that of a spherical particle with radius
equal to the short axis of the prolate spheroid.
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Table 2.1: Conditions for Particle and Hole Resonances










































Scattering from Plasmonic Nanoholes
While the geometry of a nanohole in a thin metal film is different from that of a void in
a bulk metal, the dependences of resonance position on shape and dielectric constant,
εD, are similar to those shown for a void in Table 2.1.
43 Nanoholes in a metal film are
not polarisable normal to the film, so light scattering from a nanohole in a metal film
may be qualitatively assessed as a void in a bulk material in the special case where
one of the void’s axes is not polarisable.43 By varying the shape of the nanoholes, the
LSPR of the nanohole may be controlled.
The ability to tune LSPR by varying the ellipticity of the holes in a nanohole
array, are explored in Chapter 5. For light polarised along the short axis of an ellipse,
Sepulveda et al. found that the foward scattering cross section for elliptical apertures
was stronger and red-shifted compared to circular apertures with a diameter equal to
the short axis of the ellipses.43 When light was polarized with respect to the long axis
of the ellipses, the cross sections for the elliptical nanoholes had similar strengths to the
circular hole. Sepulveda et al. explained this phenomena by qualitatively comparing
the relative strength of the induced dipole moments along the short and long axis of the
nanoholes.43 The incident light induces a dipole moment across the nanohole. For the
same incident field strength, the net dipole moment along the long axis will be smaller
than that induced along the short axis. Scattering intensity is directly proportional to
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the dipole moment, hence the enhancement in scattering for light polarised along the
short axis of the nanohole.
Unlike voids, nanohole LSPR can also non-radiatively decay into SPPs, resulting
in additional LSPR broadening and peak shift.44 When placed in periodic arrays,
the LSPs generated from the nanoholes interfere with the SPPs excited by the array,
producing distinct features in transmission and reflection spectra with characteristic
Fano lineshapes.45 Transmission through nanohole arrays (NHAs) in plasmonic films
has been proposed as a sensing scheme.46 Understanding the interactions between
the hole LSPs and the SPPs is key to designing sensors with optimal figure of merits
(FOMs). In the past two decades, the basis for this sensing scheme, known as enhanced
(or extraordinary) transmission (ET), has also been intensively studied.
2.2.6 Enhanced Transmission through Hole Arrays
Ebbesen et al. popularized ET through Ag and Au NHAs.47 Ebbesen and his col-
leagues observed the transmission of visible light with wavelengths up to ten times the
diameter of the nanoholes in films that, without holes, would normally be opaque.47
When normalized to the fraction of area covered with holes, the absolute transmission
efficiency at the wavelength with maximum transmission was > 2.47 Transmissivity,
Thole, in Equations 2.19 and 2.20, is a quantity that normalizes the transmission through
the array, Tarray, to the hole area, Ahole, while taking into account any transmission
that would normally take place through the film, Tfilm. In other words, the area of
the array, Aarray, is broken into two parts: the holey area, Ahole, and the film area,
Afilm, each of which contribute to the transmission of light through the array. Tfilm
and Tarray may be measured using optical spectroscopy.
TarrayAarray = TfilmAfilm + TholeAhole, (2.19)
Thole = fTarray − (f − 1)Tfilm, (2.20)
where f is the inverse porosity of the NHA. When f = 1, the array is a large hole with
no contribution to film transmission.
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The earliest analytical theory of diffraction of light with λ0 through individual sub-






D is the diameter of a single hole in an opaque film.48 This theory, introduced by
Bethe in 1944 and later expanded by Bouwkamp,49 assumed a perfectly conducting,
opaque screen with an infinitesimal thickness. Bethe’s and Bouwkamp’s models there-
fore did not account for leaky surface (e.g. SPR) and waveguide modes which occur
when NHAs are constructed with noble metals, like Ag and Au.
Waveguide Modes in Lossy Holes
A brief description of waveguides in real metals illuminates how light travels through
sub-wavelength holes. In the simplified treatment of metallic cylindrical waveguides,
a metal is assumed to be a perfectly electrical conductor (PEC) which leads to a
fixed cutoff wavelength for propagating modes. At wavelengths larger than the cutoff
wavelength, the PEC mode becomes purely evanescent with an imaginary propaga-
tion constant, decaying exponentially into the waveguide until it dissipates completely.
However, waveguide modes in real metal waveguides (non-PEC) have an associated
complex propagation constant and become evanescent as well as propagating.50 These
complex waveguide modes allow for the transmission of light with wavelengths smaller
than the cutoff wavelengths of PEC waveguide modes and contribute to features in the
transmitted spectrum through NHAs. For noble metals like Ag and Au, these lossy
modes are affected by SPR. If the thickness of the metal layer is small enough, then
transmission still takes place for wavelengths larger than that of the hole. These lossy
waveguide modes contribute to ET with and without contributions from SPPs. How-
ever, Ebbesen et al. were not the first to observe transmissivity through subwavength
holes exceeding unity. As far back as the early 1970s, experimental and theoretical
studies of transmission through thin conductive wire grids showed greater than unity





Enhanced Transmission through Inductive Grids
Due to the great experimental interest in inductive grids for microwave applications,
Chen introduced a theoretical formalism to calculate the transmission of microwaves
through inductive grids (2-D periodic arrays of holes in a perfectly conducting screen).52
In 1977 McPhedran and Maystre expanded upon Chen’s work and calculated the trans-
mission through inductive grids for varying film thickness and compared their theory
to experimental observations.51 Though not explicitly stated, the calculated transmis-
sivity through these inductive grids exceeded unity for wavelengths up to ≈ 2D.
In 1987, Roberts introduced a rigorous modal theory for the diffraction of light
through circular apertures with finite thickness.53 For values of λ0
D
> 1.7, where λ0 is the
wavelength of the incident light and D is the diameter of the aperture, the fundamental
waveguide mode of the circular aperture is cutoff and becomes evanescent.53 For film
thicknesses of ≈ 1D, evanescent fields can still reach the other side of the cavity and
result in transmission through the hole. For thicker films, constructive and destructive
interference of the reflected mode inside the hole can occur.53 These Fabry-Perot
type resonances result in maxima and minima in reflection and transmission. At film
thicknesses > 5D, transmission decays rapidly as λ0
D
→ ∞.53 As λ0
D
→ 0, other
waveguide modes become accessible and rapidly increase the transmission efficiency
near the corresponding cutoff frequencies.53 The inductive grids were used as band pass
filters.54 The high-pass filtering was provided by the low transmission below the cutoff
wavelength of the holes and the low-pass filter was caused by Rayleigh’s anomalies
corresponding to the pitch of the array. The transmissivity through inductive grids,
which was only slightly above one, was not nearly as high as ET through plasmonic
NHAs.
Enhanced Transmission through Plasmonic Nanohole Arrays
The ET reported by Ebbesen et al. differed from the work on wire grids in a few ways.
The experiments were performed at optical frequencies and the films were thicker rela-
tive to the wavelength than the grids. Finally, the geometry and material of the NHAs
was such that the wavelength that ET occurred at was greater than the periodicity of
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the array and also greater than the cutoff frequency for the holes. Figure 2.8 shows
some of the experimental evidence that lead researchers to believe surface plasmons
play a dominant role in ET.55 By coating Ag layers on a nickel NHA, Grupp et al.55
revealed the critical role the Ag surface and SPPs (by association) have on transmis-
sion. If both sides of the nickel NHA are covered with Ag, ET occurred. Figure 2.8b
shows the small effect the core has on ET, suggesting the Ag surface is the key factor.
(a) Role of Ag surface in ET (b) Role of Ag core in ET
Figure 2.8: By comparing transmission through NHAs with different Ag/nickel con-
figurations, the role of the metal surface in producing ET becomes more clear. (a)
Transmission increases dramatically when both sides of the nickel (black rectangles)
are covered in Ag (white coating). (b) The surface material rather than the core
enhances transmission. Taken from Grupp et al.55
A wide consensus exists among researchers in this field that two types of bound
surface modes, SPPs and a leaky bound electromagnetic surface mode, are responsible
for ET.54 A semi-analytical model that accounts for both SPPs and quasi-cylindrical
waves was found to match numerical simulations well, while the SPR-only model fell
short.56 Quasi-cylindrical waves arise when light scatters from a line (such as a slit
or line of holes) and contribute significantly to the electromagnetic field at distances
less than about ten wavelengths from the line.15 Since most SPR biosensors that de-
pend upon ET have features within this range, quasi-cylindrical waves’ contribution
to transmission are not negligible. An experiment has also confirmed the contribu-
tion of quasi-cylindrical waves to the ET phenomena.57 Figure 2.9 compares the field
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Figure 2.9: For subwavelength distances away from the line source, quasi-cylindrical
waves’ (quasi-CW) contribution to overall magnetic field may be greater than SPPs
effects. Taken from Lalanne and Liu.15
contribution of SPPs and quasi-cylindrical waves radiating from a line source at a
Au-air interface.15 At small distances (< 10λ), quasi-cylindrical waves and SPPs con-
tribute equally to magnetic field strength. In practice, for NHAs with a pitch less than
ten wavelengths of the incident light, scattering of SPPs and quasi-cylindrical waves
through the holes can both contribute to transmission measurements. For distances
less than a wavelength, quasi-cylindrical waves dominate the field strength.
Various theories and numerical methods have been developed to help understand the
physics behind ET through infinite, periodic arrays of apertures, including a rigorous
coupled-wave analysis, dynamical diffraction, transfer matrix method, finite-difference
time domain (FDTD), and various modal methods.54 Descriptions of these techniques
are summarized elsewhere.54,58–60 One elegant model that can be used to interpret
scattering through NHAs is that developed by Ugo Fano in 1961.61
Fano Theory for Plasmonic NHAs
Genet et al. applied Fano’s original analysis to transmission through plasmonic NHAs.61
In general, Fano analysis may be used for phenomena where two channels of scattering
are available: an incoming wave scatters directly to the background state or scatters
to the background state after coupling to a resonant state.62 The discrete, resonant
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state interfering with the continuum, background state causes an asymmetric line shape
in scattering spectra.62 In the case of NHAs, the discrete phenomena is that of the
grating-coupled SPP while the background continuum is the scattering associated with
the nanohole. Although scattering through the hole is resonant (LSPR), the resonance
is broad enough compared to the SPPs to be considered a background continuum.45
The equation that describes the behaviour of transmission, Tω, through plasmonic
NHAs is defined as follows:45





ω − (ωSPP + ∆)
Γ
(2.21b)
q = δ/Γ (2.21c)
where Tbg is the background transmission, Ta is a fit parameter reflecting the strength
of the resonant process, ∆ is the frequency shift due to coupling, q is the Fano factor, δ
is the ratio of the transition amplitudes of the resonant state to the background state,
and Γ is the frequency half-width of the resonance. Chang et al. fit experimental
transmission data to a multiple resonance model based on 2.21a:45












The model was able to fit all of the main resonant features of the transmission spectra
and is a useful tool for estimating the half width and q factor of each resonance.
Luk’Yanchuk et al. provides a good introduction to the nature of Fano resonances in
plasmonic nanostructures.62
Coupling of SPPs
Multiple Fano resonances with the same continuum have been shown to interfere with
each other if their resonant frequencies can be tuned to cross each other.63 Spectrally
overlapping resonances can interact via Rabi splitting, a form of mode hybridization.64
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Figure 2.10 shows the non-crossing behaviour in an arbitrary dispersion plot typical of
Rabi splitting. When the resonant frequencies of f1 (blue) and f2 (red) are far enough
apart, they do not couple (i.e. do not affect each other). Rabi splitting can be evi-
denced by altering a dispersive variable that changes f1 more than f2. The strength of
the coupling, g, between the two modes may be estimated from the separation between
the modes where the modes would have crossed (double-headed arrow). As early as
1983, Rabi splitting was reported between higher order SPPs on gratings.65 Others
have shown coupling between long-range SPPs and short-range SPPs on thin, shallow
metallic gratings by changing the plasmonic layer thickness.66 Liu et al. simulated the
Rabi splitting of SPPs on a NHA with a triangular lattice by changing the radius of the
hole.67 More information on Rabi splitting and plasmonic coupling is available else-
where: Törmä and Barnes have reviewed strong coupling between SPs and emitters,68
while Ameling and Giessen have reviewed strong coupling between SPs and photonic
cavities.64
Figure 2.10: The non-crossing behaviour between two resonances, f1 and f2, provides
evidence that two modes couple (purple). The two modes return to their non-hybridised




The theory of plasmonics is securely rooted in Maxwell’s equations and experiments
performed throughout the past century, but applications of plasmonics are rapidly de-
veloping and stretch across a wide range of domains. Flat-panel displays, spatial light
modulators, optical filtering, nanolithography, photovoltaics, non-linear optics, opti-
cal antennas, and near-field optical microscopy require a means of spectral reshaping
and/or subwavelength spatial resolution which may be accomplished using plasmonic
technology.58,69 SPR and ET have also been studied for analytical sensing.
SPR sensors, like those schematically shown in Figure 2.11, are extremely sensitive
to the refractive index near the sensing surface as a result of the evanescent nature
of SPPs. As was shown in Figure 2.6, the characteristic decay length, lz, is ≈ 3µm
for Ag/air interfaces for near-infrared and decreases with wavelength. Depending on
the sensor design, several spectral features can be monitored to detect chemicals and
measure their kinetic properties as summarized in Figure 2.12.
Figure 2.11: Various configurations for SPR sensing are used. Goniometry (measure-
ments at multiple angles) is used to determine the angle of SPPs resonance. Spectrom-
etry can also be used at a single angle of incidence or in a collinear setup to determine
the wavelength of SPPs resonance.
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At certain incident angles (θ in Equations 2.4 and 2.6), maximum coupling occurs
between incoming photons and SPPs on the sensing interface and a resonance dip, as
shown in Figure 2.12a, is detected. In Figure 2.12a, SPR sensing involves goniometry
(measuring the reflected intensity of a laser as a function of incident angle), spectrom-
etry (measuring reflected intensity of white light at a single angle of incidence as a
function of wavelength), or the measurement of spectral intensity of a bandwidth that
overlaps with the resonance. When a chemical solution is exposed to the sensing sur-
face, the resonance dip in Figure 2.12a shifts. The magnitude of the shift is dependent
upon the change in relative refractive index near the surface. Sensing takes place by
monitoring either the resonant wavelength (λSPP ), resonant angle (θSPP ), or reflected
intensity (I) as the sensor is exposed to various chemical environments as shown in
Figure 2.12b-d. The phase shift of light may also be used to measure SPR, but more
Figure 2.12: (a) The resonant angle (θSPP ) or wavelength (λSPP ) of SPPs from an
SPR sensor shifts as chemicals adsorb to the plasmonic surface. (b) Temporal analysis
of the resonance generally reveals equilibration curves of adsorption kinetics. (c) Both
adsorption and desorption can occur during analyte exposure and a subsequent rinse
and the final signal may be attributed to the specific binding of an analyte. (d) Typical
adsorption isotherms of solutions with varying concentration. Higher concentrations
tend to cause more signal change in a given time period.
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optical equipment must be introduced to the setup.70 The example plots in Figure 2.12
are representative of those commonly reported in the literature.
A variety of controls are available to fine tune SPR sensors for specific applications.
Selection of plasmonic material (Al, Ag, Au) and prism refractive index are important
aspects for sensing based on the Kretschmann configuration. For grating configura-
tions, selection of pitch, thickness, substrate and grating structure can also be used to
increase sensitivity. Besides the physical parameters of the sensor, the chemical design
also plays an important role in determining the applicability and sensitivity of a SPR
device.
2.3.1 Characteristics of Plasmonic Sensors
In analytical chemistry, the performance of a sensing device is based on the following
characteristics: sensitivity, detection limit, quantification limit, dynamic range, reso-
lution, accuracy, and reproducibility. A book by Homola on SPR sensors describes
these main sensing characteristics within the context of SPR.71 The characteristics are
summarized in this section, which provides the basis for optimizing sensitivity and
understanding theoretical limitations.
Sensitivity
Sensitivity of a generic sensor is the change in sensor output divided by the change in
measurand, which also corresponds to the slope of a calibration curve. The sensitivity
of an SPR sensor is the derivative of the output (Y = θ, I, λ) with respect to the
refractive index of the bulk solution (nd). Most researchers report the bulk refractive
index sensitivity (BRIS), SB, of their plasmonic sensors by changing nd and monitoring





An FOM using BRIS has been reported by dividing SB by the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the resonance. This bulk FOM, FOMB, helps account for the
sharpness of the spectral features used for sensing, where features with smaller FWHM
tend to yield better resolution. In reports of SB values that use Equation 2.23, the
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effects of instrumentation and SPR theory are lumped together and indistinguishable,
which would account for various discrepancies between reported sensitivities of similar




Re[kSPP ], and nSPP is a function of nd. The value of SB for a surface







The first term, ∂Y
∂nSPP
, represents the instrumental contribution to the sensitivity,
whereas the second term, ∂nSPP
∂nd
, is dependent upon nd near the plasmonic surface
and can be estimated theoretically for a given plasmonic material.71
When sensing analytes that form a very thin layer on the plasmonic sensor, the
surface refractive index sensitivity, SS, is a better estimate of sensitivity, since only the
refractive index of a layer with thickness h of an adsorbate alters the SPPs dispersion.







where h is the thickness of an adlayer adjacent to the plasmonic surface. Homola
describes in detail the theoretical limits of SPR sensing for Y = θ, I, λ.71 Grating-
coupled SPR sensitivities are shown to be much lower than that of prism coupling
for certain conditions: 450-600 nm pitch, low-loss, thick Au film and thin Au films
sandwiched by identical dielectric layers. The sensitivity under these conditions are
relatively straightforward to account for analytically with some basic assumptions.
However, the sensitivity of SPR sensors with thin films sandwiched by dielectric layers
with varying refractive index, films with holes, and materials other than Au must be
measured experimentally or estimated numerically to address the complex plasmonic
characteristics of those structures.
Equation 2.25 does not account for the distance the analyte is from the surface.
Analytes attach a distance above the plasmonic surface determined by the capture
molecule as depicted in Figure 2.13 from Li et al.73 A second-order surface sensitiv-
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Figure 2.13: (a) Capture molecules limit the sensitivity of a given sensor to a target
analyte based on their size, tC . Comparisons of (b) SS2 and FoMS2 for two Au nanodisk
arrrays with different geometries revealed which sensor is best suited for different values
of tC . Taken from Li et al.
73
ity (SOSS) (S2) was derived to account for these complex phenomena as well as the





Furthermore, a surface figure of merit, FOMS2, based on SS2 was proposed by dividing








Evaluation of Au nanodisk arrays with different values of lz (which are based on the
arrays’ geometries) yielded differences in the SS2 and FoMS2.
73 The properties of the
plasmonic nanodisk arrays can be designed based on a specific capture molecule and
target analyte using the plots of SS2 and FoMS2 in Figures 2.13b and c, respectively.
73
Linearity and Dynamic Range
The sensitivity of SPR sensors is generally not linear over a wide range of refractive
indices.71 Linear sensors are practically desirable because they require less calibra-
tion points. The dynamic range in SPR sensing includes the concentrations that an
SPR sensor can measure within a given accuracy. Large dynamic range is not always




The resolution of SPR sensors is defined as “the smallest change in measurand which
produces a detectable change in the sensor output”.71 The resolution of a sensor
determines the detection limit of the sensor. In SPR sensing the resolution is generally
calculated by dividing the standard deviation of sensor output noise by SB, representing
the smallest detectable change in refractive index that is distinguishable in the sensor
output. Resolution is limited by the noise of the intensity in the detected light, and
higher quality optical equipment can limit this noise to an extent.
The detection limit is typically three times the sensor output measured for a blank
sample and the quantification limit is generally 10 times the output of the blank.
These limits generally represent the lowest concentrations for which the chance of false
positives are sufficiently small to warrant detection or quantification. Accuracy and
reproducibility also limit the performance of sensors and these characteristics must
be taken into account when optimizing or selecting a sensor for a given application.
Specificity, which is crucial in analytical sensing, determines the applicability of a
sensor.
Specificity by Label-free Chemistry
SPR sensors are touted as label-free sensors, which means that the analytes of inter-
est do not have to be labelled with fluorescent moieties or modified with isotopically
distinct molecules before analysis (as in UV-Vis spectrophotometry or mass spectrome-
try). Instead of labelling the analyte, the sensor is coated with a molecular recognition
element that binds specifically to the analyte. Four commonly used methods for chem-
ical sensing are direct, sandwich, competitive, and inhibition.72 In direct detection,
the analyte binds specifically to the recognition element. If the desired sensitivity is
not achieved with direct detection, another solution of secondary recognition elements
are exposed to the bound analytes to change the refractive index near the surface even
more (sandwich method). Smaller analytes (< 5000 amu) are generally not detectable
by direct or sandwich methods.72 Instead, competitive or inhibition detection methods
can be used, where the small analytes compete for binding sites with a conjugated
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analyte of known concentration. Another chemical sensing technique is based on con-
formational changes of a protein bound to the plasmonic surface due to the presence of
an analyte, especially for detection of very small molecules or atoms.74 Alternatively,
the analytes are bound to the sensing surface in an indirect assay.75 Once the method
of chemical sensing is chosen, the recognition elements must be bound to the surface
of the sensor.
Plasmonic substrates have no specificity to direct physical adsorption of an analyte;
in other words, chemicals other than the analyte of interest could cause the same signal
output resulting in false positives. A review by Hunt and Armani explained the various
methods of label-free detection.76 The surface of the sensor must first be functionalised
with enzymes, peptides, antibodies, aptamers, or receptors. While antibodies are com-
monly used in the literature, aptamers are smaller and more stable than antibodies,
making them more suitable for SPR.77 Three techniques of immobilizing the functional
groups include physical adsorption, self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), and covalent
coupling.76 Physical adsorption is simple and can result in high surface coverage of
the sensor with a recognition element; however, the recognition elements are generally
oriented randomly which limits the functional area of the sensor.76 SAMs can be made
with amphiphilic molecules that self-organize into a 2-D structure with the hydrophilic
group facing the metal or silicon sensing surface.76 The recognition element is then
attached to the hydrophobic side of the SAM, which results in stable, uniform, and
highly functional surface coverage of the sensor.76 Covalent coupling requires multiple
steps and is generally less specific to sensing a single analyte.76 A blocking agent is
usually required to block left-over non-specific functional groups.76
Increasing the specificity of sensors is a universal problem for detecting analytes in
complex matrices and new methods are being explored. For instance, one alternative to
functionalisation is molecular imprinting, where an imprint of the analyte to be detected
is formed on the surface of the sensor.76 When exposed to the surface, the analyte
“recognizes” the size and shape of the imprint and fills the imprint. To further increase
sensitivity, analytes may be immobilized on nanoparticles or fluorescently tagged in the
sample solution and then exposed to SPR sensing surface.75 When the tagged molecule
or analyte-nanoparticle combination attaches to the surface, the SPR signal may be
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enhanced further and provide higher quality signals. However, this complicates sample
preparation and the other sensing techniques may be preferable. Detecting a chemical
using label-free sensors requires careful design of the sensing surface, but the delivery
of the analyte to the surface also needs to be considered.
Analyte Delivery and Response Time
Exposing the sensor to the analyte must also be optimized for fast kinetics in order to
increase throughput. The chemical kinetics of binding depends on the affinity of the




is the analyte concentration, [B] is the amount of unbound recognition elements, [AB]
is the amount of analyte bound to the recognition elements, ka is the adsorption rate
constant, and kd is the desorption rate constant. Equation 2.28 describes the relation
between [A] in the bulk solution, the affinity constant (KD =
kd
ka
), the maximum signal















Given a specific analyte, only so many recognition elements will be available and the
chemical kinetics of binding will be somewhat fixed. This psuedo-first order kinetic
model is a general and simple model of adsorption. More thorough and complex models
have been developed to understand experimental deviations.78 Langmuir adsorption
is solely based on the chemistry and the concentration of analytes. Increasing the
concentration of an analyte in the solution increases the amount of analyte adsorbed
on the sensor.
Pre-concentration of a sample through sample preparation (filtration and solvent ex-
traction followed by evaporation) is also a common technique in analytical chemistry,
such as sample preparation, can take several hours so other means of concentrating
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analytes during sensing are desirable like field-amplified sample stacking79 and isota-
chophoresis.80 Two more techniques, electrokinetic concentration81 and dielectrophore-
sis (DEP),82 utilize the DC and AC electric fields, respectively, to bring analytes closer
to a sensing surface, both of which have been used in SPR sensing.83 Using DEP on
an ET-based Au NHA, Barik et al. were able to detect 1 pM of bovine serum albumin
in 14 min, which represented a 1000-fold decrease in detection time when compared to
theoretical detection times based on a diffusion-limited process.82 These methods for
concentrating analytes require more complex systems and are not without pitfalls, as
their additional complexity would increase the manufacturing and operating costs.
Another important factor that affects binding kinetics is mass transport. Efficient
delivery of analytes in a sample to a surface requires considered design of the flow cell
that holds the sensor.84 Since flows in most SPR devices are laminar, mass transport is
diffusion limited through a stagnant boundary layer.78 As analytes bind to receptors,
the concentration of analytes decreases near the surface. The layer of liquid above
an adsorbing surface that has a concentration different to the bulk fluid is called the
depletion zone. The diffusive flux of analyte, JD, to the surface is a function of bulk
concentration ([A]), sensing area (A), diffusivity (D), and the thickness of the analyte
depletion zone (tD). If the diffusive flux cannot keep up with the chemical kinetics, the
process is mass-transport limited or, more specifically in this case, diffusion limited.
The depletion zone may be reduced by increasing the flow rate over the surface or
restricting flow or forcing liquid through pores with width less than tD. Depending on
the chemistry of the sensing application, increasing JD by adjusting the flow cell and
sensor design can significantly improve response time.84–86
The traditional NHA sensing setup consists of a Au NHA on a glass substrate
encapsulated in a microfluidic cell and the fluid flows over the NHA. Compared to a
flow-over sensor, a flow-through sensor was shown to reduce sensor response time by
up to 20 times for certain groups of analytes.86 Typically the response is better for
analytes with fast reaction kinetics.86 The work in this thesis takes advantage the




2.3.2 SPR Sensor Instruments and Applications
Most research into plasmonic sensing is aimed at maximizing one or more of the afore-
mentioned sensing characteristics. Numerous designs of SPR sensors have been tested
on a wide range of applications. The first SPR sensor was demonstrated in 1983 us-
ing the Kretschmann configuration, and SPR was successfully commercialized in 1990
with Pharmacia Biosensor AB launching the Biacore instrument.87 Major benefits of
SPR sensing include low detection limits, good sensitivity, label-free detection, real-
time analysis, speed, and reliability.88 Commercial devices based on the Kretschmann
configuration are now well established.72 Many researchers and some companies have
also focused their attention on waveguide,89 grating,90,91 NHAs,46,92,93 fiber-optic,94,95
and nanoparticle configurations.96
Multiple literature reviews have been written to summarize hundreds of experimen-
tal SPR sensing publications.72,88,96–104 Other reviews have focused on the applications
of SPR sensing for clinical diagnosis,75,105 biosecurity,106 environmental detection,72,107
and drug discovery.72,108 SPR sensors compete well with other analytical sensing tech-
nologies and multiple SPR platforms are commercially available with a value of SB >
5000 nm/refractive index unit (RIU), resolutions down to 2×10−7 RIU, and pM detec-
tion limits (DLs).102 Tomassetti et al.109 directly compared a reflection-based SPR sen-
sor to two other sensors for detection of the protein immunoglobulin G (IgG) in serum
and milk. Their SPR sensor achieved lower detection limit than the other two sensors,
although the dynamic range was smaller than the other methods. The most common
type of SPR sensor is based on the Kretschmann configuration.102 Portable SPR sys-
tems have also been developed for multiplexed analysis, also using the Kretschmann
configuration.110 Some drawbacks of the portable systems include lower sensitivity,
poor resolution, and less robust optical and fluidic systems.102 Sensing with NHAs has
been intensely studied by many research groups for their unique properties.8
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2.4 Plasmonic Nanohole Array Based Sensors
In 2004 Brolo et al. demonstrated the first plasmonic nanohole array-based sensor
(PNABS) in a collinear transmission configuration.46 Since then, PNABS have been
demonstrated to have high sensitivity and good resolution.9 The development of PN-
ABS has been driven partly by the collinear optical setup, which can be simpler and
less bulky than a reflection setup.46 Other advantages of PNABS were their ability to
be arranged with high packing densities (107 sensors/cm2),111 multiplexing capabilities,
and good reproducibility.112 Cetin et al. created a small handheld PNABS, shown in
Figure 2.14, demonstrating these advantages.113 Patents describing different PNABS
have been granted as well.103,114,115
Figure 2.14: A handheld PNABS shown above used lens-free computational on-chip
imaging of a Au NHA on a chip for label-free sensing of protein mono- and bilayers.
Image from Cetin et al.113
The literature is full of research detailing the properties and sensing characteristics
of a multiplicity of PNABS. The yearly average number of Google Scholar results for
the search phrases “plasmon” and “extraordinary optical transmission” in Figure 2.15
shows the logarithmic trend in recent years. For the phrase “ ‘nanohole array’ plasmon
sensor” Google scholar returned a total of 1000+ results. The observation of ET
through plasmonic NHAs by Ebbesen et al. has generated immense interest in PNABS.
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Figure 2.15: A Google Scholar search of publications yield a large number of results
and deceleration of results in recent years for the phrases in the legend.
While ET is now well-understood, research into PNABS is still active.
Table 2.2 highlights the major reported features and characteristics of select PNABS
in the literature. The list is not exhaustive but representative of the work that has been
done with regards to PNABS. Much of the research reported some unique contribution
to NHA sensing which is briefly summarized in the “Notes” section of the table. Most
of the authors also report BRIS and/or resolution of their PNABS. Table 2.2 is not
intended for competitive comparison of technology. Rather, by viewing the research
outcomes next to each other, possible paths for improving sensing characteristics of








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.4.1 Overview of Past PNABS
The following list summarises the trends in the various features of PNABS reported in
Table 2.2.
 Au was the most common material used in plasmonic NHA sensors, likely for
stability purposes and well-known surface chemistry.
 Most lattices of NABS have been square or hexagonal with a few reports of
rectangular.
 Pitches were typically greater than 400 nm, with a few reports of 200-400 nm .
 Most NHAs had circular holes with a few reports of elongated holes.
 Most PNABS used optically thick films (>80 nm).
 Some of the reported array sizes were less than the propagation length of SPPs
being excited which can be detrimental to sensing.149
 Many of the bulk sensitivities are less, sometime much less, than the theoretical
limits for the given wavelength.
 Detection limits can dip into the low pM range.
The most commonly reported characteristics of PNABS include SB, resolution and
DLs, many based on biotin-streptavidin binding. The SB, FOMB and resolution of
of PNABS with thick films have been pushed to their limits.150 Despite this some
authors have reported low SB. The research presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis shows
why values of SB shown in Table 2.2 are sometimes much lower than their theoretical
estimates. In the same chapter, the nature of the resonances that cause bulk sensitivity
are detailed by comparing experimental and simulated bulk sensitivities.
As discussed in the previous section, the second-order surface sensitivity, SSOSS, is
arguably the most important FOM when considering a specific application, because it
accounts for the position of the target analyte with respect to the surface and decay
length of the plasmon.10,151 Exploring materials other than Au and pushing the geo-
metrical limits to smaller scales allows for manipulation of LSP and SPP decay lengths
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for tuning NHA platforms to specific applications. Many researchers have failed to
optimise the surface sensitivity of their PNABS for their application. Chapter 5 of this
thesis address this issue in simulations and experiments by comparing the response of
multiple NHAs with different dimensions to the changing adlayer thickness.
Another goal of this research was to determine the optical properties of PNABS
with elliptical holes and circular holes and identify the role hole shape plays in sur-
face sensitivity. A FDTD simulation, Lumerical, is used to numerically calculate the
far-field transmission and reflection coefficients for a range of wavelengths and NHA
geometries. By comparing the simulated responses of in-hole adlayers with surface-
only adlayers, the work presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis shows that hole shape
and pitch can enhance in-hole surface sensitivity. An analysis of literature on PNABS
guided the research in this thesis and is detailed in the following section.
2.4.2 Critical Analysis
Materials
Most of the PNABS in Table 2.2 are made with Au due in large part to its good chem-
ical stability. The relatively poorer chemical stability of Ag need not necessitate using
Au. Ag plasmonic devices can be made to last for months if stored properly under
inert conditions.35 Coating Ag PNABS in other materials, such as a thin layer of Au,
also inhibits degradation, but adds another step to the production process.152 The
surface chemistry used to functionalise Au also works with Ag. Like Ag, Al has poorer
chemical stability but better plasmonic characteristics than Au. Intentionally passi-
vated Al by O2 plasma etching resulted in little deterioration of plasmonic properties,
but drastically improved chemical stability.38 The thin, dense alumina coating that
is formed is easily functionalised using well known silanisation techniques.153 For real
world applications, limiting plasmonic devices to Au is detrimental to advancement of
the technology.
As shown earlier in this chapter, Ag and Al have better plasmonic properties into
the blue and UV range, which would open up a range of frequencies for optimizing
NHAs. The low absorption of Al and Ag at these wavelengths results in plasmonic
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resonances with narrower linewidths.154,155 Smaller linewidths can increase FOMSOSS
providing better resolution and decreased detection limits. For the sensing of smaller
molecules or ions in water, Ag and Al NHAs, which have reduced field decay length,
can have better sensitivity than their Au counterparts.
Though Au is only deposited in ultra-thin layers, physical vapour deposition can
still be very expensive, especially in a laboratory setting, because only a small fraction
of the evaporated Au coats the NHA(s). Fabrication of single-use Ag and Al NHA
consumables would be less cost-prohibitive than Au. Integration of Al and Ag NHAs
and recent advancements in surface chemistry and materials engineering will push the
limits of PNABS. In order to take full advantage of the plasmonic characteristics of Al
and Ag NHAs, smaller geometries must be considered.
Asymmetric Thin Films
Little work has been done with NHAs in thin (<50 nm) plasmonic films of Ag and
Al. For thin films, the plasmons on either side of the metal hybridise into higher and
lower energy plasmons (long-range SPPs and short-range SPPs, respectively). The
long-range SPPs occur at higher frequencies and have smaller line widths than thick
film SPPs.155 The smaller line-widths come with longer decay lengths, which can be
more suited to sensing of large molecules or changes further from the surface.156 The
surface sensitivity of long-range SPPs were found to be higher than that of thick film
SPPs for a Au-strip waveguide sensing using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer.157,158
For NHAs in thin metal films, a substrate with a higher refractive index than
the bulk fluid (n > 1.5) is generally used for support. The asymmetry between the
substrate and the bulk fluid presents a slightly more challenging problem to solve.
However, a Matlab script was written to solve for the dispersion of asymmetric thin
film SPPs (Appendix A.1). The dispersion from this script is used in Chapters 4 and
5 to predict the free space wavelengths at which SPPs resonate given NHA pitch, bulk
refractive index and substrate refractive index. Multiple commercial software tools
are available for simulation of NHAs as well.159,160 A free desktop application for
reflection, transmission, and field calculations for square nanoholes with square lattice
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arrangement is also available.161 With access to these tools, NHAs in thin metallic films
can be optimised for a given situation and designed to take advantage of plasmonic
characteristics in Al and Ag NHAs. In addition to decreasing the plasmonic layer’s
thickness, decreasing the pitch and hole sizes may offer advantages as well.
High Density
NHAs with holes less than half the wavelength of light can sustain large localised fields
due to leaky waveguide modes and do not necessarily require grating-coupled excitation
of SPPs, especially hole shapes with high aspect ratios.162 Ferreira et al. restricted
the active surface area of a NHA to inside the holes by covering only the top surface
of Au NHAs with silicon oxide.144 By functionalising only the in-hole surface of the
holes with biotin, attomoles of streptavidin were detected.144 Despite this finding of
high in-hole surface sensitivity, Blanchard-Dionne and Meunier concluded that the top
surface, as opposed the hole surface, of NHAs with square holes and square lattices was
more sensitive to thin films.161 Other groups have shown that the inside of the holes
are still very sensitive to refractive index.142 These conflicting reports raise questions
as to what characteristics of NHAs leads to high sensitivities inside holes and how to
manipulate them.
An alternative way to take advantage of high in-hole sensitivity is to increase
the packing density of holes. By increasing the number of holes per unit structure,
Yokoyama et al. demonstrated an increase in the FOMB.
163 Pushing the fabrication
limits towards high density NHAs increases the ratio of in-hole surface area to total
sensing area. Yim et al. created a thin Au film with sub-20 nm holes and sub-50 nm
pitch.116 Ag or Al would have been a more interesting material to use for this fabrica-
tion method due to the overlapping range of their plasmonic properties with the pitch.




Rectangular Lattices and Hole Shape
Zhang et al.164 revealed that lattice structure also affects sensitivity by comparing
PNABS with square and hexagonal lattices for the same pitch. Monteiro et al.165 has
also shown that increasing pitch results in better SB. Using NHAs with a rectangular
lattice allows for the increasing in nanohole density by decreasing one pitch while still
exciting grating-coupled SPPs at optical frequencies using a longer pitch. Rectangular
lattices also allow for dual-polarization measurements139 By constraining the pitch
in one direction, the hole shape could be changed as well. Tuning the aspect ratio
of the hole shape has been shown to produce strong birefringent effects in NHAs.166
Cervantes-Tellez et al. used FDTD to optimise the resolution of elliptical nanoholes in
Au (in a square lattice arrangement).129
Size and shape of holes in NHAs also strongly affects ET.166–168 Single nanoholes
in thin Au films were found to support highly localised excitations with 10-20 nm
decay lengths suitable for sensing.7 These small decay lengths could be used to probe
reactions of small molecules close to the surface. The Kall group showed that for
isolated holes, the interior of the hole was the most sensitive to refractive index.7
The transmission spectrum through plasmonic single holes and NHAs is dependent
upon the waveguide cutoff of the aperture, the LSP modes excited by the edges of the
apertures, and the resonant SPP modes.54 For arrays of circular holes, as hole size
increases, both intensity and line-width increase.54 Elliptical, rectangular, or irregular
shaped holes have strong polarization dependence and can have improved sensitivities
over symmetric holes.129,147 Moreover, periodic bridged apertures together can enhance
local fields and increase ET when compared to unbridged apertures.127,169
Flow-through NHAs
Most plasmonic sensors are designed as flow-over sensors as opposed to flow-through
sensors. Flowing liquids through plasmonic NHAs with open-ended nanoholes can
guide chemicals to the most sensitive area of the sensor. Flow-through NHAs were also
shown to concentrate analytes to the surface, enabling faster detection.86 Spontaneous
concentration of analytes was observed by Kumar et al. in a flow-through NHA as
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liquid permeated through the pores solely by gravity.136 Escobedo et al. also used
a NHA concurrently with an external electric field to concentrate the molecules to
the surface of the sensor.170 Increasing analyte flux to the surface of a sensor is key
to limiting detection time. Full advantage of flow-through NHAs would occur if the
in-hole surface sensitivity were maximised.
2.4.3 Types of Plasmonic Sensors Tested in this Thesis
By combining the aforementioned ideas for increasing surface sensitivity, the research in
this thesis planned to optimise the in-hole surface sensitivity for flow-through plasmonic
sensing. This research set off to understand how to optimise surface sensitivity of
PNABS following the critical analysis outlined in the previous section. Specifically, Ag
was used as the plasmonic material in this research in order to access the full optical
spectrum (light with wavelengths of 400-800 nm). The choice of Ag allowed for the
excitation of SPP with array pitches <400 nm. Thin films were also used to excite
both short- and long-range SPPs. By allowing for these unconventional choices of
parameters, the research in this thesis had the opportunity to advance knowledge in
the area of plasmonic sensing. Two of the plasmonic sensors in this thesis consisted of
well-ordered, periodic NHAs while the third consisted of regular, non-periodic NHAs.
Well-ordered, Periodic NHAs
Two of the PNABS tested in this thesis were based on well-ordered, periodic nanohole
arrays. The NHAs were fabricated in clean rooms using equipment with nanometric
resolution, similar to many of the PNABS in Table 2.2. The first PNABS was based
on small chips developed for transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The other one
was designed by this author using simulations and partially fabricated by contract.
The final fabrication steps and experimental testing were completed in-house. While
waiting for the fabrication and delivery of these chips, a similar, but fundamentally




Porous anodic alumina filters (PAAFs) were purchased due to their well-known, in-
expensive, and simple method of manufacturing and their well-ordered nanoporous
surface, which was promising for exciting SPPs and/or LSPs. By depositing Ag on
the filters, a novel platform for plasmonic sensing was tested for sensitivity. A brief
overview of these types of structures and some possible advantages of plasmonic PAAFs
are presented before concluding this chapter.
PAAFs are formed by anodisation of planar Al films.171 The crystalline structure of
Al allows electrochemical anodisation to form regular, hexagonal, and anisotropic pores
through the Al film like those shown in Figure 2.16. The anodisation process is simple
and inexpensive, requiring no templating or lithography.172 Furthermore, the pore
quality, pore size and inter-pore distance is controllable through process parameters.172
Thin porous anodic alumina (PAA) films using similar fabrication methods have been
investigated by numerous researchers for optical sensing purposes, based on Fabry-
Perot modes and plasmonic modes.153,173 Pores in thin films of PAA have been filled
with plasmonic nanoparticles using an electrolytic deposition process and LSPR bands
were observed in the optical absorption spectra.174 Zhou et al. coated PAAFs with> 80
nm of Al, which resulted in a distribution of Al nanoparticles forming inside the pores
and demonstrated that the coated PAAF was a highly efficient broad band absorber
with potential use in water desalination.175 In Chapter 6, physical vapour deposition
Figure 2.16: SEM image of a PAAF
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(PVD) of < 30 nm of Ag on PAAFs is shown to produce a similar distribution of
nanoparticles (combined with a NHA) that can be used as a very sensitive PNABS.
Coating of discontinuous, thin plasmonic films, similar to the deposition in Chapter
6, on flat glass substrates as far back as 1977 revealed optical absorption bands.176
Mandal et al. prepared Ag/SiO2 composite films by concurrent DC sputtering of
Ag and SiO2 films.
177 The films were assessed with TEM and optical absorbance
spectroscopy which both provided evidence of varying Ag nanoparticle distribution
and number density for changing deposition conditions.177 The optical absorbance
was modelled using Mie theory and effective medium theory, though Mandal et al.
suggested using dynamical Maxwell-Garnett theory for accounting for finite size and
shape of the particles.177 The Ag nanoparticles in that publication were not accessible
for chemical sensing purposes like the nanoparticles in the PAAFs in this thesis, which
had other advantages as well.
For label-free sensing, reduction of non-specific binding events is accomplished
through sample preparation and clean-up. The long pores in PAAFs are designed
to filter particles by size discrimination and thus provide an opportunity to reduce the
cost of analysis by combining steps of an analytical method: clean-up and detection.
The filtration of analyte solutions through the filter also be used to decrease detection
times as the analytes are forced into the small pores and able to interact more readily
with the plasmonic material. The plasmonic PAAF platform is thus ideal for remote
field analysis where sample preparation is limited by lack of access to facilities, where
in-line monitoring of a fluid matrix is necessary, and where time-critical measurements
must be made in complex matrices. Chapter 6 shows the results of these plasmonic
PAAFs and is the final research project presented thesis.
2.5 Summary
The substantial background of history, theory and literature required for understanding
this thesis has been reviewed in this chapter. The work presented herein adds to
the already large body of work completed on PNABS. The contents of this chapter
are what formed the research questions and hypotheses presented in Chapter 1. A
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critical review of literature guided the formulation and justification of the research
questions and hypotheses presented in the introduction. Before beginning the research
component of this thesis, an introductory overview of the methods and tools used to
simulate plasmonic NHAs is given in the next chapter with the purpose of preparing
the reader for understanding the 3D geometry of a NHA unit cell used to simulate
NHA and interpreting common simulation plots in later chapters.
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Simulation Methods and Tools
Simulating nanohole arrays (NHAs), as opposed to fabrication of NHAs, is a much more
efficient and cost-effective method to optimize their surface sensitivity or other prop-
erties. Simulations of light propagation through NHAs need only to solve Maxwell’s
equations, the constitutive relations, and the Lorentz force law for a given geome-
try. Many methods of solving Maxwell’s equations have been used, including but not
limited to: finite element method (FEM);178 finite-difference time domain (FDTD)
method;179 coupled-mode method;54 boundary element method;44 and multiple multi-
pole method.180,181 A review of their strengths and weaknesses has been written by
Gallinet et al.182
In this thesis, finite element analysis (FEA), the application of FEM to a problem,
was used to simulate the bulk refractive index sensitivity of NHAs and the FDTD
method was used to simulate the surface sensitivity of NHAs to adlayers. In the
following sections, a brief background of these numerical methods is followed by a
detailed overview of the simulation tools. Finally, examples and details of bulk and
surface sensitivity simulations are presented. Furthermore, the script for generating a
simulation with FDTD is included in Appendix B.1 and details on convergence testing
is given in Appendix C.2.
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3.1 Numerical Methods
Numerical methods are useful for solving complex problems that have no definite an-
alytical solutions, as well as problems where the analytical solution is difficult to ob-
tain.182 While definite analytical solutions exist for some plasmonic cavities like scat-
tering from individual nanoholes,43,183 the inclusion of a substrate, periodic structure,
and adlayers complicate the problem sufficiently to warrant numerical simulation. For
3D simulations, numerical methods require that a simulation space be discretised into
small finite volumes called elements. In FEA, a system of equations incorporating the
elements of the simulation and a partial differential equation (PDE) is numerically
solved for, resulting in an approximate solution to the PDE at a given frequency. The
FDTD method solves a set of six PDEs for every element in the simulation. The two
methods are quite different.
3.1.1 Finite Element Method
The FEM is commonly used to numerically solve boundary value problems like Maxwell’s
equations in the frequency domain for an arbitrary geometry. The basic steps of FEA
of a boundary value problem are:184
1. Discretization of the space to be simulated
2. Defining the interpolation functions between nodes
3. Forming the system of equations describing the whole volume
4. Solving the system of equations
Given a 3D geometry, the first step in a FEA is to break the simulation domain
into volume elements. To begin, the outside surface of the simulation domain may
be broken into triangular area elements given the desirable mesh size. Tetrahedral
elements are then constructed inward, layer by layer. The next step is to define how
the solution at the nodes of each element are interpolated to find the solution in the
element. The approximate solution to a PDE at each element, φ̃e, may be expressed
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with a linear combination of solutions φei at the i
th node:











where N ei is the interpolation function for node i of element e and n is the number of
nodes each element contains.184 For the case of electromagnetic waves, φ̃ = ~̃E, and ~̃E
must satisfy the wave equation (3.2) and boundary conditions. A system of equations
may be formed by implementing the following, or another, form of the electromagnetic
wave equation in FEA:
~∇× µ−1r (~∇× ~̃E) + k20(εr −
iσ
ωε0
) ~̃E = δ ≈ 0 (3.2)
where µr is the relative permeability, k0 is the wavevector in free space, εr is the relative
permittivity, σ is the conductivity, ω is the angular frequency of light, and ε0 is the
permittivity of free space. A residual, δ, remains because ~̃E in the equation above,
is only an approximate solution. The final step involves solving the equations. An
iterative process may be used which chooses values of the φ̃ to minimize this residual
until the specified convergence is achieved.184 Another solution involves creating a large
matrix that holds information on all the simulation elements and the physics linking
them together, then inverting the matrix and solving for the eigenvalues of desired
quantity. FEA can be used to solve for the magnetic flux density, ~H, and/or other
electromagnetic quantities along with the constitutive relationships.
Once the full electromagnetic field at every node in the simulation is solved, reflec-
tion and transmission coefficient may be calculated for a single frequency. To simulate
spectra, the solver must recalculate the fields for multiple frequencies. The process can
be time consuming and scales proportionally by the number of elements in the simula-
tion and the bandwidth and resolution of the frequency spectrum. By taking advantage
of Fourier analysis, FDTD offers a way around the single frequency limitation of FEM.
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3.1.2 Finite-Difference Time Domain Algorithm
The FDTD algorithm solves the Maxwell’s equations numerically in the time-domain
by taking advantage of a leap-frog technique using standard finite-difference approxi-
mations for the derivatives of the electric and magnetic fields with respect to space and
time.185 Similar to the FEM, the simulation is discretised into elements. The basic
element in FDTD calculations is called a Yee cell, named for the inventor of the algo-
rithm.186 Figure 3.1a shows one configuration of the Yee cell where the electric field is
centred on and assumed uniform over the surfaces of the cell and the magnetic field is
assumed uniform along the edges of the cell.185 Maxwell’s equations, namely Ampere’s
Law and Faraday’s Law, are easily applied to the Yee cell in this configuration and
yield six coupled PDEs.185
(a) Diagram of Yee Cell (b) 1D FDTD Algorithm
Figure 3.1: (a) The FDTD algorithm described here calculates the electric field at
the centre of the Yee cell’s surface and the magnetic fields at the centre of the Yee cell’s
edges. The Yee cell has dimensions ∆x×∆y×∆z. (b) The FDTD algorithm alternates
which field it calculates at time intervals of 1
2
∆t. Figures adapted from Taflove and
Hagness.185
The complete details of the FDTD algorithm may be found elsewhere,185 but the
algorithm works as described here. The electric field, ~E|ni,j,k = ~E(i∆x, j∆y, k∆z, n∆t),
is approximated at integer time coordinate (n) and integer space coordinates i, j, and
k. As shown in Equation 3.3, the x-component of the electric field, Ex in the Yee cell
from Figure 3.1a may be estimated using its previous value at time t−∆t and the four
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nearby, orthogonal magnetic field values located at y ± 1
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This equation is a shortened version of the equation derived on page 64 in Taflove
and Hagness 2005, where F and G are lumped parameters.185 The material-dependent
functions, F and G, come from rearranging the finite-difference approximations of the
aforementioned PDEs. Once the electric fields are approximated, time is stepped by
1
2
∆t to calculate the magnetic fields (H) using equations similar in form to (3.3).185
Finally, the time increases another half step and uses the updated magnetic fields
and the most recent electric field to calculate the new electric field. This process
repeats itself for every field component in every element of the simulation, as shown
in Figure 3.1b until all the fields in the simulation have effectively reached a steady-
state solution, or the simulation end time has been reached. When the simulation
is complete, the functions of the fields may be Fourier transformed from the time
domain into the frequency domain. From the transformed electromagnetic field data,
transmission and reflection spectra may be calculated.
Understanding the numerical methods behind the graphical user interface of soft-
ware and the tools that use these methods is important for properly designing the
simulation of plasmonic NHAs. Well-designed simulations may be combined with ex-
perimental results to help the user explain why physical phenomena occur. Poorly
designed simulations can result in numerical artefacts or prolonged simulation times.
Researchers must be careful to avoid these artefacts by understanding the fundamen-
tal algorithms, taking care while setting up the simulation, and comparing simulations
with experiments.
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3.2 Numerical Tools
Various commercial numerical tools were available for solving electromagnetic problems
in either the frequency domain or time domain including GSolver,187 COMSOL160
Lumerical,,159 and Optiwave.188 COMSOL was used to test bulk sensitivity primarily
out of convenience because it was available at the time. A trial version of Lumerical
was used to simulate adlayer sensitivity, and then purchased for its ability to generate
representative reflection and transmission spectra of NHAs rapidly. The setup and
results of an example simulation are presented and discussed in the following sections.
3.2.1 Simulating Bulk Sensitivity with COMSOL FEM
COMSOL is a multiphysics platform with numerous modules to help researchers and
engineers simulate a variety of physical problems including thermodynamics, fluid dy-
namics, mechanics, and electrodynamics. COMSOL’s Radio Frequency Module is suit-
able for simulating electromagnetic waves propagating through complex media. Version
4.3 of this module was used to simulate a plane wave source propagating through an
infinite array of plasmonic nanoholes. The bulk sensitivity from Equation 2.23 was
simulated by changing the bulk refractive index of the background medium and track-
ing the change in signal response. COMSOL has a logical graphical user interface that
guides the user through the selected simulation. When a model is created from scratch,
the user must input the materials, create the geometry, choose the physics to be sim-
ulated and generate the mesh. Once the model is defined, a study may be designed to
simulate desired results.
Creating the Nanohole Array
Before creating the geometry, materials and their properties must be defined. For air,
the dielectric constant was assumed the same as a vacuum. The complex permittiv-
ity of silver (Ag) was defined using data from the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics.189 The permittivity of silicon nitride (SiN) was defined using a linear interpo-
lation of tabulated data from Luke et al.190 The tabulated data for these permittivities
are given in Appendix B.2. Material permittivities are assumed isotropic and uniform.
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Materials used were non-magnetic so the relative permeabilities were assumed to be
unity.
Periodic boundary conditions allowed for simulation of arrays of nanoholes by defin-
ing a unit cell with a single nanohole shown in Figure 3.2. The geometry of the NHA
was created using boolean geometry. An elliptical cylinder was subtracted from a
200 nm x 400 nm x 40 nm Ag layer. Below the Ag nanohole, a similar elliptical cylin-
der subtracted from a 200 nm x 400 nm x 100 nm SiN layer was added. Then, the
hole is filled with air by intersecting the same geometries that were subtracted from
each other. Two layers of air, 300 nm each, were added, one above the Ag and one
below the SiN layers. A union of the air volumes was created. Finally, a simulation
Figure 3.2: The x- and y-normal cross section views of a unit cell of the simulation
show the periodic boundary conditions (dark red lines), the perfectly matched layers
above and below the nanohole (dark grey), the materials (air - light blue, Ag - light
grey, SiN - yellow), and dimensions (x and y pitches - px and py, x and y ellipse axes
- Dx and Dx, Ag and SiN thicknesses - tAg and tSiN) of simulation region are also
shown. The red and blue dashed lines indicate where the planar view of the Ag ellipse
intersected the cross section views.
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domain was defined with room for perfectly matched layers above and below the top
and bottom air layers, respectively.
Perfectly matched layers, which are absorbing layers used to simulate open bound-
aries, are designed to minimize reflection back into the simulation, ideally representing
a surface that is completely transparent and totally absorbing. If, however, perfectly
matched layers are not placed far enough away from any excited evanescent fields within
the simulation, the evanescent fields will grow in the perfectly matched layers and gen-
erate artefacts in the simulated results. Usually, placing a perfectly matched layer
one wavelength away from any evanescent source is enough to minimize the numerical
anomaly, which may appear in the results as < 0% or > 100% absolute transmission
and/or reflection.
Electromagnetic Excitation and Solver
To calculate the transmission and reflection spectra, scattering parameters were used
by the COMSOL software for two ports located at the upper (port 1) and lower (port
2) boundary of the air domain. The upper port, which automatically points outward
from the simulation, was set to excite a plane wave with a frequency, f0, backward
into the simulation. Reflection was calculated at this top port as the ratio of outward
flux to source flux. Likewise, the bottom port was defined with reverse orientation and
calculates transmission by the ratio of the outward flux to the source flux. The details
of calculating the flux and scattering parameters, as well as how those relate to the
reflection and transmission, are given in the RF Module User’s Guide in Chapter 3:
Electromagnetic Theory.160
Under the Physics section in the RF module, the “Electromagnetic Waves, Fre-
quency Domain” solver was chosen to simulate a plane wave of electromagnetic radia-
tion with a given frequency incident on an infinite array of holes. In order to obtain a
spectrum of transmission and reflection coefficients, COMSOL implements a paramet-
ric solver that sweeps through the necessary frequency range with a given resolution.
The time required to simulate the spectra increases with increasing frequency range
and resolution. The simulation time for one frequency sweep is determined by the
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simulation mesh. For four million simulation elements and 100 frequency steps, the
simulation time was four hours on a custom-built 64-bit PC with Intel Core i5-3570
CPU (3.4 GHz), 16 GB RAM, and a Radeon HD 7700 Series graphics card.





Mesh construction in COMSOL is the perhaps the
most critical aspect of simulation in FEA. A coarse
mesh may result in numerical artefacts and instabili-
ties. Too fine of a mesh can result in day- or week-
long simulation times. In general, the mesh size for a
given domain needs to be < λ
10
or 10× smaller than
the smallest feature. Four different mesh sizes were
used, three for the different material domains and one
for the edges of the nanoholes. In air above and below
the simulation, the smallest wavelength was 400 nm,
so a 40 nm mesh size was defined. In the SiN layer,
the wavelength is approximately half that in air, so 20
nm mesh size was sufficient.
For absorbing layers like Ag, the skin depth of the
material sets constraints on the mesh size with two
linear elements required per skin depth of the material.
The skin depth for Ag is 20 nm in the frequency range
of interest, so a mesh of 10 nm would have been sufficient. This size was also 10×
smaller than the hole. However, the mesh in the Ag was chosen to be 7 nm, due
to the small layer thickness and size of the hole. Smaller mesh sizes resulted in day
long computation times and high memory demand and the intensity of reflection and
transmission spectra changed by less than 1 %. The mesh size in the air in the holes
of the layers was chosen to match the layers, since it did not increase the simulation
time significantly.
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An example of a final simulation mesh is shown in Figure 3.3. A triangular mesh
was imposed on a x-normal and a y-normal boundary of the domain and copied to
the opposite sides to ensure a compatible mesh for the periodic boundary conditions.
Two sets of periodic boundary conditions were set on the outside of the x-normal and
y-normal surfaces of the simulation domain. The periodic condition was set to Floquet
periodicity. Periodic boundary conditions calculate the necessary phase shift across the
simulation in order for the solution to be periodic. Swept mesh was used in the perfectly
matched layer domains to ensure good element quality. More specific information for
setting up COMSOL’s periodic boundary conditions and perfectly matched layer can be
found in COMSOL’s RF Module (version 4.3) user manual provided with the software
purchase.160
Example Simulation Results
The transmission spectra of the NHAs of Figure 3.2 is plotted in Figure 3.4. Three
Fano-type resonances appear in the spectra, all grating-coupled surface plasmon po-
lariton (SPP) modes interfering with the localized hole mode.191 The resonance at
750 nm is the first order (0,±1) short-range SPP mode, while the resonances at 470
nm and 490 nm are hybridized modes consisting of a linear combination of the first
order (0,±1) long-range SPP and a higher order (±1,±1) short-range SPP. Three field
plots of the first order SPP mode at 784 nm (transmission peak) are shown in Figures
3.4b-d. A plot of the electric field | ~E| normalized to the incident electric field | ~E0| on
the x-normal plane in Figure 3.4b shows the field strength at a maximum around the
edges and inside the nanohole. Since incoming light has no Ez component, the plot
of Ez
| ~Eo|
in Figure 3.4c represents part of the scattered field, including the contribution
from excited SPPs. The fields also decay exponentially in the direction normal to the
surface of the Ag, another key feature of SPPs. The planar view of Ez
| ~Eo|
at the Ag/SiN
interface around the hole is shown in Figure 3.4d and indicates the (0,±1) nature of
the lattice-based resonance.
The bulk refractive index sensitivity (BRIS) from Equation 2.23 may be calculated





Figure 3.4: (a) Three resonances appear in the transmission spectra from the NHA
shown in Figure 3.2. By changing the background refractive index from 1.00 to 1.01,
each resonance shifts. The electric field plots for the (0,±1) short-range SPP resonance
at 750 nm are shown along with the incident polarisation (black double arrow) for: (b)
| ~E|
| ~E0|
, where dark blue represent a value of zero, and (c) Ez
| ~E0|
on a x-normal plane cut
through the centre of the simulation, where green represents a field value of zero, and
(d) Ez
| ~E0|
on the z-normal plane at the Ag/SiN interface, where green represents a field
value of zero.
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Table 3.1: Simulated BRIS of Different Spectral Features
SPP Order Wavelength RI Sensitivity
(0,1)sr 741 nm 170 ± 36 nmRIU
(1,1)sr 483 nm 108 ± 32 nmRIU
(0,1)lr 456 nm 290 ± 50 nmRIU
tra from before and after. Two quantities to be measured (AKA measurands) are useful
for plasmonic nanohole array-based sensor (PNABS): intensity change and resonance
shift. These measurands will be discussed more in later chapters, but both are based
on Equation 2.24. The commonly reported measurand for PNABS is resonance (peak
or dip) shift per change in refractive index. Figure 3.4a shows the spectra of NHAs
when the background RI is 1.00 and 1.01. Table 3.1 shows the calculated BRIS from
each of the three resonant features.
While BRIS is the most widely used figure of merit (FOM) for plasmonic sensing,
the more practical FOM for chemical sensing is surface sensitivity.73 COMSOL’s large
memory requirements (>100 GB of RAM during simulation) for simulating plasmonic
nanostructures hindered the simulation of surface sensitivity with COMSOL with avail-
able resources, but another simulation tool, Lumerical FDTD, was available for those
simulations.
3.2.2 Simulating Surface Sensitivity with FDTD
Lumerical FDTD is commonly used for simulations of electromagnetic phenomena.
The setup of the simulation was similar to that of COMSOL with a few differences.
The dimensions and layout of the unit cell created in Lumerical were the same as in
Figure 3.2 with the addition of adlayers inside the Ag nanohole and on the top surface
of the Ag. The process for simulating NHAs in Lumerical included designing the
geometry, defining the simulation domain and properties, placing a source and placing
monitors to record results. The scripting language in Lumerical was straightforward
and easy to implement. The script written to create the NHA simulation for Lumerical
FDTD is given in Appendix B.1.
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Creating the Nanohole Array
Simulations in Lumerical are based on geometrical objects and layering. For instance, if
object A with a mesh order of one and object B with a mesh order of two overlap, then
object A will override object B in the overlapping region. First, the SiN substrate with
a Ag layer above was created. The material refractive indices were generated from the
same tabulated data as used in the COMSOL simulations and given in Appendix B.2.
An elliptical cylinder of air was defined at the centre of the simulation to create a hole
in the two layers.
In addition to the NHA defined in Figure 3.2, two separate adlayers were scripted
into the simulation. The in-hole adlayer was scripted by filling the hole with an elliptical
cylinder of adlayer media then etching the adlayer with a smaller elliptical cylinder of
air to achieve the desired adlayer thickness. The top adlayer was scripted similar to
the Ag and substrate layers. This setup allows the user to probe the sensitivity of the
localised surface plasmon (LSP) inside the holes and compare it to the sensitivity of the
SPPs propagating above the NHA. The script is fully parameterized with user-defined
variables allowing a user to easily adjust for changing adlayer pitch, hole size, substrate
thickness, and Ag thickness.
Simulation Domain
A 3D FDTD simulation was defined around the nanohole with length and width cor-
responding to the pitches of the nanohole array. Three different planar views of the
simulation domain are shown in Figure 3.5. A summary of the important settings for
the simulation is given in Table 3.2. The simulation time was chosen long enough for
the fields to decay from the injected source pulse and reach steady state. A 1D time
domain monitor was created on the edge of the Ag nanohole to ensure fields had de-
cayed. This time is not to be confused with the real time taken to run the simulation,
which depends on mesh size and the port settings. The mesh shown in Figure 3.5 was
auto-generated by Lumerical depending on the mesh setting and the recommended
setting was usually ∆x,∆y,∆z ≈ λ
20
.182 Convergence testing was performed to select
a mesh setting suitable for the simulation (see Appendix C.2). In addition to the auto-
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(a) TM View (b) TE View (c) 3D View
Figure 3.5: The (a) TE view, (b) TM view , and (c) 3D view of the unit cell designed
in Lumerical. The yellow lines represent the edges of power and field monitors.The
orange lines represent the mesh. The purple arrow originates from the source and shows
the direction of propagation, while the blue double arrow shows the direction of the
polarization. The blue and green filled areas represent symmetry and anti-symmetry




Table 3.2: FDTD Simulation Settings
Setting Value
Simulation time 500 fs
Mesh type Auto non-uniform
Mesh accuracy 4
Mesh refinement conformal variant 0
X BCs Symmetric
Y BCs Anti-Symmetric
Allow symmetry on all boundaries Yes
PML type Stretched coordinate PML
PML profile Steep angle
PML layers 12
generated mesh, a finer mesh of 2 nm around the hole was scripted to better resolve the
curved edges of the elliptical cylinder. Yee cells are particularly suited to rectangular
coordinates and straight edges, not curved geometries. Too coarse a mesh resulted in
artefacts in the field profiles and the reflection and transmission spectra. The mesh
around the hole was also important in resolving the effect of adlayer thickness. When
the adlayer thickness was increased from one simulation to the next by less than the
mesh size, the two simulations could be effectively the same depending on where the
adlayer and mesh lie relative to each other. The adlayer thickness was set to increase
by 4-20 nm intervals from 0 nm to 100 nm, so a 2 nm mesh size sufficiently resolved
the changes.
The symmetry of the simulation was used to reduce the real time taken to run the
simulation. Symmetrical boundary conditions were applied to the boundaries in the
plane of polarization, while anti-symmetrical boundary conditions were applied to the
boundaries normal to the plane of polarization. While periodic boundary conditions
could be used, the symmetrical and anti-symmetrical boundary conditions returned the
same result in a quarter of the time, i.e., only one quarter of the full domain needs to be
simulated. Periodic boundary conditions would be required if there were asymmetrical
features or the source were incident at a non-zero angle. The boundary conditions at
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the top and bottom are set to perfectly matched layer which work in a similar manner
to those in COMSOL. With the simulation domain defined, source, power, and field
ports may be placed.
Sources and Ports
A polarized source pulse of finite width is injected into the simulation at the lower
boundary. The pulse may be absorbed, scattered, transmitted, and/or reflected. Even-
tually, the fields in the time domain simulation dissipate at which time the simulation
ends. The bandwidth of the simulation is related to the length of the initial source
pulse. A wider pulse in the time domain results in a shorter bandwidth in the fre-
quency domain. The bandwidth of interest is the optical region from 400 nm - 900 nm
which corresponds to a pulse width of about 2.66 fs and frequency of 541 THz. The
resolution in the frequency domain of the simulation is related to the time step of the
simulation. High resolution may provide smoother curves, but shortens the time step
and lengthens the simulation time.
The port for the source pulse does not record the reflection as in COMSOL. Other
types of ports must be created to record desired results. The reflection and transmis-
sion were measured at power ports at the top and bottom boundaries of the simulation
domain. Unlike COMSOL, Lumerical does not store the full field information automat-
ically. Field monitor ports were configured along the x-normal and y-normal through
the centre of the nanohole and z-normal plane just above the nanohole opposite the
substrate. Ports record a slice of the fields at each time step for analysis after the
simulation. Without ports, fields are discarded after the FDTD simulation no longer
needs them to calculate the fields at the next time step. While the full field could be
extracted, it would require additional hard disk storage and was not necessary for the
work done in this thesis. By taking the Fourier transform of the field functions in the
time domain, the fields in the frequency domain may be calculated. The yellow rect-
angles and lines Figure 3.5 indicate where ports were located. With the ports placed,




The resulting transmission spectra from the simulations depicted in Figure 3.5 are
shown in Figure 3.6a for adlayers (n = 1.48) ranging in thickness from 0-60 nm. The
transmitted spectrum when tad = 0 has three resonances similar to the result from
COMSOL simulations shown in Figure 3.4a, but the position of the resonance at 780
nm varies significantly from the resonance position at 730 nm from COMSOL. The
intensity of the resonances also vary between the two different simulations despite
modelling essentially the same material parameters and geometry. These differences
are most likely due to the differences in the computational methods used. The FDTD
method used by Lumerical is known to be highly sensitive to material definitions, es-
pecially with respect to plasmonic materials, and a difference in the interpolation of
the tabulated data (i.e. polynomial vs. linear) could explain some of this error. An-
other likely cause of the differences in the transmission spectra is COMSOL’s ability
to define curved elements, while Lumerical only defines cubic elements. This lim-
ited definition of elements by Lumerical leads to a well-known staircasing problem
that can lead to deviations from theory when modelling highly dispersive materials
like Ag NHAs.192 COMSOL has been shown to be superior to Lumerical in terms
of precision.192 However, this research was not concerned with precise matching of
simulations and comparisons between software, but rather using the two simulations,
independently, as tools to confirm the physical mechanisms responsible for resonances
and, in the case of Lumerical, establish the relative sensitivity to adlayers for different
geometries of NHAs.
As the adlayer increased in thickness, three resonances were shown to red-shift.
The wavelength shift of the resonances using the transmission minima are shown in
Figure 3.6b. This type of analysis was used extensively in this thesis to test the first
two hypotheses. Understanding why one resonance is more sensitive than others to the
same adlayer thickness is crucial for designing the most sensitive devices. This will be
discussed more in Chapter 5.
The FOM used for sensitivity depends on the setup of the device used to measure
transmission. As discussed in the background section, the surface sensitivity FOM
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(a) NHA Spectra
(b) Spectral Shift
Figure 3.6: (a) The simulated transmission spectra of the NHA simulation from
Figure 3.5c. The resonances red-shift as adlayer thickness (tad) increases. (b) The shift
of local minimums shown by the coloured arrows in the transmission spectra of (a) as
a function of adlayer thickness.
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(Equation 2.25) is a good measure for overall sensitivity for PNABS. If lz and SB are
known, the surface sensitivity, SS, may be calculated based on adlayer thickness. The
characteristic decay length normal to the surface can be estimated from Equation 2.17
through a semi-analytical calculation as discussed in Section 2.2.3.
3.3 Discussion
This chapter has given an overview of the two main simulation methods and tools,
namely COMSOL Multiphysics v4.3 and Lumerical FDTD, employed in this thesis for
modelling NHA transmission and reflection spectra. Similar to analytical modeling,
simulations require various assumptions. The contributions from various assumptions
to the deviation from experiments are discussed more in Appendix C.1. By minimizing
the uncertainty in experimental parameters using scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
the simulation should reproduce the experimental results to a reasonable extent and
show similar trends. If the simulations match the experimental results, then simu-
lations may be used to better understand the physics of phenomena. With deeper
phenomenological insight, devices may be optimized and designed with better charac-
teristics.
With regards to plasmonic NHAs, if the simulation spectra follow similar trends
with the experimental spectra, then other quantities in the simulation like electric and
magnetic fields can be viewed with good confidence.44 The field profiles may be used
to find the most sensitive locations of the NHA. Others have indeed explored this both
numerically and experimentally.193,194 However, important parameters, like pitch and
hole size, are left unjustified by authors or were restricted by fabrication technique.
The goal of these simulations are not to precisely match experiments, but to establish
trends for PNABS based on the NHA parameters and understand how to control the
sensitivity of PNABS. While simulations can be powerful tools, experimental evidence
is a necessity when designing sensors. Experiments must be designed to validate the
simulations and prove the established trends are translatable to real devices.
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In this thesis, three different platforms of periodic nanohole arrays (NHAs) have been
evaluated for their plasmonic sensing ability. The first platform, the focus of this chap-
ter, is based on commercially available transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grids
(referred to as grids for short) like the one shown in Figure 4.1. This study of flow-
through plasmonic NHAs was undertaken by coating grids with silver (Ag) in order to
create the required plasmonic surfaces. The bulk refractive index sensitivity (BRIS)
Figure 4.1: The circular TEM grid (left) has a 80 µm wide NHA (right) patterned on a
suspended 200 nm thick silicon nitride (SiN) membrane supported by a 3 mm diameter
silica substrate. The NHA had circular nanoholes of 400 nm diameter (ax = ay = 400
nm) spaced 500 nm apart in a square lattice (px = py = 500 nm). The black dotted
box represents a unit cell of the NHA.
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was then measured for three grids and compared with simulations. In the next section,
a brief overview of the methods used to characterise the grids is presented followed
by the details of those methods. Next, the experimental results are presented and ex-
plained using simulated results. The practicality of grids for use as plasmonic sensors
is then discussed. Finally, a summary of findings leads into the next platform studied.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Overview
Ten grids with one NHA suspended in the centre of each were purchased from Ted
Pella Incorporated.195 Some of these grids were spectroscopically characterised before
coating with silver (Ag) to understand the variability of optical properties due to fabri-
cation and measurement differences. Optical transmission spectra through three grids
(an uncoated grid, a grid coated with ∼200 nm Ag on one side and a grid coated with
∼200 nm Ag on both sides) were measured in air and while submersed in different
fluids. After coating with Ag, the grids were loaded into a flow cell for optical char-
acterisation. Imaging the grids revealed liquid flowing through the holes evidenced by
particulates fouling the NHA. The figure of merit (FOM) (Equation 2.23) was calcu-
lated using wavelength shift and intensity change from the spectra through three grids
in air, ethanol (EtOH) and isopropyl alchohol (IPA). After measuring transmission,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to image subwavelength features of the
NHA.
4.2.2 Materials and Cleaning
Distilled water, EtOH, methanol, IPA and acetone were obtained from the University
of Otago Chemistry Department. The general procedure used for cleaning grids, tools,
and flow cells comprised: a rinse with acetone followed by EtOH and/or methanol to
remove trace organics and debris, and a final rinse with IPA. The sudden boiling of
residual water in and around the nanoholes while evacuating the deposition system was
suspected to have destroyed some NHAs. The grids were rinsed with IPA, which readily
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evaporates, before Ag deposition as a preventative measure. Ag pellets, 99.99% pure,
and molybdenum evaporation boats (top-hat, dimple style) were purchased from Kurt
J. Lesker Company for thermal deposition. When handling the thermal deposition
chamber, disposable gloves were used to place pellets in the boats and to place samples
for coating.
Flow Cell
An aluminium flow cell, shown in Figure 4.2, was designed to support the grids for
BRIS measurements and to force water through the pores of the NHA. The flow cell
consisted of 2×2 cm2 top (Figure 4.2b) and bottom aluminium pieces. Both pieces had
(a) TEM Grid on Lower Half of Flow Cell
(b) Drawing of Upper Half
of Flow Cell
(c) Drawing of Flow Cell
Chamber
Figure 4.2: (a) The circular chip with the grid was coated in Ag, secured in the flow
cell (bottom half shown), and tested for bulk sensitivity. (b) A glass cover slip was
epoxied to the outside of the top (depicted) and bottom of the flow cell. (c) The inside
of the top half of the flow cell of (b) shows the outlet tubing, the glass slide (blue), and
a groove for an O-ring. The chip is secured between the top and bottom of the flow
cell by hand-tightening nuts and bolts through the four corner holes shown in (a).
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1.5 mm holes drilled into them to create the flow chambers. As depicted in Figure 4.2b,
channels along the outer surfaces of both pieces were milled to allow for an inlet and
outlet. Two sections of 1 mm diameter steel tubing were inserted in the channels
and sealed with epoxy to serve as an inlet from a syringe pump and an outlet to
waste. Pieces of cleaned glass cover slips were epoxied across the outside of both
flow chambers and channels to provide an external seal and serve as windows for
transmission measurements through the flow chamber and NHA.
The bottom cell had four bolts in a square arrangement around the flow chamber,
while the top had four holes in the same relative position. This allowed for easy
alignment of the top and bottom flow chamber with the grid sandwiched between
them. O-rings (2 mm diameter) were embedded on the inside of the top and bottom
flow cells around the flow chambers to create water tight seals with the top and bottom
of the grid. Nuts were gently hand-tightened to compress the flow cell against the chip.
Residual air bubbles left in the chamber after filling with liquid interfered with optical
measurements, so a technique was employed where the flow cell was filled from the
bottom up and tilted so the air was forced out before any water reached the outlet.
4.2.3 Thermal Deposition
Physical vapour deposition of Ag on NHAs is a simple, lift-off free fabrication technique
suitable for producing flow-through plasmonic NHAs.141 A Hitachi HUS-5GB vacuum
coater was modified to accomodate an Inficon water-cooled quartz crystal monitor
(QCM), as shown in Figure 4.3a, and used to deposit Ag on NHAs. The addition of
a hollow stainless steel extension chamber thus allowed for in-situ thickness measure-
ments via the QCM. The QCM was also cooled continuously with water to reduce
thermal drift in the thickness measurement. A diagram of inside the deposition cham-
ber in Figure 4.3b shows the placement of the sample, QCM, and source. The tooling
factor of the system was investigated by scratching a film deposited on a glass slide
with a tweezer and measuring the depth of the scratch via atomic force microscopy.
The tooling factor was found to be approximately 1, which means the film deposited





(c) Film Deposition Graph
Figure 4.3: (a) The vacuum coater was modified to encapsulate a water-cooled QCM
for in-situ film thickness monitoring. (b) A Ag pellet was placed in a molybdenum
dimple-style evaporation boat secured between two electrodes and thermally heated
until the desired evaporation rate and film thickness was deposited. (c) A graph show-
ing a typical deposition rate and film thickness versus time from the QCM.
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For coating, the grids were placed approximately the same distance from the source
as the thickness monitor. Next, the vacuum chamber was pumped to < 5 × 10−6
Torr. Once a satisfactory pressure was achieved, an AC potential was applied across
the evaporator source electrodes which drove current through the molybdenum boat,
heating it up to melt the Ag in the dimple. The power was increased until the film
thickness monitor detects a signal, then a shutter was used to block the evaporation
and allowed impurities to burn off. After approximately 20 seconds, the shutter was
opened and the voltage increased to obtain a suitable deposition rate, usually > 1
nm/s. As mass was deposited on the sample and QCM, the resonant frequency of the
crystal changed and was converted to a thickness measurement. Finally, the shutter was
closed and the voltage lowered when the desired film thickness was reached. Figure 4.3c
showed a typical thickness and deposition rate graph versus time. Samples were either
spectroscopically measured immediately or left in vacuum until ready to be tested,
usually within 24 hours.
4.2.4 Microscopy of Grids
Optical Microscopy
Three grids shown schematically on the left in Figure 4.4 are compared in this chapter:
an uncoated grid (Grid 1), a grid coated with ∼200 nm Ag on one side (Grid 2) and a
grid coated with ∼200 nm Ag on both sides (Grid 3). Another grid was coated on both
sides with 25 nm Ag, but broke before spectra were able to be measured in fluids.a
The configuration of these grids along with transmission optical microscopy images is
shown in Figure 4.4.
Colour change due to different liquids is apparent in Figure 4.4. The green band
around the edge of Grid 2 in air is at least partially due to the surface plasmons
leaking out from the edge into the surrounding silver film, rather than having a chance
to be reflected back by hole-to-hole interactions. Essentially the “infinitely periodic”
aThe grids’ small size made them difficult to handle. The membranes on all ten grids eventually
broke due either dropping them or too much pressure being applied in the flow cell. A second order
was placed, but after a year and a half of Ted Pella Inc. pushing the delivery date back every three
months, the order was cancelled. The disruption in the supply chain prevented an extensive parametric
study or repeated measurements for these structures.
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Figure 4.4: The images of Grids 1-3 in air, EtOH and IPA show differences in colour.
Grid 1 is simple a nonplasmonic photonic crystal slab. Grid 2 is coated with 200 nm
Ag on one side. Grid 3 is coated with 200 nm Ag on both sides.
condition is no longer satisfied at the edges of the NHA. The color changing at the
edges is present for the other images, but not well distinguished in the images from the
CMOS camera.
Imaging Flow-through NHAs
A Harvard Apparatus syringe pump (Pump 11 Pico Plus Elite) was connected to the
flow cell through teflon tubing and adapters. Low flow rates (1-20 µL/min) were used
for verifying and testing the flow-through capability of grids. High flow rates (>50
µL/min) ruptured the 200 nm thick SiN membrane from the pressure differential be-
tween the upper and lower chambers rendering the grid unusable. Evidence of pressure
could be seen on the video camera image as the NHA would be deflected out of focus
when the pump was on and return to focal plane when the pump was off.
Using a CMOS camera connected to a viewing port on a microscope, videos were
taken of a NHA by placing the grid in the flow cell and moving the NHA into focus.
The grid shown in Figure 4.5 had been coated with 200 nm of Ag on both top and
bottom surfaces. Ethanol distilled at the University of Otago was used initially to test
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the flow-through capability of the NHAs. Impurities, small particulates in the solvent
were helpful to visualise flow through the NHA on the grid, even without actively
pumping the solution through the NHA. The EtOH easily flowed through the NHA
due to pressure differences between the top and bottom of the NHA likely caused by a
combination of gravity and surface tension. Particulates were seen as small distortions
moving towards or appearing suddenly (within one frame or approximately 34 ms) in
the video frames as shown in Figure 4.5.b
Figure 4.5: The top and bottom im-
ages are frames from a video taken be-
fore and after a particle (white arrow)
was trapped by an Ag-coated NHA.
When the grid was secured in the flow
cell and the flow was controlled with the
syringe pump, some particles could be re-
moved by retracting the syringe to backflush
the NHA. Transmission spectra were also
recorded at different flow rates. Slight defor-
mation of the suspended membrane due to
pressure changes resulted in changing inten-
sity in the transmission spectra. The NHA
was seen moving out of the focal plane of
the objective as the flow rate was increased.
Controlling for the deformation proved dif-
ficult when measuring spectra while flowing
liquids through the NHA. Spectra for cal-
culating BRIS were taken with the syringe
pump on standby (limited deformation). Af-
ter flow-liquids through the cell, open pores
were confirmed using SEM.
SEM
Thin (25 nm) and thick (200 nm) Ag films were deposited on the grids to understand the
how deposition thickness affects surface characteristics. Figure 4.6 shows SEM images
bMany particles besides the one in Figure 4.5 were seen accumulating on multiple NHAs.
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(a) SiN Surface (b) Ag Surface (25 nm)
(c) Ag in Holes (25 nm) (d) Ag in Holes (200 nm)
Figure 4.6: SEM images of Ag-coated grids show that the pores remain open even
after coating with 200 nm of Ag. Coatings for each image are represented in the inset
diagrams.
of grids after flowing liquids through the nanoholes. In Figure 4.6a, the ultrasmooth
SiN surface of one grid with a 200 nm Ag layer underneath shows open pores suitable
for flowing liquid through. The shape of the nanoholes etched through the SiN film
on the grids is of very high quality. Coating with as thin as 25 nm Ag degraded the
shape of the holes slightly, but they were still mostly circular (Figure 4.6b). Small Ag
islands in the same sample also decorate the sidewalls of the pores in Figure 4.6c, while
larger lumps of Ag agglomerated (Figure 4.6d) in the pores after coating both sides
with 200 nm Ag. The thicker double coating also resulted in open pores (not shown).
Figures 4.6c and 4.6d show circular nanoholes with filleted edges in a continuous,
smooth Ag film.
4.2.5 Spectroscopy Setup and Method
The schematic in Figure 4.7 shows the basic elements of the experimental setup used
for optical transmission spectroscopy of NHAs on Grids 1-3. The equipment used to
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Figure 4.7: The experimental setup for optical transmission spectroscopy of
TEM Grids incorporates a source, collimating lens, spatial and polarization filters,
bright-field microscope, and spectrometer.
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measure transmission consisted of a Meiji MT4300H Biological Microscope, an Ocean
Optics USB2000 spectrometer and an Ocean Optics LS-1 visible light source coupled to
a F220SMA-B collimating lens (633 nm, f=10.99 mm, NA = 0.25). A Toupcam Digital
Camera (UCMOS14000KPA) was fitted to the top viewing port and allowed for viewing
the NHA on a computer monitor. The polariser and analyser were used to polarize the
light along the direction of the NHAs lattice vectors. The default microscope stage was
replaced with a translational rotation stage capable of XYZ translation and rotation
around the vertical axis. The flow cell for the NHA was attached to the stage to allow
for precision movement.
A beam splitter in the microscope allowed viewing duplicate images through two
ports, a digital camera and a fibre-coupled spectrometer. A multimode optical fibre
with diameter of 105 µm was secured in place at the centre of a fibre adapter fit to
the side viewing port. The signal transmitted through the fibre was an integration of
light transmitted through the fibre’s field of view (FOV). In this way, the fibre only
transmitted the light from the portion of the image that overlapped with fibre’s end.
The fibre diameter divided by the magnification of the objective lens determined the
size of the area that could be spectroscopically interrogated. For example, using a
10x objective, the fibre allowed for a FOV equivalent to a circular area approximately
10 µm in diameter, which is an eighth of the width of the NHA, to be interrogated
spectroscopically. The magnifications of the infinity-corrected PLAN EPI objective
lenses available for spectroscopy and imaging the NHA were 5x (N.A. = 0.10, W.D. =
20.9 mm, FOV = 5µm diameter), 10x (N.A. = 0.25, W.D. = 7.7 mm, FOV = 10 µm
diameter), 20x (N.A. = 0.4, W.D. 5.6 mm, FOV = 5 µm diameter), 50x (N.A. = 0.75,
W.D. 0.38 mm, FOV = 2 µm diameter), and 100x (N.A. = 0.9, W.D. 0.37 mm, FOV
= 1 µm diameter). This setup must be aligned to determine the portion of the image
the fibre transmitted to the spectrometer.
Alignment and Calibration of Spectrometer Fibre
Initially, the spectrometer’s fibre position relative to the NHA was unknown and had
to be aligned to measure only the transmitted light from the NHA. First, the signal
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through the area surrounding the NHA was recorded as shown in Figure 4.8a. The
NHA was moved along horizontal and vertical axes, with the help of the video camera’s
output displayed on a monitor, until the spectrometer began to register a signal change
from the NHA depicted in Figure 4.8b. Just before the signal started to change, a line
was defined at the edge of the NHA (on-screen) to represent one edge of the FOV of the
fibre. The other edges of the fibre’s FOV were determined similarly until a box on the
imaging software represented the fibre’s FOV. An adjustable box on the display from
the imaging software was set to represent the on-screen area the fibre is measuring. The
NHA array was then positioned within the box on the screen via the translation stage
to record spectra (see Figure 4.8c). This alignment, with the imaging and spectroscopy
software, was done once per experimental run. The FOV box was also recalibrated if
the objective was changed and when the camera or fibre was adjusted.
To measure absolute transmission through the NHA, a dark and bright reference
must be recorded. A bright reference represents 100% transmission and was recorded
by removing the sample from the field of view for the bulk refractive index sensing
experiments. The dark reference represents 0% transmission and was recorded by
blocking the light source with a thick metal plate and recording the spectrum. While
the dark reference did not change significantly between measurements, the bright ref-
erence spectrum did change due to slow, but noticeable, thermal instability of the light
source. To ensure signal change was not simply an intensity change in the light source,
the bright reference was updated immediately before every measurement.
The BRIS of grids was tested by measuring the transmission in air, ethanol, and
isopropanol. Due to a disruption in the supply chain at Ted Pella Inc. for the grids,
further investigation of Ag thickness was hindered (see the footnote on pg. 86). Despite
not being able to acquire more grids, the results of these experiments were useful for
designing the subsequent experiment for testing surface sensitivity.
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(a) FOV and NHA not aligned
(b) Calibration of FOV
(c) FOV and NHA aligned
Figure 4.8: The alignment of the NHA with the fibre’s FOV (left) required observation
of signal change on the spectrometer (right). (a) The NHA was outside the FOV and
the spectrometer recorded transmission through the film next to the NHA. (b) The
NHA partially overlapped with the FOV and the spectrometer recorded slight signal
change (orange). (c) Once the FOV was determined, the FOV was aligned with the
NHA.
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4.3 Results
Wavelength and intensity-based BRIS of Grids 1-3 depicted in Figure 4.4 were de-
termined from transmission spectroscopy measurements, such as those shown in Fig-
ure 4.9. In this section, the reliability of these measurements is assessed and two sources
of error are addressed: error due to fabrication and error due to experimental method.
Following this, the experimental results from each grid are presented and explained
with simulation results. The intensity-based BRIS results were calculated by subtract-
ing the transmission when immersed in EtOH from the transmission when immersed
in IPA. BRIS from wavelength shift were estimated (when possible) from peaks and
dips of various spectra and are collated in a table at the end of this section.
4.3.1 Sources of Error
The sample variation due to the fabrication method was investigated by comparing the
transmission spectra in air through the centre of multiple uncoated grids, three of which
are shown in Figure 4.9a. The edge of the NHAs appeared different in colour than the
centre, so spectra from both the edge and centre were taken to illustrate the magnitude
of change due to the edge effect, which could also introduce measurement error. For
all measurements, a 20x objective combined with a 105 µm diameter optical fibre tip
permitted an spectroscopically interrogated area of 5 µm which is ∼ 16 times smaller
than the 80 µm NHA. Variation due to the spectroscopy method was investigated by
taking multiple spectra a few minutes apart. Two such spectra are given in Figure 4.9b.
Dark and bright reference spectra were taken before each spectral measurement by
removing the flow cell from the FOV.
If the grid was removed from the flow cell and then replaced, the transmission
measurement changed significantly due to slight differences in alignment of the grid
with respect to the incident beam. Due to the dependence of resonances on the incident
angle, slight misalignment of a NHA with an incident beam can split what would usually
be degenerate modes for normally incident light.196 Some of the spectral features in
the experiments might also be due to this misalignment. The three translational and
one rotational degrees of freedom of the setup did not permit fine alignment of incident
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(a) Variation from Fabrication
(b) Variation from Measurement
Figure 4.9: (a) Spectra from three grids varied from each other even though they
were purchased together. The spectra also varied from the centre to the edge of the
NHA. (b) The method for transmission measurement was repeatable as long as a grid
remained in the flow cell.
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angle and azimuthal angle. Regardless, the spectra for sensitivity measurements are
all obtained without removing the grid from the flow cell.
Comparisons with Simulations
In the following sections, experimental results are compared with finite element method
simulations of the nanohole array (Section 3.2.1) to gain understanding of how different
spectral features affect BRIS of Grids 1-3. The simulation was tuned by altering NHA
pitch and the refractive index of the SiN, nSiN , defined in the simulation to match
the SEM images of the NHAs and their experimental transmission spectra.c To have
confidence that simulated fields and spectra represented reality, the simulated and
experimental transmission spectra are compared in Figure 4.10 for Grid 1 in air and
Grids 1-3 immersed in IPA.
(a) Grid 1 in Air (b) Grid 1 in IPA
(c) Grid 2 in IPA (d) Grid 3 in IPA
Figure 4.10: The experimental and simulated transmission through (a-b) Grid 1 in
air and IPA, (c) Grid 2 in IPA and (d) Grid 3 in IPA.
cThe advertised 530 nm pitch was closer to 500 nm when measured in the SEM images which
prompted “tuning” the simulation. Other differences between simulations and experiments are dis-
cussed more in Appendix C.1.
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For simulations and experiments, the position of major spectral features, partic-
ularly the location of resonant dips in transmission spectra, in each plot of Figure
4.10 are similar, though the absolute intensities are variable. The following reasons
account for these differences. The calculation of transmission in the simulations did
not account for the finite numerical aperture of the microscope objective, but rather
calculated the total power through the NHA including higher diffracted orders and
diffuse scattering. The microscope objective fails to collect the light scattering from
higher scattering angles, depending upon the numerical aperture of the microscope.
The SEM images also help explain why the experiments deviate from simulations. The
sharp edges in the simulations’ geometrical setup are not always realistic and will lead
to shifted, broader or less intense features from experimental measurements (see Fig-
ure 4.10). Material quality, particularly surface roughness, is known to broaden ET
peaks and lower sensitivity as well.129 When using grating coupling conditions for
reflection-based SPR sensing, Shibata et al. suggested that surface roughness ought to
be less than 2 nm to produce sharp resonances.197 A similar standard should be used
for plasmonic NHAs. The surface roughness was not measured directly; however, SEM
revealed edges with roughness on the order of 5-10 nm. SEM images also revealed
the NHAs were partially blocked by particles after flowing laboratory grade liquids
through the NHA. The particles accumulating on the filter were not modelled by the
simulation which will cause shifting of resonances around the particles. The presence of
particles may have contributed to the decreases in intensity due to Rayleigh scattering
and absorption, particularly for the fluid-immersed measurements (Figures 4.10b-c).
Despite these challenges, some transmission features were able to be tracked experi-
mentally allowing for systematic analysis and interpretation of the spectra to calculate
and compare BRIS values for the three grids.
4.3.2 Grid 1
The transmission spectra of Grid 1 in air, EtOH and IPA are given in Figure 4.11a along
with optical images of the grids taken at the time of measurement. For intensity-based
bulk refractive index sensing, small differences in the bulk refractive index will cause
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Figure 4.11: (a) Spectral features shift as Grid 1 is exposed to air (blue), EtOH (red)
and IPA (green). Inset images show the colour change of the NHA. Spectral features
#1-5 were tracked for wavelength shift BRIS. (b) The BRIS of Grid 1 was calculated
using the spectra in EtOH and IPA from (a).
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intensity changes at a fixed wavelength. If the refractive index change is too large this
becomes a more non-linear process as the intensity may increase and decrease multiple
times as different features pass by a given wavelength. Hence, the intensity based-
BRIS plots for each grid (ex. Figure 4.11b) is calculated only for EtOH (nEtOH =





where IEtOH and IIPA are the wavelength dependent transmission intensities when
submersed in their respective fluids. Equation 4.1 originates from Equation 2.23 and
the result is shown in Figure 4.11b. The shift of features #1− 3 caused sharp changes
in intensity especially from IPA to EtOH which is shown in Figure 4.11b centred at
750 and 775 nm. The maximum intensity-based BRIS was ∼ 3000 %
RIU
@ 775 nm. The
origin of these features help explain why features shift with changing refractive index.
For the spectra through the non-plasmonic Grid 1, Rayleigh anomalies (RAs) and
leaky surface waves account for most of the features.d RAs appear due to a sudden
drop in energy passed off from the zeroth order to higher diffraction orders which may
then couple to leaky surface modes in the SiN.162 The freespace wavelengths at which
RAs occur (λRA) for the i
th and jth diffraction orders, where i and j are integers,
from the x- and y-axes, respectively, may be calculated from Equation 4.2 for normally
incident light.









where n is the bulk index of the periodic media and px and py are the pitches along
the x- and y-axes. Two sets of RAs appear for gratings, one set for the bulk media
and one set for the SiN substrate.
The transmission features #1 − 3 in Figure 4.11a for Grid 1 all correspond to the
(±1, 0)sub RA in the thin SiN substrate. However, the (±1, 0)sub RA was greatly blue-
shifted from the result using nSiN ≈ 2.1 in Equation 4.2, λRA,SiN(nSiN ,±1, 0) = 1050,
which is derived from a corrugated interface between two continuous, infinite dielectric
dA very weak, low quality Fabry-Perot oscillation is also present in the 200 nm SiN film in air
which will alter the background transmission through the NHA.
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media nm.e In the case of the grids, the SiN layer is not infinitely deep nor continuous.
The thin and porous nature of the SiN will lower the effective substrate refractive
index, neff , from that of nSiN .
Effective media theory can help account for the porosity of the NHA (∼0.5) by
a weighted average of the refractive indices of the SiN and bulk media (nSiN and
nbulk, respectively). A “back of the envelope” calculation for nbulk = nair is simple
enough and yields λRA,eff (neff ,±1, 0) = 775 nm, which is a greater wavelength than
the feature #2 in air, a minimum at 660 nm. The SiN film is less than half the
wavelength of incident light, which will also lower neff for the calculation of RA for
the substrate. Finally, an estimate for λRA,sub(nsub,±1, 0) can be made by taking the
average of nbulk and neff which yields nsub = 1.27.
f Using this value, a much closer
estimate λRA,sub(nsub,±1, 0) = 638 nm, is obtained which roughly matches feature #2
seen in Figure 4.11a. The wavelength for (±1, 0)air RA is easier to estimate as it
has little, if any, contribution from the SiN and is simply equal to the pitch of the
NHA (λRA,air(nair,±1, 0) = 500nm), which matches feature #4 in the of the Grid 1 air
spectrum. The estimate for λRA,sub(nsub,±1,±1) occurs just below this mode at 450
nm which matches feature #5 of the Grid 1 air spectrum. The overlap of these modes
made it difficult to distinguish the features from each other, especially when Grid 1 is
immersed in EtOH and IPA.
To obtain a better understanding of these modes, the transmission spectra of Grid
1 were simulated by varying nbulk from 1 to 1.5. In Figure 4.12 the features from the
experimental spectra in air (blue dots) and IPA (green dots) of Grid 1 from Figure 4.11a
are plotted. Feature #5 corresponds to the (±1,±1)SiN RA, while features #1 − 3
correspond with the (±1, 0)SiN RA.g For air (blue dot), feature #4 corresponds to the
(±1, 0)bulk RA, but this RA begins to fade in the transmission spectra as the refractive
index is increased and feature #4 in the IPA spectrum no longer lines up with any
eSimulations confirmed that there were no diffraction features at wavelengths larger than 700 nm.
fSince the film is roughly half the wavelength of the incident light, the average is used. Though
some might consider this overly simplistic, this estimate yields a reasonable value that helps explain
the large blue-shift of the feature. More rigorous calculations would have been outside the scope of
this thesis.
gThe dispersion curves were plotted using the method based on effective media theory and averaging
described at the beginning of this section for calculating the substrate RA.
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Figure 4.12: The dispersion of Grid 1 plotted as transmission spectra as nbulk changes
from 1 to 1.5. The blue and green dots are correspond to Grid 1’s features #1− 5 in
Figure 4.11a.
feature in the simulated transmission spectra. For this reason, the wavelength shifts of
only features #1 − 3 and #5 were estimated for Grid 1. Quantitative calculations of
BRIS based on wavelength shift are given after presenting results from all grids.
For now, a qualitative description using the plots of transmission spectra is given
along with electric field plots to show the origin of the features. The BRIS based on
wavelength shift is essentially the inverse slope of the dispersion curves in Figure 4.12
(steeper slope equates to smaller BRIS and vice versa). The BRIS of bulk media
RAs are clearly larger than that of the SiN substrate RAs. The reason for the higher
sensitivity is visualised in the simulated electric field plots of Grid 1 in Figure 4.13.
For the field plots, the simulation for nbulk = 1.1 is used because all the modes were
present and sufficiently separated in that spectrum. Since the experiments were not
performed in a fluid with refractive index of 1.1, the wavelengths of the simulation do
not match with any of the experimental plots, but they do correspond to the same RA
feature. The simulated electric field plots of Grid 1 at λRA(±1, 0) for substrate (683
nm) and air (587 nm) are shown in Figures 4.13.
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(a) Grid Unit Cell (b) Ez - (±1, 0)bulk RA (c) Ez - (±1, 0)SiN RA
Figure 4.13: a) A side view (top) and planar view (bottom) of the 500 nm wide
unit cell used in simulation is centred on the nanohole with a radius of 200 nm etched
through a 200 nm thick SiN film (outline shown). The red dashed line shows where the
views intersect. (b,c) The z-component of the electric field, Ez, is plotted on the same
views as (a) with the intensity normalized to the amplitude of the normally incident
x-polarised plane wave (blue double arrow) for the (b) (±1, 0)SiN RA @ 683 nm and
the (c) (±1, 0)bulk RA @ 587 nm.
These plots show the z-component of the electric field, Ez, for the side and planar
views of the simulated unit cell depicted schematically in Figure 4.13a. A x-polarised
plane wave of light is excited from above (blue double arrow). Ez is part of the scattered
field and has no contributions from normally incident light (or the zeroth-order reflected
and transmitted waves). Diffracted waves and transverse magnetic (TM) surface waves
travelling parallel to the surface of the grid will have non-zero Ez. The plot for the
(±1, 0)SiN RA shows the highest field strength localised in the SiN with leakage into
the bulk media in Figure 4.13b. The plot for the (±1, 0)bulk RA in Figure 4.13c shows
the highest field strength above and below the holes with little field strength localized
in the SiN. The (±1, 0)bulk RA is therefore mostly dependent upon the bulk refractive
index and more sensitive to change in bulk refractive index. While the first order modes
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are the most sensitive to bulk refractive index, other higher order modes are present
and should be accounted for to avoid misinterpreting features.
In the dispersion plot of Figure 4.12, the (±1,±1) RA have steeper slopes than
their (±1, 0) RA counterparts, which will yield poorer sensitivity results. At n=1 the
(±1,±1)SiN and (±1, 0)bulk RA intersect, which is another reason these modes could
not be tracked with great confidence in the experiment. The strengths of the resonances
for the higher order modes are also not as strong/deep for x-polarised light. This is
partially due to the diagonal nature of the (±1,±1) RAs for air (415 nm) and substrate
(481 nm) which can be seen in Figures 4.14a and 4.14b.
In summary, higher order modes have worse BRIS than lower order modes. The bulk
modes have higher BRIS than the substrate modes, but can also decrease in contrast as
the refractive index increases. The non-plasmonic grid varies little for minute surface
changes which are required for label-free chemical sensing. By coating a 200 nm layer
(a) Ez - (±1, 0)bulk RA (b) Ez - (±1, 0)SiN RA
Figure 4.14: Plots of Ez for the (a) (±1,±1)SiN RA @ 481 nm and the (b) (±1,±1)SiN
RA @ 415 nm.
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of Ag on Grid 2, the plasmonic characteristics of these TEM grids may be probed.
4.3.3 Grid 2
The minima in the transmission spectra of plasmonic NHAs on Grids 2 and 3 are
associated with absorption by the Ag (due to non-radiative decay of localised surface
plasmons (LSPs) and surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)), diffraction-based RAs and
reflection. The transmission spectra and intensity-based BRIS for Grid 2 are plotted in
Figure 4.15. Inset images of the NHA on Grid 2 show colour change when submersed in
different fluids and features are designated by #1− 3. The maximum intensity-based
BRIS for EtOH to IPA is -700%/RIU and occurs for features #1 and #2, which is
smaller than that of the non-plasmonic Grid 1. To understand where these features
originate, another equation based on grating-coupling of thick film SPPs must be solved
to identify features.
The resonant freespace wavelength for transmission maxima through NHAs is given
by,69












where n is the refractive index of the bulk media, i and j are the orders of the SPP
along the x- and y-axes, respectively, and εM is the permittivity of the metal. Since
the permittivity of the metal is also wavelength dependent, Equation 4.3 is transcen-
dental and was solved numerically. The Matlab code written to solve for λSPP is given
in Appendix A.1, where a Drude-Lorentz model is used for the permittivity of Ag.
Every SPP mode is associated with a RA at a shorter wavelength that causes a mini-
mum in transmission spectra. The dispersion curves for SPPs and RAs are plotted in
Figure 4.16 for changing refractive index.
In Figures 4.15a and 4.16, maximum #1 is associated with the excitation of the
(±1, 0)SiN SPP on the SiN/Ag interface, while minimum #2 corresponds with the
(±1, 0)SiN RA. Maximum #3 matches well with the predicted (±1, 0)bulk SPP on the
bulk/Ag interface. The dispersion curves Grid 2 do not match the simulations as well





Figure 4.15: (a) Spectral features shift as Ag-coated Grid 2 is exposed to air (blue),
EtOH (red) and IPA (green). Inset images show the colour change of the NHA. Spectral
features #1-3 were tracked for BRIS calculations. (b) Intensity-based BRIS of Ag-
coated Grid 2 was calculated using the spectra in EtOH and IPA from (a).
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Figure 4.16: The dispersion of Grid 2 plotted as transmission spectra as nbulk changes
from 1 to 1.5. The blue and green dots are correspond to Grid 2’s features #1− 3 in
Figure 4.15a.
later, but the mismatch is mostly due to the presence of the nanoholes (which is not
accounted for in Equation 4.3). Plots of Ez confirm SPPs on the upper and lower
surfaces of the metal at these frequencies in Figure 4.17. The plot layout is the same
as the views given in the unit cell schematic in Figure 4.13a except a 200 nm Ag layer
is placed above of the SiN.
The plots of Ez in Figure 4.17 show the confined nature of SPPs to the surface
of the Ag. A symmetric field distribution similar to long-range SPPs is apparent in
Figure 4.17b where as an asymmetric field distribution similar to short-range SPPs is
shown in Figure 4.17a. Even in this thick film, SPPs are still present on both the upper
and lower surfaces. In a continuous thick film, SPPs are present on one side or the
other, not both for a given wavelength, and the substrate mode would not be sensitive
to nbulk. The nanoholes provide a mechanism for using what are effectively short-range
SPPs and long-range SPPs on thick films for sensing on the same platform.h The long-
range SPPs have a higher bulk sensitivity than the short-range SPPs, but the field
hRather than thin-film coupling as discussed in Chapter 2, the hole mediates coupling of SPPs on
either side of the film.
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(a) Ez - (1, 0)SiN SPP
(b) Ez - (±1, 0)bulk SPP
Figure 4.17: Plots of Ez for the (a) (±1, 0)SiN SPP @ 718 nm and the (b) (±1, 0)bulk
SPP @ 602 nm.
distributions suggest the surface sensitivity would be different. Ez of the short-range
SPP in Figure 4.17a is more confined than that of the long-range SPP in Figure 4.17b.
Figure 4.18: Field Decay of Short- and
Long-Range SPPs
In Figure 4.18, a plot of Ez at the edge
of the nanohole (y=200 nm) reveals the
rate of field decay depends on the mode
chosen.i The short-range SPP shows a
higher field intensity near the surface,
while the long-range SPP has higher field
intensity further away from the surface.
Sensing for chemicals is proportional to
the integral of the field intensity over
the volume the molecule occupies, hence
iThe wavelengths that showed maximum intensity for the long-range SPP and short-range SPP at
the surface of the Ag nanohole (z=0 nm) were selected for comparison.
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short-range SPPs and long-range SPPs will be more sensitive in the regions away from
the surface that have higher field intensity. In this example, the short-range SPP will
be more sensitive to molecules that attach <100 nm away from the Ag surface, while
the long-range SPP will be more sensitive to molecules that attach >100 nm from the
Ag surface.
4.3.4 Grid 3
Grid 3 has essentially the same dispersion relations for planar SPPs as Grid 2, but
the new geometry, with both sides of the SiN grid coated with Ag, allows for another
type of SPP mode. Both sides of Grid 3 were coated with optically opaque (∼200
nm) Ag films. The bottom Ag layer was coated concurrently with Grid 2 and the
top Ag layer was coated immediately after the first coating. Figures 4.19a and 4.19b
show the transmission spectra and intensity-based BRIS of Grid 3, respectively, along
with the images of the NHA showing colour change due to different bulk refractive
index, nbulk. The maximum BRIS was ∼-800 %/RIU and corresponds with features
#1 and #2 red-shifting. The (±1, 0)SiN SPP (#1) and RA (#2) were both suitable
for wavelength-based bulk refractive index sensing. The RA (#2) was tracked from
air to EtOH to IPA, but the SPP (#1) could only be tracked for EtOH and IPA. The
spectrum for Grid 3 in Air shows a large (±1, 0)bulk SPP peak at 600 nm. As this peak
shifts, a metal-insulator-metal (MIM) mode (near #2) interferes with the (±1, 0)bulk
SPP, which will be discussed along with wavelength shift in the next section after
an explanation of these features and how they arise. Feature (#3) arises from this
interference between the multiple modes.
The SPP dispersion for Grid 3 in Figure 4.20 should be similar to Grid 2, yet the
analytical dispersion curves for the modes are mismatched even more so when compared
the mismatch in Grid 2 (Figure 4.16). Introducing another layer on the bottom allows
for the NHA to act as MIM waveguide in addition to supporting combinations of four
SPP modes on each metal interface. The interaction between the MIM and the various
SPP modes is mediated by the waveguide modes in the 600 nm long, 400 nm diameter





Figure 4.19: (a) Spectral features shift as transmission through Grid 3 is measured
in air (blue), EtOH (red) and IPA (green). Inset images show the colour change of the
NHA. (b) Intensity-based BRIS of Ag-coated Grid 3 was calculated using the spectra
in EtOH and IPA from (a).
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Figure 4.20: The dispersion of Grid 3 plotted as transmission spectra as nbulk changes
from 1 to 1.5. The blue and green dots are correspond to Grid 3’s features #1− 3 in
Figure 4.19a.
of the four interfaces. These Fabry-Perot-like interferences of the waveguide mode(s)
can lead to more efficient excitation of SPPs at one or more of the four interfaces.
Some of these modes that cause minima and maxima in the reflection are visualised
in simulated field plots in Figure 4.21. This time both Ex and Ez fields are plotted
separately for the side view only of the unit cell (see Figure 4.13a) in Figure 4.21 to
show how the waveguide mode mediates the excitation of SPPs at different interfaces.
Many interpretations exist for explaining the complex nature of modes in Fig-
ure 4.21, but an analogy to sound waves in an open pipe suits well enough. The
nanohole can be viewed as one rather short open pipe. Photons incident on the NHA
may be reflected, couple to SPPs, or diffract into the hole and transform into a cylin-
drical wave guided by the “pipe”. The SPPs excited at that interface head towards
the neighboring hole and can follow a similar scattering process. If the photon enters
the hole, transmitted cylindrical waveguide modes (CWMs) mediate in-hole travel. At
the lower interface of the upper Ag layer, the CWM may be reflected, transmitted,
or couple to a SPP. At certain characteristic frequencies, the half-wavelength of the
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(a) Hybrid SPPSiN (b) MIM Mode (c) Hybrid SPPBulk
Figure 4.21: Ez (top) and Ex (bottom) are plotted for the side view of Grid 3 (a) @
738 nm, (b) @ 633 nm, and (c) @ 591 nm. In addition to hybrid SPP modes shown
by the Ez plots (top) @ (a,c) and RAs, a MIM mode in (b) and Fabry-Perot modes in
the hole (bottom plots) intefere with each other.
CWM will be an integer multiple of the length of the pipe (or sections of the pipe) and
leads to longitudinal standing waves which control power flow to the available SPP
modes. The waves can be seen by viewing Ex, while the SPPs are visualized with Ez
in Figure 4.21.
The hybrid SPPSiN mode in the top plot of Figure 4.21a is reinforced by the second
harmonic of the full “pipe” mode shown in the bottom plot. In this case, SPPs that
resonate at similar frequencies are excited at every interface which results in a peak
in transmission nearest the SPPSiN (1,0) mode in Figure 4.20. The MIM mode in
Figure 4.21b is responsible for the transmission minimum at a shorter wavelength
immediately to the left of the RASiN (thick, solid, black line) in Figure 4.22c on pg.
114. The MIM mode is essentially a RA that is bound until it exits into the next
nanohole at which point it may continue to be guided by the MIM structure or radiate
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back into the CWM (upwards or downwards). The CWM at this frequency does
not result in a transmission peak as it destructively interferes with reflections at the
bottom of the hole and the power eventually reflects from the NHA as evidenced by
the bottom plot in Figure 4.21b. In the upper plot of Figure 4.21b no excitation of
SPPs occurs on the lower or upper interface due to the nodes at these points. Power
is routed into the MIM mode due to the oscillating field in the lower region of the
upper Ag surface as shown in the bottom plot of Figure 4.21b. Finally, another hybrid
SPPbulk mode is depicted in Figure 4.21c. The third harmonic of the full “pipe” is
excited leading to a transmission peak near the (1, 0)IPA,EtOH at ∼775 nm. The third
harmonic does not excite the SPPSiN modes efficiently as shown by the lower field
strength near the SiN/Ag interfaces in the upper plot in Figure 4.21c compared to the
field strengths in the upper plots of Figure 4.21a and 4.21b. However, the SPPs at
the ends of the nanoholes do show high field strength. Now that the applicable modes
have been presented for all three grids, the stage is set for calculating the BRIS based
on wavelength shift.
4.3.5 Bulk Refractive Index Sensing - Wavelength Shift
The BRIS based on wavelength shift of minima and maxima (#1-4) in Figure 4.11a





where λres,A and λres,B are the resonant wavelengths of a feature in medium A and B
with refractive indices nA and nB, respectively. The implied assumption of linearity
holds for small changes in refractive index (< 0.1), but not for larger changes in refrac-
tive index. Table 4.1 shows the BRIS estimates for transitions from air to EtOH, air
to IPA, and EtOH to IPA in all these grids. The feature numbers (#1-5) correspond
to various minima and maxima in Figures 4.11a, 4.15a, and 4.19a.j Error was calcu-
lated by estimating the locations of the features seven times by eye and calculating the
jThe feature numbers (#1-5) are dependent on the grid. For example feature #1 for Grid 1 is not
caused by the same phenomena as feature #1 for Grid 2.
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Table 4.1: Experimental Wavelength-Based BRIS with Bracketed Analytical Esti-
mates in Units of [nm/RIU]
#1 Max. #2 Min. #3 Max. #5 Min.
Grid 1: Air - EtOH 199± 18 (314) 246± 8 (314) 296± 18 (314) 193± 20 (197)
Grid 1: Air - IPA 229± 17 (294) 302± 8 (294) 326± 8 (294) 150± 20 (193)
Grid 2: Air - EtOH 229± 32 (322) 257± 18 (322) 334± 8 (554) N/A
Grid 2: Air - IPA 252± 31 (301) 279± 18 (301) 318± 7 (517) N/A
Grid 3: Air - EtOH N/A 497± 20 (375) N/A N/A
Grid 3: Air - IPA N/A 481± 20 (380) N/A N/A
Grid 3: EtOH - IPA 1000± 289 (510) 333± 200 (383) 0 (490) N/A
sample standard deviation. The error in the refractive index of the bulk fluids and the
wavelength shift was propagated and gave the error for the values BRIS.
For comparison purposes, the transmission spectra for Grids 1-3 are replotted in
Figure 4.22. This figure is useful for seeing overall trends and explaining the experi-
mental BRIS in Table 4.1. Analytical models for RA and SPP dispersion (Equations
4.3 and 4.2) overlay the simulated transmission and reveal how the modes affect trans-
mission as refractive index is changed. The modes’ BRIS were simply calculated as
the slope, ∆λres
∆nbulk
, of the analytical mode equations in this plot. Bracketed values in
Table 4.1 represent the analytical estimates from the aforementioned models for each
feature.
The results of BRIS measurements in Table 4.1 were similar to values reported in
literature which are given with citations in Table 2.2. The BRIS due to resonance shift
was highest for feature #1 from Grid 3 in EtOH to IPA, though the uncertaintyk is
larger due to other features near the tracked minima and maxima. Feature #2 had sig-
nificantly larger BRIS for the air to fluid transitions. This was caused by the (±1, 0)bulk
RA forcing the peak to the opposite side of the (±1, 0)SiN RA. The interference of
modes can therefore force higher BRIS than expected analytically, though predicting
this behaviour would prove analytically difficult. Most of the analytical estimates for
BRIS are within or higher than the uncertainty of the experimental values.
kUncertainties for BRIS were calculated by propagating the estimated uncertainty (by eye) from
measuring minima or maxima and uncertainty of nbulk the solutions through the BRIS calculation.
The high uncertainty in the EtOH to IPA calculations were due to the small wavelength shifts, larger
uncertainty in estimating the minima and maxima spectral locations, and small differences in refractive
indices. Numerical curve fitting would have likely lowered the uncertainty but would not have provided
much more insight into the grids use as a sensor.
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Figure 4.22: The simulated transmission through (a) Grid 1, (b) Grid 2 and (c) Grid 3
is plotted for optical frequencies and varying nbulk surrounding the NHA. The analytical
dispersion relations for RAs (Grids 1-3) and SPPs (Grids 2-3) are also plotted.
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The sensitivities of #3 for Grid 2 are smaller than their analytical estimates. In
the dispersion region for EtOH and IPA (n ≈ 1.37), the (±1, 0)bulk SPP begins to
overlap the (±1, 0)SiN RA in Figure 4.22b. Because this peak is expected to have the
highest BRIS values, suppression by the RA limits the practical sensitivity of Grid 2
for use in fluids. Cetin et al. used a layer of SiN between a gold (Au) NHA and a glass
substrate to red-shift the glass RA/SPP modes so they would not interfere with the
more sensitive bulk modes.125 As discussed previously, the porosity and film thickness
both cause the RA to be where it is. For smaller holes, the SiN substrate would occupy
more grating volume and red-shift the RA far enough away from the (±1, 0)bulk SPP
for this configuration to be used in fluid sensing.
Another mode, the (±1, 0)bulk RA, was not presented in Table 4.1 because it showed
a surprising lack of sensitivity. In the experiments, no distinguishable shift is observed
for the (±1, 0)bulk RA at 530 nm Grid 1 in Figure 4.11a. The simulated transmission in
Figure 4.22a shows the strength of this RA decreases as nbulk increases. When nbulk ≈
1.37 (near EtOH and IPA), the anomaly is very weak. Even without involving SPPs,
RAs show a more complex behaviour as a function of nbulk than the simple analytical
dispersion curves. If the porosity of the NHA were decreased, the contribution of the
bulk media to the BRIS of the (±1, 0)SiN RA would decrease as well. This mode would
also red-shift as porosity decreases because the effective index of the substrate would
increase towards that of planar SiN, though at some point the strength of the RA
would fade as the holey SiN transitions to a planar film, no longer supporting a grating
mode.
The (±1, 0)bulk SPP (feature #3 for Grid 3) also lacked sensitivity due to interfer-
ence from the MIM mode. The MIM mode which overlaps with the (±1, 0)SiN RA is
ineffective for sensing as most of the electric field is bound in the SiN interface that
is now internal due to the Ag coating on each side. The two hybrid modes in Grid 3
could be useful, but (±1, 0)SiN SPP has limited dispersion due to interference of the
CWM. By altering the thickness of either the SiN or the Ag layers, the CWM could
be tuned to excite certain SPP modes more than other modes that overlap spectrally
with each other. Though these modes are not useful for wavelength based sensing, they
could be used for intensity based sensing since the transmission increases or decreases
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with changing nbulk at a fixed wavelength (580 nm and 710 nm) in Figure 4.22c at
nbulk < 1.2.
4.4 Discussion
This work has shown that the complex nature of plasmonic and non-plasmonic NHAs
can and must be described in terms of interactions of RA and SPP resonances. Tracking
the wavelength of maxima and minima does not always yield the theoretical sensitivity
calculated by the SPP dispersion solutions and in some cases results in no observable
shift. When designing sensors based on intensity and wavelength shift, the overlap-
ping of resonances must be taken into account. Because RAs closely follow their SPP
counterparts (for thick films and optical wavelengths), the crossing of these resonances
can be detrimental to wavelength based-BRIS. When this occurs, intensity-based sens-
ing may be preferable. The simplest sensing device using transmission through NHAs
would consist of light source (LED or laser diode) with a narrow spectral bandwidth
centred around a central wavelength illuminating one side of the NHA and a photo
diode receiving the transmitted light on the opposite side. For an intensity-based sen-
sor to work, the bandwidth of the light source must sufficiently overlap the minima or
maxima of the types shown in Figures 4.11b, 4.15b, and 4.19b. Even so, intensity-based
BRIS is highly variable for the grid configurations analysed. Optimisation of the res-
onant interactions would need careful consideration for a given range of wavelengths.
By manipulating parameters of the NHA such as layer thicknesses, hole size, and pitch,
resonant features may be tuned to a wavelength of interest for a given application.
The merits of a sensor were outlined in Section 3.2.1 and should be discussed in
context with these grids. Statistically, the BRIS of grids was found to be on par
with many of the literature values given in Table 2.2. The surface sensitivity was not
considered in this work, but it was shown that two different SPPs on thick films had
different field profiles. Different modes may be more or less useful than other modes
for sensing chemicals at the surface. From the dispersion plots in Figure 4.22, the
linearity and dynamic range are shown to be highly variable depending on wavelength
and refractive index. Resolution and detection limit are essentially the same thing for
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refractive index sensing and these were not tested, though resolutions rivalling state-
of-the-art systems has been shown by multiple groups (see Table 2.2).
During flow-through tests, the NHAs on grids were easily clogged with particulates
suspended in already distilled liquids. Any applications for this type of device would
require ultrafiltration of the sample prior to detection to limit fouling of the NHA,
noise in the optical signal, and false positives. Backflushing was used to remove some
particulate matter, but some fouling remained. The filters were also small and difficult
to handle and only have one grid on them. Using reference NHAs and repeating results
is difficult using only one NHA on a grid. Multiple NHAs next to each other on the
grid would provide a better platform for sensing, especially if examining kinetics as a
function of flow rate through pores. Still, the experiments were useful for understanding
how non-plasmonic NHAs differ from plasmonic NHAs.
For actual bulk refractive index sensing, one is better off using non-plasmonic NHAs.
No coating of silver would be required and the grid would still be sensitive to refractive
index. There is no loss within the material for the as-purchased grids, so high quality
factor resonances may be achieved which are the best for intensity based sensing. While
the nature of plasmonic resonances of Grid 3 was interesting and can be quite simply
described by acoustic pipe harmonics that leak SPPs, they provided no significant
advantage in terms of chemical sensing over single-side coated grids (Grid 2). The large
gap in transmission created by the grids suggests with some fine tuning stacked MIM
structures could be used as colour filters. Other potential uses could take advantage of
the large field enhancement inside the SiN.
4.5 Summary
NHAs on grids were shown to have open-ended pores that acted as a filter for particles
in fluids. Values of BRIS for three grids were determined for intensity and wavelength
shift. The BRIS for the plasmonic NHAs (grids 2 and 3) were as expected from other
reports. More measurements in mixtures of fluids with known n would have signifi-
cantly lowered the uncertainty, but this was not necessary for testing the hypotheses in
Chapter 1. Under the right conditions, grids may be converted into refractometric sen-
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sors. For simple refractometric measurements, a plasmonic layer is unnecessary since
evidence showed the highest sensitivity was achieved when a plasmonic layer was not
present. The grids were not optimised for plasmonic sensing. Ted Pella Inc. advertised
other grids with NHAs having other pore sizes and pitches, but because of disruption in
the supply chain the NHAs were fabricated elsewhere, as described in the next chapter.
The complex nature of plasmonic NHAs has been studied and a simple model anal-
ogous to sound waves in pipes has been presented to explain the phenomenon. Without
understanding the interactions of the available modes in plasmonic NHAs, this sensing
platform cannot be designed in a rational way. Trial and error is certainly a solu-
tion, but is not ideal for optimisation of these sensors. The description of interactions
between CWMs, RAs, and SPPs is essentially coupled-mode theory.198,199 The basic
calculation of sensitivity based on analytical solutions to SPP and RA dispersion are
only useful if the modes do not overlap spectrally. The standard practice of report-
ing BRIS for plasmonic sensing capabilities is unfortunate. Wavelength-based BRIS
is limited by the dispersion and interference between modes. Intensity-based BRIS
are rarely reported, rather wavelength-based BRIS is divided by the full-width at half-
maximum to give a figure of merit applicable to intensity-based sensing. As shown in
the transmission plots, neither figure of merit follows the simple analytical model when
multiple modes interfere with each other.
Recently, surface sensitivity has been reintroduced with a focus on applications.73
Without testing adsorption of molecules to the surface, the true sensing capability of
a plasmonic NHA sensor cannot be determined. Rather this set of experiments was
used as a foundation to design the next series of experiments to test surface sensitivity
on custom NHAs and understand the most important factors in the optimisation of
plasmonic NHAs. The insights gained and difficulties encountered with measuring the
sensitivity of grids guided the next round of experiments on plasmonic NHAs.
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Optimising Surface Sensitivity of
Plasmonic Nanohole Arrays
5.1 Introduction
The bulk refractive index sensing experiments of Chapter 4 laid the groundwork for
the simulations and experiments in this chapter. The dimensions of the silicon ni-
tride (SiN) grids were arbitrarily designed for transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
rather than for maximising sensitivity for plasmonic sensing. Experimental results
from sensing with plasmonic nanohole array-based sensors (PNABSs) in the literature
were anything but comprehensive and a systematic approach for choosing the various
PNABS parameters, such as pitch, hole size, hole shape, and plasmonic layer thickness,
was lacking as discussed in Chapter 2, Section 4. For the work in this chapter, a new
flow-through porous plasmonic sensing platform is designed, tested and discussed with
a focus on optimising surface sensitivity.
The surface sensitivity of a PNABS depends on the local electromagnetic field
strength and can be manipulated by various means to improve sensing figure of merits
(FOMs).73,200 Second-order surface sensitivity (SOSS) from Equation 2.26, which is
proportional to the bulk refractive index sensitivity (BRIS) and inversely proportional
to decay length of the plasmon field, factors in plasmonic properties and realities of
molecular binding.73 Thus SOSS has been proposed as a practical FOM for compar-
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ing plasmonic and other evanescent field sensors.73 The short decay lengths of single
nanoholes in thin gold (Au) films (10-20 nm)7 could have very high SOSS. Simulations
have also confirmed high in-hole field-enhancement for single nanoholes and periodic
nanohole arrays (NHAs).7,181,193 By only functionalising the in-hole surface of a short-
range ordered, gold NHA, Höök’s group passively directed analytes to the most sensitive
part of the array.140,193 They measured lower detection limits (DLs) in less time than
a similar NHA with a gold surface that was fully functionalised.140,193 An alternative
method to target binding to the inside of the nanoholes is to flow liquids through the
nanoholes.85
Considering both the mass transport and photonic aspects of plasmonic biosensors
has been suggested to achieve superior sensing performance.84 Full advantage of a
flow-through configuration of a PNABS for certain regimes of mass transport would
occur when the surface sensitivity due to the fields inside the nanoholes (in-hole sur-
face sensitivity (INSS)) dominates the overall surface sensitivity. INSS has not been
optimised for flow-through PNABS in the literature to date.
The optimisation process for PNABS is daunting with many variables: lattice
choice, pitch, hole size and shape, substrate and plasmonic layer thickness and ma-
terial. The complexity of interactions, as discussed in the previous chapter, is difficult
to model in a purely analytical fashion. This work aimed to layout some principles
which can be used to increase INSS for flow-through PNABS. By reviewing literature
and simulating the response of NHAs to adlayers, an array of flow-through NHAs on
a silicon chip (similar to the grids of the previous chapter) was designed to probe
the dependence of pitch and hole shape on INSS. Fabrication of these multi-NHA
chips (mNACs) was contractually outsourced to the New South Wales Node of the
Australian National Fabrication Facility (ANFF). The experimental results from plas-
monic mNACs are presented. Finally, using the experience gained while doing this
work, an optimisation routine is proposed to guide future work and efficiently design
PNABSs to suit an application’s needs.
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5.2 Simulating In-hole Sensitivity of Adlayers
With a better understanding of modes in plasmonic NHAs and their interactions from
the BRIS experiments of the previous chapter, simulations were performed with the
goal of designing NHAs with high INSS. A Lumerical FDTD script (see Appendix B.1)
was written to simulate the sensitivity of three distinct adlayer configurations shown in
Figure 5.1 including: an adlayer coating only the top silver (Ag) surface (orange), an
adlayer coating only the in-hole surface (brown), and an adlayer coating both the top
and in-hole surface as well as the nanohole edge (orange + brown + yellow). The surface
sensitivity was probed for each of these configurations by tracking the wavelength shift
of transmission peaks as the adlayer thickness increases. Combined, the simulation
results were used to determine the contribution of the top, in-hole, and edge (yellow)
regions to surface sensitivity.
Initial simulations were performed on close-ended Ag NHAs on a glass substrate
(n ≈ 2.1) with water (n = 1.333) as the bulk material and an organic adlayer (n =
1.46) with variable thickness (<200 nm).a Pitches (150-600 nm), hole axes/radii (50-
300 nm), Ag thickness (10-200 nm), and substrate thickness (50 nm - infinite) were
varied. Elliptical holes and rectangular lattices were simulated and surface sensitivity
results compared with those of circular holes in square lattices. More than a hundred
simulations of NHA designs were analysed for flow-over and flow-through schemes. A
aINSS of flow-through versus flow-over designs had similar trends. The exact value of INSS were
comparable but not exactly the same due to differences in the position of resonances.
Figure 5.1: A 2D z-plane schematic of a unit cell shows variable dimensions of the
NHAs: nanohole semi-axes (ax,ay) and pitches (px,py). A side view of the unit cell
shows the three parts of the adlayers probed for surface senstivity (top Ag surface -
orange, in-hole Ag surface - brown, and nanohole edge - yellow).
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selection of the figures created during the adlayer analyses are included in Appendix
D. Four NHA designs were selected to illustrate principles for increasing INSS: a small
circle, large circle, and two kinds of ellipses, with the design parameters for each given
in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Selected Designs for Demonstrating Optimisation of INSS
Design Name px[nm] py[nm] ax[nm] ay[nm] tAg [nm]
Small Circle 300 300 150 150 75
Large Circle 600 600 300 300 75
Ellipse 600 300 300 150 75
Thicker Ellipse 600 300 300 150 150
The simulated transmission spectra from incident light polarised parallel to px for
the small and large circle designs are shown in Figure 5.2a. The peaks used to calculate
wavelength shift in Figure 5.2a are marked by colour and shape. The colours (blue,
green, red, and black) of the spectra and markers correspond to one of the four designs.
Two of these designs are inset in Figures 5.2b and 5.2c and px (horizontal) and py
(vertical) are labelled. The marker shape corresponds to one of three surface plasmon
polariton (SPP) modes excitable by the grating vector corresponding to px at normal
incidence: square - (±1, 0)glass, circle - (±1,±1)glass and triangle (±1, 0)water. The
nanohole radii/axes are half of the unit cell pitch in their respective directions for
these simulations (ax,y =
1
2
px,y). The colours of the bars in Figures 5.2b-c correspond
to the colours of the partial adlayers depicted on the right in Figure 5.1. The bars show
the contribution of the partial adlayer to total wavelength shift. Using this analysis,
some general principles for maximizing INSS can be demonstrated by comparing two
of the NHA designs at a time and then looking at the overall trend.
5.2.1 Small and Large Circles
The small circle NHA (ax = ay = 150 nm) with 300 nm pitch on a square lattice
(blue square) in Figure 5.2b showed higher surface sensitivity than the large circle
NHA (ax = ay = 300 nm) with 600 nm pitch on a square lattice (green triangle)
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(a) Simulated NHA Transmission
(b) (c)
Figure 5.2: (a) Transmission spectra through Ag NHAs with no adlayer present using
light polarised parallel to px marked with transmission peaks that were used to measure
and compare the simulated surface sensitivity of four NHA designs, two of which are
inset in (b) and (c). Transmission peaks in (a) red-shifted with increasing adlayer
thickness. The bars’ colours in (b) and (c) represent the partial contribution of the
corresponding adlayer in Figure 5.1 to overall wavelength shift. The Ag thickness for
the small circle and large circle designs was 75 nm Ag.
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in Figure 5.2c, where the absolute wavelength shift of a transmission resonance peak
is used as the measure of sensitivity in these analyses. The peak (green triangle)
and minimum from the (±1, 0)water SPP and Rayleigh anomaly (RA) occur at 850
nm and 800 nm, respectively, in the transmission spectra for the large circle (green).
The transmission peak for the small circle design (blue square) corresponds to the
(±1, 0)glass SPP. Usually, a bulk (water) mode is more sensitive than the substrate
(glass) mode, because the adlayer changes the effective refractive index of the bulk/Ag
interface not the substrate/Ag interface. These simulations show that this is not always
true, for two reasons.
For a continuous thick film, the (±1, 0)glass SPP would not be sensitive to an adlayer
on the other side. For thinner films, this is not true as the plasmons on either side
couple with each other. For optically thick Ag films on NHAs, all of the transmitted
light must be squeezed through the nanoholes. Whether the light radiates or couples to
the glass SPPs depends on the cylindrical waveguide mode (CWM) travelling through
the hole.
After entering the hole on the water side, light travels through the hole as a CWM
and upon reaching the glass side can either radiate into the glass (transmit), into the
hole (reflect), or couple to the glass-side SPP. Once coupled to the SPP, the SPP can
follow a similar pattern upon reaching a neighboring hole. Under certain conditions, a
phase delay between light radiating directly from the cavity and light radiating after
coupling to the SPP mode causes a shape in the transmission spectra typical of Fano
resonance.16,61 However, the CWM does not radiate at all frequencies.
When light enters the hole, standing waves form at certain frequencies causing a
spectral pattern typical of Fabry-Perot interference. These harmonics are analogous to
the resonant frequencies in pipes or chimes, as described in Chapter 4, where the length
of the pipe determines the fundamental frequency of the resonating sound wave. A
condition for maximum transmission occurs when the wavevector of the hole waveguide
mode, kwg, and the length of the waveguide, h, satisfies the condition for maximum
transmission:
cos(kwgh+ φ) = ±m, (5.1)
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where φ is a phase shift induced by several complex factors andm = 0,±1,±2, .... Thus,
the hole mediates transmission and reflection between the upper and lower interfaces.
The in-hole adlayer (brown) perturbs the CWM and contributes more than 50% to the
overall wavelength shift in Figure 5.2b, while the top adlayer (orange) contributes less
than a quarter to wavelength shift.
This explains the sensitivity of the small circle to adlayer, but not the low sensitivity
of the (±1, 0)water SPP (green triangle) peak from the large circle design in figure 5.2c.
The low overall sensitivity of this peak (green triangle) is due to interference with
the (±1,±1)glass RA at 890 nm. This higher order RA suppresses the peak shift of
the (±1, 0)water SPP. In the simulations, as the adlayer thickness increases, this peak
(green triangle) decreases in intensity. This interference causes a drastic decrease in
the surface sensitivity of this mode and thus complicates comparison of this mode,
which would normally be the most sensitive, to the modes of other designs. One way
to prevent this interference in the first place is to alter the pitches in both the x- and
y-directions of the NHAs and shape of the nanoholes to shift the (±1,±1)glass SPP
and RA away from the more sensitive and fundamental (±1, 0)water SPP.
5.2.2 Ellipses
Elliptical holes and the use of different pitches in the x and y directions for a NHA can
be used as design tools for NHAs to lift degeneracies or move unwanted resonances. For
example, by decreasing the pitch in the direction perpendicular to the incident polar-
ization, the (±1,±1)glass SPP and RA may be blue-shifted to <700 nm and Figure 5.3
shows the effect of this on adlayer sensitivity. Without cross-mode interference, the
(1, 0)water SPP peaks (black and red markers) of the ellipse designs in Figure 5.3 may
be compared to other modes with more confidence. The large increase in overall sen-
sitivity for the bulk (water) modes in Figures 5.3b and 5.3c compared to (±1,±1)glass
SPP peak (blue square) from the small circle was expected since the adlayer being
changed is at the bulk/Ag interface. For ellipses, doubling the Ag thickness results
in a slightly increased surface sensitivity and a larger contribution from the in-hole
adlayer (brown). Others have used rectangular hole arrays for polarisation sensitive
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(a) Simulated NHA Transmission
(b) (c)
Figure 5.3: (a) Transmission spectra through Ag NHAs with no adlayer present using
light polarised parallel to px marked with transmission peaks that were used to measure
and compare the simulated surface sensitivity of four NHA designs, the remaining two
of which are inset in (b) and (c). The bars’ colours in (b) and (c) represent the partial
contribution of the corresponding adlayer in Figure 5.1 to overall wavelength shift. The
Ag thicknesses were 75 nm for the (b) ellipse design and 150 nm for the (c) thicker
ellipse design.
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measurements to increase sensitivity, reduce noise, and reject uncorrelated variation in
signal intensity.139
The wavelength shift of features in the transmission spectra through NHAs with
elliptical holes (red and black) is mostly caused by the in-hole adlayer. For thicker films,
the surface contribution becomes almost negligible. This situation would be ideal for
flow-through NHAs, as most of the contribution comes from inside the holes. Even
for thinner films, the contributions from the in-hole adlayer and the edge of the holes
give rise to most of the wavelength shift. One reason for high INSS in elliptical hole
designs is due to geometrical factors. Halving one pitch effectively doubles the in-hole
surface area of the device and reduces the top Ag surface area as shown in Figure 5.4.
Increasing Ag thickness also increases the ratio of in-hole surface area to total sensing
area as well.
Figure 5.4: For a given surface coverage of molecules, reducing one of the pitches by
half doubles the in-hole surface area/volume and edge volume available for binding.
Increasing Ag thickness also increases the in-hole surface area.
5.2.3 Higher Order SPPs
Sensitivity of higher order SPP modes was also studied. The (±1,±1)glass SPP of the
thicker ellipse (black dot in Figure 5.5) is more sensitive than the same SPP mode
for the large circles (green dot in Figure 5.5) as shown in Figures 5.5b and 5.5c. This
supports the hypothesis that INSS may be optimised by altering hole shape. Generally
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(a) Simulated NHA Transmission
(b) (c)
Figure 5.5: (a) The marked transmission peaks (for light polarised parallel to px) were
used to measure and compare the simulated surface sensitivity of four NHA designs.
The surface sensitivities of two higher-order (±1,±1)glass for the (b) large circle design
and the (c) thicker ellipse design are shown here. The bars’ colours in (b) and (c)
represent the partial contribution of the corresponding adlayer in Figure 5.1 to overall
wavelength shift.
SPP modes at shorter wavelengths have smaller wavelength shift than the same modes
at higher wavelengths. This comparison is an exception to this rule. The thicker ellipse
design shows higher overall sensitivity for the (±1,±1)glass SPP (black dot) than the
same mode for the large circle design (green dot) even though the former occurs at
almost half the wavelength of the latter.
The in-hole surface area of the ellipse is doubled, which is one reason for this
increased sensitivity. Elliptical waveguides are known to have a smaller cutoff wave-
lengths than circular waveguides with radii equal to the former’s major semiaxes.201
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The effective wavelength of circular and elliptical modes in the cavity will also be differ-
ent for the same frequency, which in turn, alters the condition for maximum transmis-
sion in Equation 5.1. The wavevectors of these lossy elliptical waveguide modes could
be used to predict where maxima in transmission spectra occur and how they maximize
INSS for a given geometry, but is not within the scope of this research.b Rather this
shows that for the same mode, a rectangular array of elliptical holes out-performs a
square array with circular holes with respect to overall surface sensitivity, which is one
of the concepts that is studied experimentally herein.
5.2.4 Simulation Summary
Hundreds of NHA simulations were performed in order to understand the features
of NHAs and how the various parameters related to various sensing characteristics. A
summary of the findings from these simulations are given in the following list of guiding
principles. The principles are certainly not comprehensive nor exact, since every one
of the statements has exceptions due to the complex nature of interacting modes.
However, for a chemist or engineer not familiar with the intricacies of plasmonics,
governing principles to guide fabrication and optimisation are useful.
1. The lowest order mode yields the highest overall surface sensitivity.
2. For a given lattice mode, the bulk mode has the higher overall surface sensitivity
to adlayers than the substrate mode.
3. Substrate SPPs may be sensitive to in-hole adlayers.
4. Longer pitch yields higher overall surface sensitivity and pushes the resonances
to longer wavelengths.
5. RA of other modes can suppress surface sensitivity.
6. Decrease of pitch parallel to the polarization decreases overall sensitivity but can
allow for increase of INSS.
bThe computation of complex Bessel functions (which govern CWM in a lossy Ag hole) was assessed
by Bohren and Huffman (1983): “the mere contemplation of complex-order Bessel functions is sufficient
to make strong men weep”.42
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7. Thicker films can increase the relative contribution of INSS to overall surface
sensitivity.
8. Elongation of holes (changing hole shape) can increase the relative contribution
of INSS to overall surface sensitivity.
9. INSS may be changed by adjusting the geometry of the NHA.
In order to optimise INSS, the 3D electric field must be taken under consideration.
By changing adlayer thickness, this 3D field was probed at different regions. The rich
abundance and diversity of plasmonic NHA resonances complicates factors that perhaps
could be optimised via machine learning programs.202 While further optimisation could
have been explored, this project aimed to design physical NHAs with high INSS, not
just simulated ones.
5.3 Experimental Methods
mNACs were designed to test the findings from simulations and understand how they
might be translated into real devices. The mNAC design allowed for comparison of
the surface sensitivity of fifteen unique NHAs within a 1 mm2 area using layer-by-
layer deposition (LBL). The design of mNACs helped decrease systematic error in
measurements and allowed for control of the potentially variable thermal evaporation
and LBL processes. The spectroscopy of each NHA was done in rapid succession with
access to the same bright reference, a square hole the same size as each NHA. The NHAs
were designed based on literature and simulation results with the highest sensitivity, but
also took into account fabrication limitations. The mNACs were fabricated by contract
with an ANFF facility, which completed the dicing, photolithography, electron beam
lithography (EBL) and dry etching fabrication steps.
5.3.1 Design and Fabrication
The layout of the mNAC is shown in Figure 5.6 along with the major steps of the
fabrication method. The two numbers in the photograph represent the pitch (in nm)
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Figure 5.6: The Australian National Fabrication Facility was contracted to perform
dicing, photolithography, and EBL patterning of the NHAs. Wet etching with KOH
and thermal deposition was performed in-house. A transmission photograph of Ag-
coated mNAC is shown with a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of elliptical
holes for the 200 nm x 400 nm pitch array.
of each array in the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) directions. The footprint of a whole
mNAC had a square area of 1 cm2 to allow for easier handling than the TEM grids.
The 4 x 4 pattern of NHAs was chosen based on EBL patterning time (15-30 minutes
per array) and resolution of the variable being altered, the pitch along the x-axis,
px. Decreasing px increased the hole density which is expected to increase INSS. The
pitch along the y-axis, py, was held constant at 400 nm, which allows for excitation of
SPPs at the air/Ag interface. If py was reduced much more, the EBL patterning time
increased significantly.
The smallest px was constrained by the hole size and support considerations. The
minimum size of the hole was chosen based on the smallest EBL structure that still
had consistently good shape. Holes less than 100 nm in diameter tended to be lower
quality, so 120 nm was chosen as the lowest size of hole dimension (diameter or short-
axis of an ellipse). Too little spacing between the edges of neighbouring holes could
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compromise the structural integrity of the NHA. A px of 200 nm left what seemed,
based on the SEM image in Figure 5.6, to be a reasonable amount of SiN between
the edges of the hole for providing macroscopic support. mNACs with circular holes
(ax = ay = 200nm) and elliptical holes (ax = 200nm, ay = 120nm) were fabricated,
where a is the semimajor axis along the respective axis.
Wafers
SiN-coated wafers were purchased from MEMS Exchange. The wafers were coated
with 100 nm of low-stress (∼200 MPa) SiN on both sides of double-side polished sil-
icon wafers (100 mm diameter and 370 µm thick) by low-pressure chemical vapour
deposition. Purchased wafers were then sent to the New South Wales Node of the
ANFF for further processing.
Crystallographic Orientation and Photolithography
The wafers were prepared for dicing by spin-coating a protective layer on both-sides.
Alignment of the dicing saw with the (111) plane of the crystalline wafer was important
for the anisotropic wet etch step carried out by the author at the University of Otago
(Step 5 in Figure 5.6).203 Following alignment, the wafer was diced into 10 mm × 10
mm mNACs on a Disco automatic dicing saw (DAD 3240). Chips were cleaned with
deionized (DI) water, IPA, and ultrasonication to prepare for photolithography and dry
etching of the backside window. The back side of cleaned mNACs were spin-coated
with AZ6612 resist at 4000 rpm, baked at 95◦C for 5 minutes, and loaded into a mask-
aligner for exposure. Individual mNACs were then carefully aligned with a ultraviolet
(UV) mask with a 1.5 mm square hole and exposed for 2 seconds of intense UV light.
Exposed mNACs were soaked in developer for 1 minute (see step 1 in Figure 5.6). The
100 nm SiN layer was then removed by reactive ion etching (RIE) for 4 minutes and




EBL was chosen for its precision and flexibility. Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) (a
positive electron resist) was spin-coated on the top side at 3000 rpm, baked at 180◦C
for 90 seconds, and loaded into a Raith SEM/EBL system (Step 3 in Figure 5.6). EBL
design files prepared by the author with NHA patterns were sent to ANFF with the
desired layout shown in Figure 5.6. The resist was patterned with NHAs with a 10
kV acceleration voltage, 30 µm collimating aperture, and a beam current of ≈ 200 pA.
Due to proximity effects, the set dose ranged from 110 - 145 µC/cm2 for the arrays.
A final RIE transferred the NHA patterns into the SiN using the unexposed resist as
a sacrificial layer. An example SEM image of the etched nanoholes is inset in Figure
5.6 with more SEM images presented in Appendix E. The patterned mNACs were
packaged and returned for the final fabrication steps of wet etching and Ag deposition.
Wet Etch
Anisotropic wet etching is a standard semiconductor manufacturing process used to
preferentially etch crystals in a given crystallographic plane.203 The wet etch per-
formed in this work with hot KOH and IPA preferentially etched the (100) plane of
silicon, which was the plane parallel to the surface of the wafer. The silicon nitride
provided an effective barrier, or mask, against hot KOH. The square window opened by
photolithography and dry etching left the underlying silicon exposed and susceptible
to the wet etching process. The silicon was selectively etched towards the other surface
of the wafer until it reached the silicon nitride on the other side, exposing a suspended
membrane with NHAs.
A hot bath of KOH was prepared for wet etching of the silicon to expose the
membrane (see step 5 in Figure 5.6). Heating elements kept a water bath (50 L) at
a constant 80 - 85 ◦C. The hot water was pumped through a series of tubes through
a specially designed hollow glass beaker (etching beaker) with an inlet and outlet and
returned to the hot bath. About 100 mL of KOH etchant (30% by weight in water)
and 20 mL of IPA was added to the etching beaker and covered with a lid containing a
hole for a thermometer used to monitor temperature. The saturation of etchant with
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IPA slowed the etching of the 110 crystalline plane in silicon by up to 90% and the 100
crystalline plane in silicon by only 20%.204 The KOH etchant under these conditions
was observed to etch at a rate of about 70-80 µm per hour. The SiN membranes were
released from the silicon wafer (see step 5 in Figure 5.6) in ∼5 hours of etching. Once
etched, the mNACs were cleaned and prepared for coating with Ag. At this point
in the fabrication process, the released membrane and NHAs became very fragile and
prone to rupture.
NHA Fragility
Numerous steps were taken to ensure the SiN membranes and NHAs remained intact
during the remaining fabrication process and experimentation. Dipstick-like mNAC
holders shown in Figure 5.7a on pg. 137 made of teflon were fabricated for easily
immersing the mNACs in the KOH etchant. Without the mNAC holders, the mem-
branes readily shattered in the etchant and during rinsing. Failing to set the mNAC
holders down gently enough also resulted in membrane rupture. Even with the mNAC
holders and careful handling, SiN membranes on most of the mNACs broke before
measurements were able to be taken. Other times, individual NHAs broke, while the
neighboring NHAs remained intact.
The turbulence from hydrogen bubbles during the etching process may have caused
some membranes to buckle, especially if a large bubble formed and then suddenly
released from the membrane surface at the end of the etching process when the mem-
brane was nearly released and most vulnerable. This could be prevented by ensuring
the mNACs were tilted or flat in the etchant solution with the etching side (back-
side) facing upward, as opposed to vertical. Initially, the mNACs were immediately
immersed in ultrapure water for rinsing. Rapid cooling of the membrane may have
created stress from varying thermal stresses across the membrane resulting in failure.
Even taking the membrane in and out of water resulted in NHAs or whole membranes
failing, likely due to differences in pressure on either side of the membrane caused by
surface tension and/or liquid flowing over the membrane. Normally SiN membranes
are quite robust. However, introducing tens of thousands of holes through the mem-
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brane seemed to reduce their strength. Nevertheless, a few mNACs were fabricated
with membranes intact and little or no damage to the NHAs. The picture in Figure
5.6 of the final NHAs on the suspended membrane is from one of the few mNACs that
survived the fabrication process with all of the NHAs intact.
5.3.2 Materials and Cleaning
When dealing with holes of comparable size to dust particles and large proteins, clean-
ing procedures are important. For this work, DIW was used when necessary to minimize
the introduction of contaminants when rinsing and in chemical solutions. The general
procedure used throughout the experimental process for cleaning samples, tools, and
flow cells comprised: a rinse with acetone followed by ethanol and/or methanol to re-
move trace organics and debris, a thorough rinse with HPLC grade IPA, and a final
rinse or immersion in DIW.
Ultrapure deionized Milli-Q water (DIW) (>18.7 MΩ-cm) was obtained from the
Centre for Trace Analysis at the University of Otago. High-performance liquid chro-
matography (HPLC) grade isopropanol (IPA) was purchased from VWR International.
Ethanol, methanol, and acetone were obtained from the distillery at the University of
Otago Chemistry Department. Salt (NaCl) and analytical reagent grade potassium
hydroxide (KOH) were obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 0.01 M hydrochlo-
ric acid (HCl) solution was obtained from Scientific Supplies Ltd. Potassium hydrogen
phthalate was obtained from BDH Chemicals Ltd. for use as a buffer during LBL
and sensitivity testing. The phthalate buffer (PB) was made with 0.1 M potassium
hydrogen phthalate and 0.1 M NaCl in DIW and adjusted to pH 4 with 2 mL of 0.01
M HCl. Polysodium 4-styrenesulfonate (PSS), 30% solution by weight in water, av-
erage molecular weight of 70,000 and polyallylamine hydrochloride (PAH), crystalline,
average molecular weight of 56,000, were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich. 100 mL batch
solutions of 1 mg/mL PSS and 1 mg/mL PAH were made in DIW containing 0.1 M
NaCl. Solutions were pH adjusted to 4.0 with HCl. The addition of salt stabilizes the
ionic strength of the solution, which affects the activity of functional groups on PSS
and PAH.
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5.3.3 Spectroscopy Setup and Method
The spectroscopy setup shown in Figure 5.7 for testing the surface sensitivity of NHAs
was similar to that for bulk refractive index sensing. The light source and condensing
lens of the microscope was used instead of an Ocean Optics light source and fibre-
coupled collimator. The method for spectroscopy is also similar. However, due to the
fragility of the fabricated mNACs, no flow cell was used. Instead the mNACs were
encased in teflon holders in Figure 5.7a from wet etch to spectroscopy. Alignment of
the NHA and fibre was done as described with the bulk sensing experiments. The
transmission spectroscopy method was altered slightly: the dark reference for spec-
troscopy was measured by blocking the light source with a thick metal plate and the
bright reference was taken using the 80 µm-wide square hole, the same size as the other
arrays. This hole is located on the bottom right next to the other NHAs in Figure 5.6.
This method of referencing inherently accounts for overlap, if any, of the fibre’s field of
view (FOV) with the film surrounding the NHAs. The hole was also referenced quickly
before each measurement without having to remove the mNAC from the microscope’s
FOV. The position of the mNAC was changed manually using an XYZ-translational
rotating stage.
The dimensions of the mNAC holder restricted the optical setup to objectives with
lower magnification. A 10x objective was used along with a 600 µm fibre tip which
yields ∼ 60×60µ m2 spectroscopically interrogated area (SIA). The SIA was confirmed
to be about this size by comparing the SIA box on the imaging software with the image
of the NHA.c Spectroscopy of each NHA was done immediately after removing mNACs
from the vacuum chamber to minimize any effect from reaction of Ag with sulfides in
the air. Two bilayers were then added to the mNAC using LBL, left to air-dry overnight
in a dessication chamber, and spectroscopically analysed the next day. This process
was repeated until the membrane broke or became fouled. After the spectra from all
the NHAs on the mNAC were recorded, the measurements were repeated 1-2 times for
statistical comparison.
cSIA and calibration of the SIA box are detailed in the previous chapter
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(a) Teflon Dipstick with Chip
(b) Optical Spectroscopy Setup
Figure 5.7: (a) A teflon dipstick was created to hold the fabricated mNACs. (b) This
modified microscope was used for transmission spectroscopy of the mNACs.
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5.3.4 Layer-by-Layer Deposition (LBL)
Polyelectrolytes of opposite charge can form layered films as thin as 2 nm using a
multilayer stacking process known as LBL.205 The values of the acid dissociation con-
stants, pKa, for PSS and PAH are approximately 1.0 and 8.7, respectively.
206,207 At
pH 4, protons dissociate from most of the sulfonic acid groups of PSS leaving the PSS
polyanionic and attracted to positively charged surfaces. At the same pH, the amine
groups of PAH are mostly protonated leaving the PAH polycationic and attracted to
negative surfaces. LBL consists of the alternating adsorption of PSS and PAH on
a substrate by submersing the sample in the respective solutions. A rinse in pH 4
solution in between the alternating adsorption steps ensures that solutions are not
cross-contaminated.
The point (or pH) of zero charge of native oxides of evaporated Ag films is around
10.4,208 which means the Ag surface will have a net positive charge at pH 4. PSS
was chosen to start the LBL process as it was attracted to the Ag surface under the
conditions specified. The procedure for LBL in this thesis is as follows: An mNAC
was immersed in 1 mg/mL PSS for 5 minutes, then rinsed in the PB (described in the
materials section). Next, the sample was immersed in 1 mg/mL PAH for 5 minutes,
then rinsed in the PB. The mNACs were kept wet throughout LBL or until the desired
number of bilayers was deposited for optical measurement. The mNACs were allowed
to dry in air for more than 6 hours in a desiccator.
The concentration of salt and rinsing protocol have been found to have a great
impact on the final thickness of the adsorbed film.209 To prove that the LBL technique
used in this thesis produces multilayers of increasing thickness, a J.A. Woollam Co.
alpha-SE ellipsometer was used to measure the thickness of layers formed on Ag-coated
pieces of silicon wafer using the process outlined above with some notable exceptions.
The samples were dried with pressurized air after the addition of one bilayer and mea-
sured with the ellipsometer. The drying between layer deposition can negatively affect
the adsorption of the following layer,209 so the data are likely to under-represent the
thickness of films that do not have the air drying step. Nevertheless, the ellipsome-
try results, shown in Figure 5.8, reveal that the film thickness uniformly and linearly
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Figure 5.8: Two clean silicon chips were coated with Ag and used to verify the LBL
process. Ellipsometry of samples was performed on each sample before LBL to find
the thickness of the native silver oxide layer, then after each bilayer deposition. The
lines of best fit and the slope with units of nm/bilayer are shown.
increased with each successive layer. The bilayer thickness of ∼2 nm was in good
agreement with literature values for similar LBL methods.209,210
5.4 Experimental Results
Only one mNAC survived the fabrication process and full experimental procedure. The
next subsection includes all the results from this mNAC, which had elliptical holes.
Images of this array are presented in Figure 5.9 to show the polarization dependent
transmission colour. The experimental and simulated transmission are mapped against
changing px and compared with each other. The surface sensitivity results are then
presented for the experimental measurements. Other mNACs were fabricated intact,
including one with circular holes, and images were taken, but the membranes broke
during experimentation or LBL. Those images will be presented at the end of this
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(a) x-polarised (b) y-polarised
Figure 5.9: Images of mNACs in transmission microscopy are shown for (a) x- and
(b) y-polarised light (blue double arrow). The long axis of the ellipses are along the
constant pitch (py =400nm). The short axis of the ellipses are parallel to the changing
pitch (px =200-760 nm) which is shown underneath each array. The blank NHA used
for a bright reference for absolute transmission measurements can be seen in the lower
right corner.
section. Finally, a brief description of the fabrication challenges and suggested solutions
for further research are presented.
5.4.1 mNAC Results - Images and Spectra before LBL
A 40 nm layer of Ag (as measured by quartz-crystal monitor) was deposited on the
surviving mNAC.d The transmission spectra for x- and y-polarised light were obtained
prior to LBL, after 2 bilayers, and after 4 bilayers. After 8 bilayers, the membrane
peeled away from three of the edges and curled in on itself. This prevented further
transmission measurements from being taken, but SEM was used to image the surface
of a still intact NHA.
d40 nm was one of the first thicknesses planned for the mNACs. A cleaning procedure to dissolve
the silver in nitric acid and clean the mNACs for reuse was planned so multiple thicknesses could





Transmission images of the NHAs on the mNAC are shown for x- and y-polarised
light in Figure 5.9 The blue double arrow shows the polarisation of the incident light
with respect to px and py. The optical transmission through the NHAs are clearly
polarisation dependent. The imaging software was used to white balance both pictures
using the Ag film to the side of the NHAs. The polarization dependence of the ellipses
polarised along the short and long axes can be observed by comparing the px = py = 400
arrays in Figures 5.9a and 5.9b.
SEM images were still able to be taken of the px = 600 array after it broke and
showed some partially blocked pores in Figure 5.10. Most of the pores still remain open
(black). Some particles appear on the surface and the LBL process appears to have
only partially covered the NHA, though it is unclear what the white or dark grey is.
The sample had aged for months before SEM images were taken, so it could be silver
sulfide, polyelectrolytes layers, or, most likely, a bit of both.
Figure 5.10: An SEM image of the mNAC with ellipses is shown. The NHA pores
appear open (black), and the surface is covered in a discontinuous film and particulates.
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Spectral Measurements and Dispersion
Absolute transmission spectra were taken by using the blank NHA shown in the bot-
tom right corners of the images in Figure 5.9 as the bright reference (100% absolute
transmission). A dark reference was taken by blocking the light momentarily with a
thick metal plate. The spectra from the 200 nm × 400 nm NHA for x- and y-polarised
incident light are given in Figure 5.11.
The experimental and simulated transmission through the NHAs with varying px
are shown in Figure 5.12 by taking the transmission from each array and nine extra
points were created by linearly interpolating between the experiment pitches measured.
Similar plots were created for simulations of NHAs. The simulation and experimental
transmission plots showed similar features. Dispersion formulas for RAs and thin film
SPPs and were solved and overlaid on the plots in Figure 5.12. The analytical dispersion
features of the mNAC did not match very well to the experiments or simulations.
While these dispersion formulas could be manipulated (by changing Ag thickness and
“adjusting” refractive indices) to overlay the exact features, the mismatched dispersions
were left as calculated for emphasis on the lack of simple predictability. The dispersion
calculation for RAs did not take into account the dispersion of SiN, where as the
simulations do. The long-range SPP is cutoff at ∼500 nm in Figures 5.12a and 5.12b
due to the high asymmetry of the refractive indices above and below. Features in
(a) x-polarised (b) y-polarised
Figure 5.11: The absolute transmission spectra under (a) x- and (b) y-polarised
incident light for the 200 nm × 400 nm NHA.
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the experimental transmission are evident, though only one feature in each spectrum
was able to be tracked with confidence. By comparing these spectra with the spectra
obtained after LBL, surface sensitivities of the NHAs based on wavelength-shift and
intensity change were estimated.
5.4.2 mNAC Results: Spectral Characteristics after LBL
After measuring the transmission spectra from Figures 5.12a and 5.12a as a baseline,
two more sets of spectral measurements were made after 2 and 4 bilayers were deposited.
(a) x-polarised Transmission (Experimental) (b) x-polarised Transmission (Simulated)
(c) y-polarised Transmission (Experimental) (d) y-polarised Transmission (Simulated)
Figure 5.12: The (a,c) experimental and (b,d) simulated transmission through an
mNAC of ellipses (ax = 120nm, ay = 200nm) is plotted versus changing pitch. The
plots were re-meshed and interpolated to finer points in order to better see the dis-
persion. Relevant RAs and SPPs are plotted with lattice orders of (i,j) for x and y
directions, respectively. Short-range and long-range SPPs are designated by srSPP and
lrSPP, respectively, in the legends.
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With these three sets of absolute transmission spectra, the transmissivity (Equation
2.19 on pg. 28) for every NHAs was plotted for 0, 2, and 4 adlayers under x- and
y-polarisations in Figures 5.13 and 5.14, respectively.
x-polarisation
Throughout all of the spectra in Figures 5.13, a minimum between 500-550 nm is
always present, which the analytical dispersion in Figure 5.12a suggests is the higher
order (±2,±1) short-range SPP. Scanning from lower pitch to higher pitch NHAs in
Figure 5.13, other features can be seen passing through the (±2,±1) short-range SPP.
Matching features to the modes predicted by the analytical dispersion becomes easier
by looking at the plots in this way and some systematic observations may be made.
In Figure 5.13a a single well-defined minimum corresponds to multiple modes near
each other including the (±1, 0), (±1,±1), (±2, 0) and (±2,±1) short-range SPPs and
RAs. A distinguishable red-shift in this minimum occurs for two added bilayers, but
then blue-shifts after another 2 bilayers are attached. In Figure 5.13b a second mini-
mum in transmission (with 0 bilayers) is seen at ≈570 nm, which corresponds to the
(±1, 0) short-range SPP/RA breaking away from the (±1,±1) short-range SPP/RA.
After depositing two bilayers, only one minimum was clearly distinguishable. The
disappearance of the second minimum, which in the transmission plot acts in similar
manner to the (±1, 0) short-range SPP/RA, also occurs in Figures 5.13c-f at progres-
sively longer wavelengths. Short-range modes have very short decay lengths, so it is
possible the second minimum is red-shifted into the infrared spectrum after adding two
bilayers. In addition, the bilayers’ thickness could be significantly more than expected
as discussed in Section 5.3.4 on pg. 138. If the two bilayers had a thickness close or
equal to that of the decay length of the plasmonic mode, the large refractive index
change from air (n = 1) to PSS/PAH adlayers (n ≈ 1.4−1.46) could have induced this
shift. Depositing two more bilayers does not show any significant shift of the spectra
for NHAs with px =200-400, which further supports this first hypothesis. Without
further experimentation and collection of spectral data in the infrared to confirm, a
firm conclusion cannot be reached about this mode. Other explanations are reasonable
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(a) px = 200nm (b) px = 240nm (c) px = 280nm
(d) px = 320nm (e) px = 360nm (f) px = 400nm
(g) px = 440nm (h) px = 480nm (i) px = 560nm
(j) px = 600nm (k) px = 640nm (l) px = 680nm
Figure 5.13: The x-polarised transmissivity spectra for 0, 2 and 4 bilayers for indi-
vidual NHAs.
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too, such as the disorganised lumps seen in Figure 5.10 having played a role in the dis-
appearance of the mode in the form of broadening from scattering and non-radiative
decay.
In Figures 5.13g-l, another mode can be seen passing through the one that is fixed
at around 550 nm. This most likely corresponds to the fundamental (±1, 0) long-
range SPP. As pitch increases and the mode passes into the infrared, noise makes it
difficult to distinguish any peak shift that might have occurred to bilayer adsorption.
Unfortunately this very sensitive mode could not be confidently probed. Interestingly,
as the modes pass through it, the strength of the (±2,±1) SPP mode changes, which
suggests a coupling behaviour between SPP modes. The y-polarisation shows a similar
response but different modes are present.
y-polarisation
In Figure 5.14, the polarisation is along the constant pitch, py = 400nm, so the (0,±1)
and (0,±2) SPPs and RAs should occur at a fixed wavelengths (Figure 5.12c) on every
NHA and only the diagonal modes will shift with changing px. Indeed in all of the
plots in Figure 5.14, a strong minimum near 400-450 nm appears due to the (0,±1)bulk
RA and the (0,±2)SiN RA. For Figures 5.14c-l, the (±1,±1)SiN RA appears in Figure
5.14c at ∼450 nm and progresses across the spectra to Figure 5.14l at ∼700 nm. As
the SPPs near these RAs respond to adlayers, different minima and maxima shift.
The peak between 500-600 nm in Figures 5.14 a,b,f-l are all likely caused by the
(0,±1)bulk and/or (0,±2)SiN SPPs. The progressive broadening of this peak from
Figures 5.14a-e
is most likely due to the (±1,±1)SiN SPP splitting from the (0,±1)bulk SPP which
is not affected by changing px. The peak caused by the (±1,±1)SiN SPP can dis-
tinctly be seen in Figures 5.14f-j slowly progressing from ∼680 nm to ∼750 nm before
fading away, shifting as predicted by the analytical dispersion. Transmission features
appear and disappear depending on how close they are in the spectrum. This coupling
behaviour between SPP modes seems apparent, though describing this interaction is
beyond the scope of this thesis. Despite these complex interactions, features shifting
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(a) py = 200nm (b) py = 240nm (c) py = 280nm
(d) py = 320nm (e) py = 360nm (f) py = 400nm
(g) py = 440nm (h) py = 480nm (i) py = 560nm
(j) py = 600nm (k) py = 640nm (l) py = 680nm
Figure 5.14: The y-polarised transmissivity spectra for 0, 2 and 4 bilayers for indi-
vidual NHAs.
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due to the adsorption of two bilayers is evident. Additional shift of features after four
bilayers is also evident in Figure 5.14, showing a systematic trend of continued shifting,
which is unlike the transmissivity spectra recorded with x-polarised light. Statistical
comparisons of the minima and maxima in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 reveal that some
NHAs have higher surface sensitivity based on wavelength shift.
Wavelength Shift Sensitivity
Wavelength shift and its uncertainty were estimated by eye using the plots in Figures
5.13 and 5.14 for distinguishable features (minima and maxima), and are plotted in
Figure 5.15. The wavelength shift was calculated by subtracting a feature’s wavelength
in the no adlayer spectra from the feature’s wavelength in the two (red squares) or four
(green diamonds) bilayer spectra. Therefore, wavelength shift on the horizontal axis
of Figure 5.15 represents a red-shift of the feature due to the adhesion of the number
of bilayers given by the legend. For NHAs with px > 520 nm features were difficult to
distinguish from noise and/or not recognizable as the same feature between adlayers.
Wavelength shift for x- and y-polarised light transmissivity are shown in Figures 5.15a
and 5.15b.
In Figure 5.15a, wavelength shift from two bilayers tended to be larger than the
wavelength shift due to four bilayers, which is opposite of what is expected. The overall
wavelength shift of two and four bilayers is within the uncertainty of each other, so no
absolute conclusions can be made about this. The reason for the high uncertainties is
the noise in the spectra. Features were fitted locally using peak fitting software, but
the estimated uncertainties from the software were too small to be considered realistic
(hence the manual estimates). High confidence (> 95%) is placed in the manually
estimated uncertainties.
The plots show high sensitivity to what should amount to only a few nanometres of
adlayer: ≈5-6 nm for 2 bilayers or ≈10-12 nm for 4 bilayers. The thickness of a layer
deposited by LBL is highly dependent upon pH and drying conditions. The differences
described in the method section for LBL on flat Ag surfaces to that used with mNACs





Figure 5.15: The wavelength shift of minima and maxima were estimated for (a) x-
and (b) y-polarised light using transmissivity for px < 520 nm. Error bars represent
manually estimated uncertainty.
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more than the bilayers used for ellipsometry, the deposited film can be much thicker
(>10 nm per bilayer for hydrated films as opposed to 2-3 nm per bilayer for films dried
after each layer deposition). The formation of bilayers on a NHA, as opposed to a
flat Ag film, also presents a very different surface for adsorption of polyelectrolytes.
Unfortunately, SEM images were not able to resolve the thickness of the adsorbed
film. Although the absolute surface sensitivity from Equation 2.26 was unable to be
resolved due to mNAC fragility and noise, the relative surface sensitivities may still be
compared with one another.
With respect to surface sensitivity, the plots in Figure 5.15 support the proposed
need for optimisation of NHAs for surface sensitivity. The plots clearly show that
some choices of px are not suitable for wavelength shift sensing (px = 320, 360, 560+)
for x-polarisation spectra. For y-polarisation, px = 320, 560+ did not present features
capable of being tracked at optical wavelengths. The NHA for px = 320 was only
partially intact, though the SIA was close to the size of the intact portion. This
damage likely contributed to the lack of sensitivity for this array, though it is unclear
to what extent. The interference of modes with each other, or the lack thereof, is the
most likely culprit for the weak features present in these spectra.
For x-polarisation, the wavelength shift is due to a number of SPP modes, which
may have played a part in the lack of sensitivity. The lowest order modes are usually the
strongest, so the (±1, 0)SiN and (±1,±1)SiN short-range SPP, both of which have high
INSS from simulations, are the likely cause of minimum shift in the NHAs with pitch
< 320nm. For pitches 400+nm, the (±2, 0)SiN short-range SPP is the most likely cause
of the minimum and maxima tracked in Figure 5.15a. For NHAs with px = 320, 360nm
almost no wavelength shift is seen or no features are distinct enough to track. The
analytical dispersion curves in Figure 5.12a show multiple modes overlapping in this
range of px. Using higher order modes is not usually done, but this data suggests that
they have good surface sensitivity to polyelectrolyte bilayers.
For y-polarisation, the wavelength shifts in Figure 5.15b is most likely caused by the
(±1, 0)bulk long-range SPP. Simulations show that for px = 200, this mode rapidly shifts
across the other modes for the same change in bulk refractive index. The (±1, 0)bulk
long-range SPP is known to be highly sensitive to surface perturbations. Although
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the sensitivity is on par with the sensitivities from other short-range SPPs for x-
polarisation, long-range SPP modes extend further out from the surface. The trend in
the y-polarisation plot shows a different response than the x-polarisation plots. The
shifts from 4 bilayers is always greater than the shifts from 2 bilayers, an expected
result. Despite the large error, this is an unlikely coincidence and suggests that the
difference in this trend between 2 and 4 bilayers and x- and y-polarisations are due to
the nature of the SPPs with which the bilayers are interacting with. Had more bilayers
been added, this could have been verified. Due to the fragility of chips and long wait
times to receive more chips, this verification had to be delayed for future work. In
addition to wavelength sensing, intensity-based sensing was analysed.
Intensity Change Sensitivity
For intensity based sensing, the absolute change in transmission as a function of wave-
length was measured, and a response above noise levels was evident for many of the
NHAs on the mNAC as shown in Figure 5.16 and 5.17. The measurements were re-
peated twice for pre-bilayer spectra and once for two bilayer spectra. The four bilayer
spectra were assumed to have similar noise to the two bilayer spectra. The standard
deviations, σ, of repeated spectra were used to calculate noise. This noise is then used
to calculation the DLs, 3σ, and quantification limits (QLs), 10σ. Intensity change was
calculated by taking the difference of the means of the transmissivities.e Error was





The responses and threshold noise levels of 3σ (dashed red curve) and 10σ (dotted blue
curve) from the first 12 NHAs under x-polarised light (electric field parallel to the px)
are plotted in Figure 5.16.
Every NHA showed a signal response above DLs at some point in the spectra
for both 2 and 4 bilayers. All of the NHAs in Figures 5.16 and 5.17 showed inten-
sity changes above the QL at some wavelengths. For x-polarised light, NHAs with
px = 200 − 280, 400 − 480nm showed the highest signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) for bi-
layer adsorption. This evidence also suggests differing surface sensitivity for different
eNegative and positive changes in transmissivity imply a decrease or increase in intensity due to
adlayers.
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(a) px = 200nm (b) px = 240nm (c) px = 280nm
(d) px = 320nm (e) px = 360nm (f) px = 400nm
(g) px = 440nm (h) px = 480nm (i) px = 560nm
(j) px = 600nm (k) px = 640nm (l) px = 680nm
Figure 5.16: The intensity changes for x-polarised incident light due to bilayer forma-
tion are plotted for 2 bilayers (thin black) and 4 bilayers (thick black) which correspond




(a) py = 200nm (b) py = 240nm (c) py = 280nm
(d) py = 320nm (e) py = 360nm (f) py = 400nm
(g) py = 440nm (h) py = 480nm (i) py = 560nm
(j) py = 600nm (k) py = 640nm (l) py = 680nm
Figure 5.17: The intensity changes for y-polarised incident light due to bilayer forma-
tion are plotted for 2 bilayers (thin black) and 4 bilayers (thick black) which correspond
to about 4 nm and 8 nm thick layers, The noise is plotted for 3σ (red dashed) and 10σ
(blue dotted).
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NHAs. The data also support the hypothesis that NHAs may be optimised for surface
sensitivity. Distinct peak shift signal (a minimum in the negative region followed by
a maximum in the positive region) is evident for px = 280nm. With low noise this
is one of the best responses in terms of intensity. A similar trend was observed for
intensity sensing as was for wavelength shift sensing as well. The 4 bilayer spectra for
x-polarisation showed little to no more response than the 2 bilayer spectra. This was
not expected and could be due to a number of reasons. Underestimation of bilayer
thickness is certainly possible, as the LBL procedure for NHAs was performed in a
different manner with no drying steps in between the 2 bilayers. This action could
have left the underlayers more hydrated and much thicker than anticipated.
For y-polarised light (electric field parallel to py = 400nm), the highest SNR is
seen for px = 200− 240nm in Figures 5.17a and 5.17b. For most of the other spectra,
the change in transmissivity is near the QL. The experimental results in this chapter
support the hypothesis that NHAs can be optimised for surface sensitivity. To a limited
extent, these results also show that designing an mNAC is an effective way to compare
the surface sensitivity between NHAs. Difficulties were encountered that prevented
further analysis, but some images from other NHAs with varying film thickness shows
the optical diversity of NHAs available by simply changing the thickness and shape of
holes.
5.4.3 Images of Other mNACs
A few mNACs that survived Ag deposition but not LBL were imaged before they broke.
These images show the tunablility of colour based on slight differences in thickness and
hole shape. In Figure 5.18, 30 nm of Ag was deposited on an mNAC with ellipses.
Difference in colour (and therefore spectra) were quite different than the mNAC with
40 nm Ag in the previous section.
A 70 nm Ag film was deposited on the mNAC with circles in Figure 5.19 which
shows a range of available colours to choose from that are also polarisation dependent.
Notice the NHA with px = py = 400 shows a similar hue in both Figures 5.19a and
5.19b. The slight different in brightness is due to the differences in intensity caused
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by rotating the polariser as well as the imaging software. The large particle across
this NHA was present before any bilayers were deposited. An attempt at cleaning this
mNAC was made by submersing in nitric acid (which dissolves Ag), but the NHA broke
during the process.
(a) x-polarised (b) y-polarised
Figure 5.18: Microscopy images of an mNAC (elliptical holes) coated with 30 nm of
Ag for (a) x- and (b) y-polarised light. The changing px (in nm) labels each array.
(a) x-polarised (b) y-polarised
Figure 5.19: Microscopy images of an mNAC (circular holes) coated with 70 nm of
Ag for (a) x- and (b) y-polarised light. The changing px (in nm) labels each array.
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5.4.4 Fabrication Challenges
Fabrication challenges and mNAC fragility impeded progress during this study. The
final step of fabrication involved a wet etch to release the membrane containing the
NHAs. This step proved more difficult than expected. In the end, only one mNAC
was able to be probed for surface sensitivity. The most difficult problem to overcome
was that of inserting and removing the mNAC from solutions during LBL. While the
dipstick-type holder helped, NHAs were still prone to failure during bilayer deposition.
Only two mNAC fully survived the wet etch process. A few of the NHAs failed during
coating and transport to the optical setup. Unexpectedly after repeated LBL, the
membrane partially tore off from the supporting window and curled on to itself. While
the intention was to experiment with multiple repeated measurements for varying Ag
thickness and compare circular holes versus elliptical holes, the encountered challenges
limited the scope of the experiment.
The fragility of the SiN could be due to a number of reasons. A thinner SiN film was
used in these mNACs than the TEM grids. The thinner film was intended to produce
better index matching conditions for thin film SPPs, which has been shown to decrease
linewidth of their spectral signature.211 However for the window size etched from the
backside and the patterns formed on the mNACs, 100 nm was not thick enough. The
properties of SiN are also highly dependent upon deposition procedures. Low-stress
SiN was requested, but a company that guarantees their process should be used when
purchasing wafers. The fabrication challenges limited the extent to which this work
could be applied, but the results did provide some insight into how NHAs might be
optimised.
5.5 Discussion and Summary
Many literature reports of NHA sensitivity calculate the sensitivity response of their
systems with experimental measurements of BRIS by submersing their sensor in dif-
ferent fluids. For analytical sensing, surface sensitivity is a better FOM and linked
directly to DL. INSS should be maximised for flow-through arrangements to take full
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advantage of efficient mass transport to the inside of the holes. A set of guiding prin-
ciples was presented to maximize INSS for plasmonic NHAs. Some principles were
based on well-established trends in the literature and others based on the simulations
presented in this thesis. The list is not comprehensive and for every principle there
are exceptions due to the complexity of the interacting modes. For researchers new to
plasmonic NHA sensing, these principles may be used as a guide.
One goal of this work was to compare the surface sensitivity of NHAs. The decay
length of the SPP being used and the position of the molecule with respect to the
surface are critical for estimating whether a configuration will be sensitive enough
for a given surface chemistry and analytical method. The decay length could not be
extracted with only 2 sets of bilayer data. From SEM images, spotty bilayer coverage
is likely with the LBL procedure used in this thesis. Rather than trying to extract
decay length with bilayers, future work should focus on optimisation after deciding on
a specific sensing application. The experimental results from the mNACs showed that
the surface sensitivity of different NHAs may be compared directly on the same chip.
The mNAC format provided controls for deposition (Ag and LBL) on all of the NHAs.
The results from the spectral analysis of mNACs showed good response for a range
of NHAs with elliptical holes. However, the resonances were broader than expected
from simulations and tracking peaks and dips proved difficult from one spectra to the
next. Reasons for broadened resonances likely have to do with the following issues: the
microscope objective collecting the light had a finite numerical aperture, the incident
light was not a perfect plane wave as in simulations, and the lack of fine control over
the angle of the chip with respect to incident light. Broader spectra are also generally
worse for intensity-based sensing than sharp, well-defined resonances. The interference
of modes also caused some NHAs to have little to no signal. The larger peaks, though
broad, were still shown to be above noise thresholds for intensity based sensing. The
pitches that had the best signal to noise ratios also had recognizable wavelength shifts
of minima (and sometimes maxima). Both long-range SPPs and short-range SPPs
were probed on the same NHA under different polarisations. By varying NHA pitch,
px, and hole shape the decay length of a mode may be altered and manipulated to best
suit a given application.
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The extent to which this work may be applied to INSS, however, is limited. Wave-
length shifts were seen for modes that simulations show to have high INSS. The flow-
through tests that were intended to confirm high INSS were not attempted due to the
fragile nature of this mNAC design. Instead a chip holder was made and the mNAC
was used in a dipstick method as opposed to forcing fluid through the NHAs by sy-
ringe pump. The dipstick method is better suited for Lab-on-Chip (LOC) devices, as
an expensive, large syringe pump would defeat the purpose of the LOC devices. Either
way, the mNACs were open ended and liquid could freely flow through the nanoholes
when submersed in a sample. Other methods of passive pumping using microfluidics
would be better suited for testing INSS for flow-through NHAs in LOC devices.212
The mNAC design presented in this thesis proved difficult to work with. An mNAC
with increased robustness would need to be made before the principle of optimising
INSS could be experimentally verified to be advantageous for flow-through sensing.
The reasons for breakage, how the problems were managed in this work (short-term
solutions), and suggestions for future work (long-term solutions) when applicable are
summarised in the following list.
1. Problem: Lightly tapping the mNAC against a hard surface, allowing the mNAC
to fall in liquid under gravity, and bringing the mNAC too quickly out of a liquid.
Short-term Solution: Custom built dipstick-type teflon holder and careful
handling while inserting and removing mNAC from liquids.
Long-term Solution: Thicker SiN film (> 200nm), smaller backside window
(< 0.5mm), use microfluidics.
2. Problem: Thermal shock from moving a mNAC from the 80 ◦C etching solution
to a room temperature rinse solution.
Solution: Allow the etch solution to cool to room temperature before remov-
ing and rinsing the mNAC.
3. Problem: Evaporation of residual rinse solution while pumping down the thermal
evaporation unit.
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Short-term Solution: Rinse mNACs in high purity isopropyl alcohol (IPA)
and air dry prior to thermal evaporation.
Long-term solution: perform all steps in a clean room to minimize contami-
nation in the first place.
Weaker features should have been present in all the spectra, but must have been lost
in the noisy data. A disadvantage of the dipstick method used in this work was that
features could not always be tracked due to the noise and discontinuous monitoring of
the spectra. A dipstick method would have been able to continuously monitor trans-
mission if the mNAC holder had been integrated with an optical source and detector.
If more mNACs had been successfully manufactured, the experimental method would
have likely been altered in an attempt to understand the anomalies seen in the spectra
and reduce noise. Noise reduction would have significantly benefited the usefulness of
the data gathered in this work. Without mNACs to test, this exercise would have been
futile. A more robust structure for sensing would have been preferable to the mNAC
design presented in this thesis. In the next chapter, the results from a less expensive,
more robust PNABS platform are presented.
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Chemical Sensing with Plasmonic
Porous Anodic Alumina Filters
6.1 Introduction
A robust and easily fabricated PNABS would be desirable for flow-through plasmonic
sensing as long as the platform retains high sensitivity. Nanoporous membranes other
than those fabricated on fragile, thin glass or SiN films have also been investigated for
plasmonic sensing.153 Buchenauer et al. measured the bulk sensitivity of a polymeric,
track-etched membrane coated with gold.126 Thin films of porous anodic alumina
(PAA) on a thin aluminium film have been coupled to a prism via the Kretschmann
configuration for SPR analysis.213 Ag nanoparticles have been electrodeposited in
thin PAA films and were shown to alter the optical absorption spectra of the film.174
Interferometric biosensors have been proposed using the Fabry-Perot modes supported
by thin PAA films coated with metals.214,215 A review of these and other PAA platforms
for optical sensing applications is available.153
Flow-through porous anodic alumina filters (PAAFs) with nominal pitches ∼300
nm that could potentially excite SPPs were commercially available and inexpensive,
retailing at a unit price of ∼ $5-10 US. The PAAFs, shown in Figure 6.1a-c, were
designed to fit into a plastic holder shown in Figure 6.1d. The commercial purpose
of these PAAFs was for filtration of samples based on simple size discrimination. By
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(a) PAA surface (b) PAA pores
(c) Commercial PAAF (d) Syringe Filter
Figure 6.1: PAAFs were used as a substrate for plasmonic sensing. SEM images
show (a) the surface looking down the pores and (b) sidewalls of the pores from a cross
section of the filter. The filters, shown in (c), are available with different nominal pore
size and fit into (d) a syringe filter.
coating the PAAFs with Ag and integrating them into an optofluidic setup, they were
converted into a PNABS. Physical vapour deposition (PVD) of metals on PAA was
viewed by Kumeria et al. as a disadvantage because only the top surface of PAA
is modified.215 The work herein shows that PAA substrates coated by PVD can be
used for optical sensing of sub-picomolar concentrations of chemicals in a fluid matrix.
In addition, this author contends that the coating of only one side of a PAAF with
plasmonic material can be used to enhance certain sensing characteristics.
This chapter begins with an overview of the method used to characterise the op-
tical spectra and test the sensitivity of Ag-coated PAAFs to varying concentrations
of polyelectrolyte. An overview of the method for calculating the sensitivity of the
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PAAFs is then demonstrated with an uncoated, control PAAF. The sensitivity results
from Ag-coated PAAFs are then presented. Next, the results are discussed in terms




Ultrapure deionized Milli-Q water (DIW) (>18.7 MΩ-cm) was obtained from the Cen-
tre for Trace Analysis at the University of Otago. Sodium chloride salt (NaCl) was
obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 0.01 M hydrochloric acid (HCl) solution
was obtained from Scientific Supplies Ltd. Potassium hydrogen phthalate was obtained
from BDH Chemicals Ltd. for use as a pH buffer during sensitivity testing. The ph-
thalate buffer (PB) was made with 0.1 M potassium hydrogen phthalate and 0.1 M
NaCl in DIW and adjusted to pH 4 with 2 mL of 0.01 M HCl. PSS, 30% solution by
weight in water, average molecular weight of 70,000, was acquired from Sigma-Aldrich.
A 100 mL stock solution of 1 mg/mL PSS was made in DIW containing 0.1 M NaCl.
The stock solution was pH adjusted to 4.0 with HCl. 100 mL batches of PSS were
made by serial dilution from the stock, with concentrations ranging from 0.1 - 10000
ng/L. The diluted batch solutions of PSS were made by adding aliquots of PSS from
either the 1 mg/mL stock solution or higher concentration batch solutions to ∼100 mL
solutions containing 0.1 M PB and 0.1 M NaCl (made from DIW) to control for pH
and ionic activity. PAAFs, Whatman Anodisc membrane filters, were purchased from
VWR International.
Porous Anodic Alumina Filters
The PAAFs had a polypropylene ring bonded around the filter’s edge for structural
reinforcement and filtration purposes. The PAAFs also had an average pore-to-pore
distance of ∼300 nm and a nominal pore diameter of 200 nm. The NHAs on PAAFs
are non-periodic, which distinguishes them from the NHAs on TEM grids and mNACs
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described in Chapters 4 and 5. Rather than SPPs, a different localised surface plas-
mon (LSP) resonance was used to sense for the presence of an analyte. Initial optical
characterisation of the Ag-coated PAAFs was completed using the transmission spec-
troscopy method for the TEM grids. As this experiment progressed and the setup
was improved, the method evolved into the one described herein. Unlike the NHAs,
a microscope was not needed in the spectroscopy of PAAFs due to their much larger
size (25 mm diameter). More than 30 PAAFs were half-coated with varying amounts
of Ag. Two of these PAAFs were analysed for sensitivity to adsorption of PSS by the
method outlined in this section. Ag-coated PAAFs shown in Figure 6.2b were loaded
into a custom-made flow cell for spectroscopy depicted in Figure 6.2a.
Flow Cell
The flow cell for the PAAFs contained similar components to the flow cell used for the
TEM grid experiments. The flow cell consisted of two 30 mm diameter, 5 mm thick
stainless steel rings. Glass cover slips were epoxied to the outside of the rings for a
watertight seal. Stainless steel tubing was inserted through holes drilled radially from
the outside of the rings through to the inside of the rings which served as an inlet and
oulet. Both rings had 24 mm diameter O-ring grooves milled around the hole opposite
the cover slips. The steel ring with the inlet was placed in an cylindrical aluminium
chamber with a hole in the bottom for viewing purposes and slits on the sides for the
inlet and outlet tubing. The PAAF was carefully placed on the inlet steel ring with
the polypropylene around the PAAF aligned with the O-ring. The outlet steel ring
was placed on top of the filter to sandwich the PAAF between the steel rings creating
a flow cell. A threaded aluminium ring provided the pressure to seal the flow cell. PB
was used to fill the chamber and test for leaks. A picture of a PAAF loaded into the
flow cell and filled with PB is shown in Figure 6.2c. Once a good seal was established,
transmission spectroscopy was performed on the PAAFs.
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(a) Flow Cell for PAAFs
(b) Photograph of Ag coated PAAF
(c) Photograph of PAAF in Flow
Cell
Figure 6.2: (a) A custom flow cell for the PAAFs was used to expose the plasmonic
material to PSS. (b) PAAFs were purchased and half-coated with Ag. (c) Two beams
of light, a reference (left) and signal beam (right) illuminate the uncoated and coated
sides, respectively, of a PAAF in a flow cell.
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6.2.2 Optical Setup and Spectroscopic Method
The optical setup in Figure 6.3 was used for transmission spectroscopy of the PAAFs.
An Ocean Optics LS-1 light source illuminated two 1 mm diameter holes in an opaque
aluminium plate. A 15 cm convex lens focused the light from the two holes through the
PAAF held in the flow chamber. The light from one hole (reference beam) travelled
through the uncoated side of the PAAF (see also left beam spot in Figure 6.2c), while
the light from the other hole (signal beam) travelled through the coated side (see also
right beam spot in Figure 6.2c). Before the beams converged, the signal beam was
reflected to an Ocean Optics USB2000+UV-NIR-ES spectrometer, while the reference
beam continued to an Ocean Optics USB2000 spectrometer. This setup was satisfac-
tory for the purpose of this thesis as the spectra from the signal and reference behaved
as expected. Contributions from the signal beam to the reference spectrometer and
the reference beam to the signal spectrometer were measured before each experimental
run and found to be negligible compared to the background noise.
Figure 6.3: This optical setup was used for the transmission spectroscopy of PAAFs
half-coated with Ag in a flow cell. The signal beam was focused through the coated side
and reflected to a spectrometer for analysis, and compared to the reference spectrum
from the beam focused through the uncoated side.
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To begin the experiment, the flow cell was loaded with the filter, filled with PB,
and placed in the optical path so the respective beams travelled through the uncoated
or coated side. Once the flow cell was secured, the optical elements were aligned
until satisfactory signal was obtained in both spectrometers. Spectrometers were set
to integrate and average their respective signal over 3 second intervals. A series of
spectra were recorded at 15 second intervals during the length of the experimental run
starting with background measurements. Dark background measurements were made
by simply blocking one beam at a time for 1-2 minutes while the spectra were recorded.
Then both beams were blocked for an absolute dark measurement. After background
measurements, a flush of PB triggered the beginning of the experimental run.
Initially, LBL was performed in situ by flowing alternatively charged polyelectolytes,
PAH and PSS, through the flow cell and filter. The flow rate for all liquids was chosen
to be 200 µL/min. After the initial blank rinse with PB, 2 mL of PSS was injected into
the flow cell, followed by a 5 mL rinse of PB. Then, 2 mL of PAH was flushed through
the cell, again followed by a 5 mL PB rinse. After 1-2 iterations, the flow cell became
fouled with a polyelectrolyte matrix, which made comparing spectral data difficult. So
instead of LBL to probe the sensitivity to adlayers, the limit of detection was probed
using the batch solutions with varying concentrations of PSS.
The method for testing sensitivity of a PAAF to PSS was performed as follows. An
initial flush of 5 mL PB at 200 µL/min was used as a blank to compare with signal
change during exposure to increasing concentrations of PSS. A new, uncontaminated
plastic 10 mL syringe was used for each experimental run. Six 2 mL aliquots of PSS
with sequentially increasing concentrations were then flushed through the flow cell at
200 µL/min: 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000 ng/L. 5 minutes was allowed in between
each flush to switch the syringe out with the next concentration of PSS and allow for
spectral measurements while the syringe pump was not running to test for equilibrium.
A final flush of 10 mL PB at 500 µL/min was performed after the final concentration
of 10000 ng/L and spectral data recording ceased. The flow cell was also thoroughly
rinsed and flushed in between experimental runs to avoid cross-contamination.
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Avoiding Type I Error
The goal of a plasmonic sensor is to detect binding to the plasmonic material, not
changes to the supporting material or bulk fluid. Change in the bulk RI of the fluid
or change in the RI of the supporting material due to non-specific binding may cause
a change in the spectrum as well as molecules binding to the plasmonic material.
The reference beam controls for non-specific binding and helps avoid type I error.
Another confounding factor is signal drift from the light source. While the source was
fairly stable, over time periods similar to the experimental time scale, the source’s
spectra would drift by small amounts. Because the signals were both coming from
the same source, their relative change in intensity should have been very similar if
drift from the source occurred. The spectra were also very sensitive to movements
of optical equipment and the flow cell due to the nature of the fibre-coupling to the
spectrometer. If the beam moved slightly, the coupling efficiency of the beam to the
spectrometer changed significantly and resulted in type I error. Once an experimental
run had begun, nothing in the setup was adjusted. The only physical action that was
done during the experiment was to change out fluids in the syringe pump so as not to
disturb the elements in the optical path of the beams.
Differences in the non-linearity in the two spectrometers may also contribute to type
I error. One way to correct for this is to use the same spectrometer. However, due to
time constraints, another different test was performed. A PAAF with no coating was
loaded into the flow cell and the experiment was performed using the same method.
Using the results from the blank PAAF, the contribution of the spectrometers to type
I error was evaluated. While small differences in intensity at various wavelengths were
recorded, the signal from the coated filters was clearly significant and must have been
due to changes to the plasmonic material and nothing else.
Spectral Noise
Controlling the noise levels in transmission spectra was important to determine whether
signal change is significant. The noise levels during optical spectroscopy were controlled
by averaging multiple scans over a three second time interval. The box-car averaging
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method was applied to the spectra by averaging the data from two wavelengths to-
gether to represent one point. These two adjustments of the signal provided sufficient
reduction in noise to observe transmission changes through the PAAFs.
6.3 Results
The sensitivity results from two PAAFs evaporatively coated with nominal thicknesss
(NTs) of 11 nm and 20 nm of Ag were compared directly. A blank filter (with no Ag
coating) was also subjected to the same method as a control measure.
6.3.1 Spectral Properties of Ag-coated PAAFs
A 25 mm circular PAAF with 200 nm pores was taken out of the box, placed in a
3D-printed holder, and secured in the thermal evaporation chamber. The holder had
a 20 mm wide opening to allow for coating the PAAFs from below. A piece of shadow
mesh was placed over half of the holder opening to allow for coating only half of the
PAAO filter (representation of half-coated filter is inset in Figure 6.4). The uncoated
side (white) provided a required control and reference for transmission measurements
through the coated side.
Initially, a NT of 23 nm Ag was deposited to test if the plasmonic substrate would
exhibit spectral features suitable for sensing. An uncoated PAAF appears white when
dry due to the structure of the PAA, but almost translucent when submersed in a
liquid due to close index matching of the bulk fluid with the anodic alumina. In air,
the Ag-coated side appeared a dull gold under the reflection of natural light, suggesting
scattering in the same spectral region as gold surfaces. Upon further observation of the
area between the coated region and the uncoated region, a reddish tint in transmission
and blue scattering was visualised which prompted additional study. The amount of
Ag on the area varies from the NT to zero due to the source being partially blocked by
the shadow mesh. This shading is a simple geometric effect known as the penumbra.
A representative drawing of a spatially exaggerated penumbra on the circular filter is
shown in the inset in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: The optical transmission through different positions on the filter (inset)
shows a dip that red shifts while simultaneously getting stronger as the coated portion
of the PAAF is scanned from the umbra through the penumbra.
Penumbra Region
The PAAF coated with 23 nm Ag was loaded into a flow cell and the flow cell was
filled with ethanol.a Figure 6.4 shows the transmission spectra taken at their respective
positions on the representative diagram of the Ag-coated filter. The transmission
measurements in Figure 6.4 were completed using the microscopy method for the TEM
grids so a relatively small area could be probed.
As spectra were measured from the uncoated side (umbra) to the coated side, the dip
in transmission red-shifted and strengthened. To confirm the nature of the resonance,
SEM was used to image the surfaces and cross-section of multiple filters with different
thicknesses with representative SEM images shown in Figure 6.5. The SEM images
of the uncoated PAAF surface (see Figure 6.5a) revealed a jagged, irregular surface
between the pores, which was not ideal for generating grating-coupled SPPs. The




(a) Uncoated (b) 5 nm Ag (c) 11 nm Ag
Figure 6.5: SEM images of (a) an uncoated filter, (b) a filter coated with 5 nm Ag,
and (c) and filter coated with 11 nm Ag show the changing distribution of nanoparticles
as film thickness increases.
scattering resonance in Figure 6.4 likely originated from something other than the
outer surface of the films. In Figure 6.5b, nanoparticles are shown having formed on
the surface for a NT of 5 nm Ag. Increasing the NT to 11 nm Ag, the density of
nanoparticles at the surface increases as seen in Figure 6.5c.
Cross-sectional SEM images in Figure 6.6 show Ag nanoparticles on the pore side-
walls of a filter coated with 23 nm of Ag. Using ImageJ software,216 a manual particle
size analysis was performed by drawing circles over visibly distinguishable nanoparti-
cles and recording area. The results in Figure 6.6b and 6.6d of this analysis give a
distribution of nominal diameter of the measured nanoparticles for NTs of 23 nm and
11 nm Ag, respectively. The histograms give some quantitative, physical evidence to
interpret the spectral and sensitivity results. The presence of a dip in transmission
and nanoparticles attached to the inside of the pores suggested the plasmonic PAAFs
could be used for chemical sensing.
6.3.2 Sensitivity of Ag-coated PAAFs to PSS
For sensitivity measurements, two PAAFs were coated with Ag (11 nm and 20 nm
NT) and exposed to increasing concentrations (1 ng/L - 10 µg/L) of PSS. An uncoated
PAAF was also analysed as a control measure for response from the two different
spectrometers. The spectral intensity, I(t), of two beams (a signal (S) and reference
(R) beam) were recorded during the duration of the experiment. Bright and dark
references, Ibright and Idark, respectively, for both beams were taken before the initial
5 mL flush of pH 4 buffer. The relative transmission (RT) of each beam was then
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(a) NP in Pores (23 nm Ag) (b) NP Histogram (23 nm Ag)
(c) NP in Pores (11 nm Ag) (d) NP Histogram (11 nm Ag)
Figure 6.6: (a) and (c) Thermal evaporation of 23 and 11 nm Ag, respectively, in
vacuum onto Anodisc PAAFs results in the formation of nanoparticles on the sidewalls
of the pores. (b) and (d) A simple particle analysis was completed to estimate the size
distribution of nanoparticles near the surface










The plots in Figure 6.7 show the transmission spectra through an uncoated filter after
being flushed with 2 mL of 0.1 ng/L PSS. The calculation of RT started with the raw
data (in counts) from the signal spectrometer, IS(t), and the reference spectrometer,
IR(t), shown in the upper left and right plots, respectively. The transmission for the
signal beam (first term in the brackets of Equation 6.1) and the reference beam (second
term in the brackets of Equation 6.1) is shown in the middle plots of Figure 6.7. Both
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Figure 6.7: As a control for possible variability in spectrometer response, a blank (un-
coated) filter was subjected to increasing concentrations of PSS starting with 0.1 ng/L
(shown). The raw data (upper plots) and transmission (middle plots) are shown for
the signal beam (left) and reference beam (right) as a function of time and wavelength.
The RT from Equation 6.1 is given in the bottom plot.
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spectrometers recorded a slight signal increase (> 100% transmission) at wavelengths
< 550 nm. The lower plot shows the RT between the spectrometers, which is very
close to zero for most wavelengths. The RT from a coated filter must be significantly
different from this blank filter to be justified as a change in signal from PSS binding
to the nanoparticles.
Figure 6.8 shows the data from a PB flush before the uncoated filter was exposed
to PSS. Comparison of the plots in Figure 6.7 with their respective plots in Figure 6.8
suggests that the small signal increase in the 450-550 nm region is due to 0.1 ng/L of
PSS binding to the uncoated PAAF. Together these plots control for the differences in
spectrometer response in this experiment and show the reference beam is a sufficient
control for the binding of PSS to the uncoated portion of the filter.
The baseline and noise for RT, Ibright, was calculated by taking the mean and
standard deviation of the signal responses from two minutes during the PB rinse. For
wavelengths above 500 nm, the baseline is 0± 1.5% RT (see Appendix F.3). Noise in
the region less than 500 nm is higher due to the lower amounts of raw signal reaching
the spectrometer (as seen in the upper plots of Figure 6.8). A significant increase of
raw counts in this region for both spectrometers was observed by removing the filter
from the flow cell and refilling the empty flow cell with PB. The uncoated filter scatters
much of the incoming signal in this region.
Sensitivity Results
Measurements were then performed for PAAFs coated with 11 nm and 20 nm of Ag.
The results from the PAAF coated with 11 nm of Ag will be rigorously presented to
show how calibration curves were calculated for both PAAFs. The calibration curves
of both PAAFs are then presented at the end of this section. For comparison purposes,
the results of the data from exposure to 0.1 ng/L in Figure 6.9 are presented in the
same format as the control data. The response of reference transmission to 0.1 ng/L
PSS was similar as shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.9, but the signal transmission changed
by more than 40% compared to the reference transmission at wavelengths from 450-
550 nm. This significant change in signal seen in the Ag-coated PAAFs shows the
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Figure 6.8: The response from the signal (upper and middle left plots) and reference
(upper and middle right plots) was stable during the pre-rinse period. Limited changes
in RT (lower plot) occurred, though RT slightly increased at < 500 nm.
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Figure 6.9: The signal from a PAAF coated with 11 nm of Ag showed a clear,
significant increase above that seen in the reference and control data. The reference
data also showed a similar response to the control data. This data was recorded
immediately after the pumping of 2 mL of 0.1 ng/L PSS through the flow cell during
a ∼4-5 min period to test for equilibrium.
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high sensitivity of the nanoparticles in the pores to adsorption of PSS. Even at low
concentrations of 0.1 ng/L (∼1 fM), the response of a PAAF with a 11 nm Ag coating
showed a distinct signal increase well above that of the controls and reference.
Figure 6.10 shows the RT spectra for each concentration of PSS. The colour scale
was increased to account for the maximum signal from the final flush of 10 µg/L. The
time shown on each plot represents the 4 minutes immediately after the 10 minute
flush of each PSS concentration. The plots in Figure 6.10 show saturation of the
signal at just 1 ng/L for lower wavelengths. At higher concentrations, the intensity
at longer wavelengths continues to increase slightly showing that saturation at higher
wavelengths has not quite been reached. This saturation is better seen in Figure 6.11
where RT is plotted for each concentration at six fixed wavelengths.
During the ten minutes before these measurements, the signal increased linearly
as the flow cell was loaded with the aliquot of PSS. As soon as the flow ceased (time
= 0 min in Figures 6.10 and 6.11), a sudden rise in intensity occurred for about one
minute and equilibrium was nearly reached after about three minutes. From three to
four minutes, the intensity only fluctuated slightly. By averaging the data acquired for
a single wavelength over this minute, a calibration curves for PSS in PB was extracted
and shown in Figure 6.12 for the PAAF coated with 11 nm of Ag. Calibration curves
for the PAAF coated with 20 nm of Ag are plotted in Figure 6.13. The data points
and error bars represent the mean and one sample standard deviation (N=20) of the
intensity at a fixed wavelength.
Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show significant differences in the sensitivity of PAAFs coated
with 11 nm and 20 nm of Ag due to the differences in the outer surface coating and
distribution of nanoparticles in the pores for different deposited thicknesses evidenced
in Figures 6.5, 6.6b and 6.6d.b Both calibration curves show the highest sensitivity at
concentrations <1 ng/L for a wavelength of 487 nm, but the sensitivity of the PAAF
coated with 20 nm of Ag shows almost twice the sensitivity compared to the one coated
with 11 nm of Ag. This suggests the NT of deposited Ag could be used to optimise
sensitivity for adsorption for a given application. The sensitivity drastically decreases
for concentrations >1 ng/L for both PAAFs, though at much higher concentrations
bThe calibration curve of an uncoated PAAF is given in Appendix F.3
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(a) 0.1 ng/L (b) 1 ng/L
(c) 10 ng/L (d) 100 ng/L
(e) 1 µg/L (f) 10 µg/L
Figure 6.10: The RT is plotted versus wavelength and time for ∼ 4 min after flushing
the given concentrations of PSS (0.1 ng/L - 10 µg/L) through a PAAF coated with a
nominal thickness of 11 nm of Ag. After a significant initial increase in RT to the 0.1
ng/L PSS, the increasing response decelerates toward equilibrium.
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(a) 487 nm (b) 523 nm
(c) 594 nm (d) 611 nm
(e) 628 nm (f) 730 nm
Figure 6.11: The RT from Figure 6.10 is plotted for the labelled wavelength (a-f).
Each concentration is plotted to show the trend to equilibrium and the stability of
the signal for each concentration. The time is measured from the end of the each
consecutive flush of the given concentration.
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Figure 6.12: The RT calibration curves from a PAAF coated with 11 nm of Ag for
the wavelengths plotted in Figure 6.11 are shown for data averaged over one minute
for varying concentrations of PSS. Error bars represent one sample standard deviation.
Figure 6.13: The RT calibration curves from a PAAF coated with 20 nm of Ag for




the intensity begins to significantly increase again. The causes of these observations
are discussed in detail in the following section.
6.4 Discussion
The sensitivity (slope of the calibration curves) in Figures 6.12 and 6.13 are clearly
caused by the Ag deposited on the filter. Two main contributions to the scattering
seen from the spectra must be:
 The interaction of light with the Ag nanoparticles formed on the side walls of the
pores.
 The interaction of light with the porous Ag film formed on the outer surface of
PAAF.
A combination of these interactions results in the transmission dip and the changes in
the RT.
6.4.1 Physics of Plasmonic PAAFs
Evaporative deposition of ultrathin Au films (<13 nm NT) has been shown to result
in discontinuous films consisting of separated gold islands.176,217 A transition region of
percolated Au films to continuous gold films occurs above 13 nm.217 Essentially gold
nanoparticles, the “nano-islands” absorb and scatter light due to the excitement of
LSPR. Ag and Au, both noble metals, have similar electronic and chemical properties,
and similar nanoparticles are formed for ultrathin Ag films.218 At 5 nm and 11 nm NT
of Ag, the outer surface of the PAAF is essentially coated with nanoparticles as shown
in Figure 6.5. As the deposited NT increases, larger particles became more abundant,
though smaller particles were still present as seen in the histograms of nanoparticle
size distribution of Figures 6.6d and 6.6b. The interactions of these nanoparticles with
their environment caused the high sensitivity in the experiments of this chapter.
When perturbed with light near the resonant frequency of an Ag nanoparticle, LSPs
are excited which then may result in absorption by the nanoparticle and its surround-
ings or scattering. The absorption and scattering result in extinction at wavelengths
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of light that resonate with the LSP. This extinction is evidenced in this work by the
dip in transmission. The transmission dips in Figure 6.4 matches the range of reso-
nant wavelengths of Ag nanoparticles in solution (>400 nm).219 The scattering of Ag
nanoparticles in solution red-shifts and weakens with increasing particle size from ∼20
nm to 100 nm.219 Localised surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) is also dependent upon
the surrounding environment, thus providing a platform for sensing of ligand-analyte
interactions similar to that of NHAs.
Like nanoholes, the resonant frequency of nanoparticles red-shifts with increasing
refractive index of the surrounding environment.220 PSS has a higher refractive in-
dex than water which increases the optical density in the nanoholes and around the
nanoparticles. For a group of nanoparticles with the same diameter, the red-shifting of
LSPR causes less light to be absorbed at wavelengths shorter than the resonant wave-
length of the nanoparticle and more light to be absorbed at longer wavelengths. In this
work, an expected increase in transmission was seen at shorter wavelengths, but the
expected dip in RT at longer wavelengths was not present. Rather a gradual increase
in RT is seen at longer wavelengths with increasing concentration of PSS. The size
distribution of non-spherical particles in this work likely accounts for this discrepancy,
though the nanoholes at the surface will play a role too.c
For PAAF coated with thicker Ag coatings, transmission will become more depen-
dent on the coating of the outer surface as Ag nanoholes interact with incident light.
The LSPR of nanoholes is broad (>100 nm FWHM) and the resonant wavelength for
the 200 nm diameter pores of the PAAFs will be in the red end of the optical spec-
tra.43 A red-shift of nanohole scattering due to increases in the local refractive index
from PSS binding would therefore result in an increase of transmission at wavelengths
in most of the optical region. This increase of transmission would counter the effect
from nanoparticle red-shift and explains the lack of a dip in transmission in the RT
of these experiments. Both nanoparticles and nanoholes in the Ag coated PAAFs are
responsible for the sensing characteristics of this PNABS platform.





When validating an analytical procedure, various standards of performance are consid-
ered important. These measures include specificity, accuracy, precision, detection limit,
quantification limit, linearity, range, and robustness. The scope of this work did not
include rigorous testing of each of these measures; however, useful information may still
be estimated from the results to gauge the advantages and limitations of this sensing
platform. The specificity and accuracy, while critically important for applications, were
not tested in these experiments. The analysis of sensing performance of this platform
is limited mostly by the “analyte”, PSS, which binds irreversibly to the Ag surface.
The same filter cannot, therefore, be reused multiple times with this analyte and must
be subjected to increasing concentrations of analyte. Testing for specificity and ac-
curacy would be a requirement of future work to progress the technology towards an
application. The sensitivity, precision, limits, linearity, and range were evaluated with
the available data. These performance standards are used to compare the plasmonic
PAAF platform with standard methods for detecting large molecules like PSS.
Sensitivity, Linearity, and Range
The range of concentrations chosen in this work was logarithmic, since the DL of the
Ag-coated PAAFs was unknown. The logarithmic nature of the chosen concentrations
complicates assessing the linearity of the platform. Ideally, a linear set of concentrations
would be chosen to plot calibration curves and assess linearity. For example, instead
of 0.1, 1 and 10 ng/L, 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 1, 3, 6, 10 ng/L might be chosen. However, time
constraints limit the number of concentrations that can be chosen for a given method.
Still, the relative sensitivity and linearity at the range of concentrations chosen for this
work may be compared with this caveat in mind.
Depending on the concentrations of interest for a given application, the response
of the PAAFs may be linear and/or sensitive. The response of both PAAFs is the
most sensitive at lower wavelengths, but lacks a proven linear response. For most
wavelengths, both PAAFs are less sensitive in the 10-100 ng/L range but the intensity
increases linearly for concentrations above 100 ng/L. At longer wavelengths (>594
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nm) the sensitivity of the 11 nm Ag-coated PAAF decreases but the response becomes
more linear across a wider range of concentrations. For a wavelength of 523 nm in
Figure 6.13, the 20 nm Ag-coated PAAF showed insignificant changes in intensity
for concentrations ranging from 1-1000 ng/L. By choosing a different wavelength, 487
nm, from the same PAAF, the linear range may be extended, which is evidenced by
the increased sensitivity across the same range. Additionally, tuning the particle size
distribution in the pores by controlling deposition conditions, the linearity, range and
sensitivity may be optimised.
The increased sensitivity at longer wavelengths and higher concentrations is likely
due to the response of larger particles, which have a broader resonance that occurs at
longer wavelengths. At low concentrations, a small nanoparticle may be mostly covered
by only a few large molecules of PSS. At higher concentrations the surface of smaller
nanoparticles would be saturated and no significant change in signal occurs because
the nanoparticles have been protected from further adsorption. This mechanism also
explains the high sensitivity in the low concentration range. At high concentration
ranges, the larger nanoparticles retain sensitivity as they are only partially covered
at lower concentrations (explaining the lowered, but significant, sensitivity at longer
wavelengths and larger concentrations). The extent to which this mechanism occurs
varies depending on deposition conditions. In addition to the sensitivity, linearity and
range, the repeatability and precision of this method should be discussed.
Precision
Due to time constraints, this method was performed with the only two PAAFs de-
scribed in the results. Similar enhancements of signal were seen from both filters,
which is encouraging for repeatability and reproducibility. Replicate solutions for each
concentration of analyte in pure water (also known as standards) are typically anal-
ysed in random order for assessment of method precision. The signal response of these
standards allows for a calibration of the response to concentration, a calibration curve.
Six different concentrations provide a necessary amount of data points to establish a
linear calibration curve. Without repetition on the same filter, the qualitative degree
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of precision was inferred from the stability of data in Figures 6.10 and 6.11. The gen-
eral consistency of the data (increasing signal with increasing concentration) implies a
reasonable degree of precision with this platform. Further engineering and optimisa-
tion of deposition conditions would likely improve the precision. Testing the platform
with an application (sensing heavy metals in water) would provide more quantitative
results for the platform and is certainly a goal of future work. Though repeatability
and precision was not rigorously tested, the quantitative estimates of the instrument
detection and quantification limits for PSS in PB were able to be extracted from the
calibration curves.
Detection and Quantification Limits
Being a new platform, the magnitude of the instrument DL was unknown a priori,
hence the logarithmic set of concentrations chosen for analysis. The DL and QL for a
method maybe estimated by evaluating the standard deviation of the signal from a set










Due to the non-linear response across the wide range of concentrations tested in
these experiments, the slope of the line formed by the two lowest concentrations (0.1
ng/L and 1 ng/L) was used for a high estimate of the limits. The low limit was esti-
mated using null values for concentration and RT and the data for 0.1 ng/L. Typically
five or more points are used to calculate sensitivity. Using two points for a calibration
curve is also not ideal, yet the calculation is still useful for giving order of magnitude
estimates for the DL and QL. The standard deviation of RT with respect to wavelength
(see Appendix F.1) was calculated from two minutes of time series data when flushing
PB through the PAAF before exposure to PSS. Identifying the instrument DL and QL
helps determine the feasibility of using this instrumentation for applications.
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Since plasmonic sensing is volumetric (as opposed to molar), the mass concentration
in [ng/L] (or [ppt]) is more appropriate than molarity in [M] for comparing these
limits to other methods. The limit estimates are given in Table 6.1 and serve as
effective instrument limits. Limits of a complete analytical method using this platform
would undoubtedly be higher (worse). Despite this, these limits in the low parts
per trillion (ppt) range are very good for the relatively simple setup and inexpensive
platform being tested. The lower estimates of the DLs for this PNABS platform are
well below the concentrations of many chemicals found in environmental matrices.
Most of the maximum acceptable values (MAVs) for drinking water contaminants are
above parts per billion (ppb) range3 and standard methods for detection are using
highly sophisticated instruments capable of ppt.4 Depending on the surface chemistry
available, Ag coated PAAFs could be used for a wide range of analytical sensing.
The time required to achieve detection or quantification of analytes is another
important factor in sensing. While the detection time was not optimised in this work,
detection of sub-ppt of PSS was achieved within minutes of stopping the flow. The
data suggests that quantification could be reached in a similar time frame. These times
are similar if not less than the times required by standard detection methods like mass
spectrometry and uv-vis which require separation of analytes by chromatography prior
to analysis. While more work is required to understand how flow rates affect detection
times, these initial results are promising.
Table 6.1: Detection and Quantification Limit Estimates for PSS
Ag NT = 11 nm Ag NT = 20 nm
Wavelength DL [ng/L] QL [ng/L] DL [ng/L] QL [ng/L]
487 nm 0.02-0.3 0.07-1.0 0.02-0.1 0.07-0.4
523 nm 0.03-0.4 0.09-1.1 0.07-0.3 0.2-0.8
594 nm 0.03-0.8 0.09-2.6 0.46-0.53 1.4-1.6
611 nm 0.03-0.3 0.09-1.0
628 nm 0.03-0.4 0.09-1.1




The coating of plasmonic material on PAAFs has been previously investigated for
different purposes. Zhou et al found that PVD of 85 nm of aluminium (Al) onto PAAFs
leads to the formation of nanoparticles forming inside the pores of the filter.175 The
broad-band plasmonic absorption by the metal nanoparticles causes highly localised
heating of water. The Al-coated PAAFs were proven to enhance evaporation for the
purpose of purifying water.175 The work in this chapter used a similar, but integrally
different, method for depositing nanoparticles in PAAFs for a different application:
analytical sensing. Depositing 85 nm of Al on PAAFs results in black-coloured filters
that are useful for absorbing light, but not for sensing.
Other researchers have deposited nanoparticles on PAA and PAAFs by other means
for sensing and other purposes. An invention disclosed in a patent by Afzali-Ardakani
and Rossnagel used self-assembled monolayers of functionalised nanoparticles to de-
crease the pore size of PAAFs for water purification techniques like desalination of salt
water.222 Ko and Tsurkruk deposited nanoparticles in a PAAF by covalent bonding
chemically synthesised gold nanoparticles to the inside pores.223 The gold nanoparticle-
modified filter was used for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy.223 Other methods
have prepared nanoparticles inside PAA using chemical and electrochemical deposition
methods.224,225 Previously published material have not, to the knowledge of this author,
disclosed the sensing ability of nanoparticles deposited by physical vapour deposition
on the interior walls of a porous substrate owing partially to the non-uniformity of
particles and broad absorption.
This author has disclosed this work as an invention to Otago Innovation LLC be-
cause of the potential for commercial exploitation. Future work on this technology
is planned to better understand the science, but to also apply this technology to a
specific application. To that end, this promising technology still has many hurdles to
overcome such as proving specificity and sufficient detection and quantification limits
in more complex matrices, however the simplicity, low cost and high sensitivity from
initial testing are significant findings. Future work regarding the plasmonic PAAFs,
as well as the mNACs from the previous chapter, are presented in the next chapter.
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In addition to future work, the conclusions reached from all of the experiments and
simulations in this thesis are presented.
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Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, three plasmonic nanohole array-based sensor (PNABS) platforms have
been tested for sensitivity:
1. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grids, uncoated and Ag-coated, were
tested for bulk refractive index sensitivity (BRIS).
2. Multi-NHA chips (mNACs) coated with Ag were tested for surface sensitivity
using layer-by-layer deposition (LBL).
3. Ag-coated porous anodic alumina filters (PAAFs) were tested for sensitivity to
varying concentrations of polysodium 4-styrenesulfonate (PSS).
Every experiment presented in this thesis was aimed at addressing the research
questions laid out in Chapter 1. For convenience, the research questions and their
respective hypotheses are repeated here:
 Research Question 1: How do the various parameters of PNABS affect the surface
sensitivity figure of merit (FOM)?
Hypothesis 1: Surface sensitivity is a better measurand for performance of
PNABS than BRIS.
Hypothesis 2: Parameters of physical, as opposed to simulated, PNABS may
be optimized to obtain maximum sensitivity to surface binding events.
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Hypothesis 3: A systematic approach for selecting optimal parameters maybe
used to design PNABS with maximum surface sensitivity.
 Research Question 2: Do nanoporous alumina filters coated in a plasmonic ma-
terial have the ability to sense chemicals in environmental matrices?
Hypothesis 4: Nanoporous alumina filters coated with a plasmonic material
are suitable for environmental sensing.
This chapter summarises the outcomes of experiments presented in this thesis within
the context of these questions and hypotheses starting with the first hypothesis.
7.1 Conclusions
BRIS is an inferior performance measurand compared to surface sensitivity. In Chap-
ter 4, the experiments tested TEM grids for BRIS. The three grids that were tested
included: an uncoated grid, a grid coated on one side with 200 nm Ag, and a grid
coated on both sides with 200 nm Ag. Each of the grids were shown to be sensitive
to their bulk environment and their values of BRIS in Table 4.1 were similar to those
reported in literature from Table 2.2. Most of the BRIS values for the grids in Table
4.1 were within the values predicted from analytical theory, though some deviations
occurred when Rayleigh anomaly (RA) and surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes
overlapped spectrally. Simulations of the three grids, showed the local waveguide mode
in the nanohole was important for predicting the spectral location of modes and their
interference with each other. The simulated local fields in and around the nanohole
were shown to be different from those expected on a flat plasmonic film. For example,
plasmonic nanohole arrays (NHAs) were shown to excite both long-range and short-
rangeSPP modes. The decay lengths of these modes were shown to vary, which would
result in different surface sensitivities despite the modes having similar BRIS values.
BRIS as a FOM only provides information about the dispersion of the mode being used
to sense and ignores the local electromagnetic field at the surface, which is critically
important when designing the surface chemistry of label-free plasmonic sensors. A sur-
face sensitivity FOM, FOMSOSS from Equation 2.26, accounts for the decay length of
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the local electromagnetic field from the surface. This FOM also includes a correction
for how far above the surface an analyte is detected and is a much better standard
for optimising PNABS for an application. Despite this, little experimental work has
been done addressing the surface sensitivity of PNABS in the published literature, so
mNACs were designed to test a method for measuring, while simultaneously optimis-
ing, surface sensitivity. The results of these experiments were presented in Chapter 5
to address the next two hypotheses regarding optimisation of surface sensitivity.
A process for optimisation via parametrised simulations and comparisons of the
experimental surface sensitivities of NHAs on mNACs via LBL showed promise as a
method for optimising the surface sensitivity of NHAs. To take full advantage of the
mass transport benefits of flow-through PNABS, the contribution of in-hole surface
sensitivity (INSS) to overall surface sensitivity of NHAs should be maximised. Us-
ing simulations that varied adlayer thickness on the inside and the outside of the Ag
nanoholes, the INSS of SPP modes were shown to be affected by the NHA variables
such as pitch, hole size, hole shape, and thickness of the plasmonic material. A sum-
mary of governing principles for maximising was presented on pg. 129 and used to
design a mNAC with fifteen NHAs. The pitch along one axis of a square lattice was
increased from 200-760 nm while the other pitch was held constant along with Ag
thickness, hole size, and hole shape. Unfortunately, the fragility of the mNAC proved
a difficult obstacle to overcome and prevented systematic analysis of Ag thickness and
comparison of circular holes versus elliptical holes. Even with these difficulties, one
fabricated mNAC with elliptical holes was tested for wavelength and intensity based
surface sensitivity, which was systematically probed by LBL which showed varying
sensitivity for the NHAs with varying pitch on the mNAC. The results, plots of wave-
length shift versus NHA pitch, reported in Chapter 5 support the hypothesis that a
systematic approach can be used to enhance the surface sensitivity of PNABS based
on variation of pitch.
A PNABS with well-ordered NHAs could be used to replace other techniques like
UV-VIS and mass spectrometry for a niche of applications that might benefit from
flow-through sensing, but the platform would still require standard analytical steps
of sample preparation and chromatographic separation. The label-free nature is often
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cited as being a significant advantage, but that comes with its own set of challenges as
well: availability of a suitable capture molecule for the analyte to be detected, deriviti-
sation of ligands for immobilisation on to the plasmonic surface, and extensive method
development. While these are not impossible challenges to overcome an alternative
might be more advantageous, such as the PAAFs from Chapter 6 that were robust,
inexpensive, simple, and surprisingly sensitive PNABS.
PAAFs coated with 11 nm and 20 nm nominal thickness (NT) of Ag by thermal
evaporation showed good sensitivity to PSS with detection limits (DLs) less than 1
ng/L. The resulting composite structure consisted of nanoparticles on the sidewalls
of the pores and, for thicker coatings, a porous Ag film on the outer surface of the
PAAF. The contribution of different sized nanoparticles in the nanopores along with
the nanoholes in the Ag film is suspected to have contributed to a large dynamic range,
though more work needs to be done to prove this mechanism. While the formation
of nanoparticles on vertical sidewalls of pores and pillars has been shown before,175,226
the work in this thesis showed that these nanoparticles may also useful for chemical
sensing under certain conditions (e.g. deposition of optically thin plasmonic films). The
relatively simple setup, cost-effective substrate, and high sensitivity of the plasmonic
PAAF suggest this PNABS platform could be used in an environmental sensing context.
Future work could focus on using the plasmonic PAAFs for sensing heavy metals in
water. Other suggestions for future work based on the conclusions from results in this
thesis are discussed in the next section.
7.2 Future Work
The physics of plasmonic NHAs and enhanced (or extraordinary) transmission (ET)
has been studied for more than two decades and is well understood and documented.
The first PNABS was reported in 200446 and, since then, hundreds of studies have
demonstrated various properties of NHAs for a variety of sensing applications. From
the work performed in this thesis, two potential routes are available for future study,
the mNAC platform and the plasmonic PAAF platform.
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7.2.1 The Potential of mNACs
The future work on well-ordered PNABS could benefit from guiding principles and
the optimisation routine shown Figure 7.1. The flow chart shows the major steps
in a rational process for designing PNABS. The optimisation is based on the surface
chemistry proposed for the application. Flow-through systems only provide benefits
Figure 7.1: A proposed optimisation routine for designing plasmonic NHA sensors.
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for the range of diffusion constants and characteristic binding times given in Figure 7.1
according to Escobedo et al.86 A surface sensitivity simulation should then be de-
signed based on the selected chemistry, like the one provided in Appendix B.1. For
flow-through sensing, the in-hole surface sensitivity should be maximised by adjusting
pitch, plasmonic layer thickness, and hole size and shape using parameter sweeps. The
optimisation algorithm will likely converge to multiple solutions depending on the val-
ues of the parameter sweeps. Machine learning could provide significant advantages in
this optimisation process, as the choice of initial conditions available for each of these
parameters is essentially infinite. An algorithm has been used to distinguish between
modes in the dispersion of photonic crystals to optimise florescent enhancement, but
could also be applied to plasmonic devices, such as PNABS.202 Once parameters have
been decided on, an mNAC should be used to experimentally verify the simulated opti-
misation process. Whether flow-through or flow-over, the mNAC platform can be used
as a final test to ensure optimal sensitivity.
Other possibilities for future work on mNACs include the following:
 Analysing and tuning birefringent response by exciting long-range and short-
range SPPs to interrogate the size of adsorbing particles using advanced statistical
methods like multivariate analysis and Bayesian statistics.
 Using mNACs to interrogate the spatial kinetics of analytes binding to nanos-
tructures. For example, a NHA with high in-hole sensitivity next to a NHA with
high out-of-hole surface sensitivity could be used to probe how nanostructures
affect adsorption kinetics to the respective surfaces.
 Using machine learning and advanced statistical methods while simulataneously
interrogating each NHA on an mNACs and understand how this could be used
for molecular size assays (e.g. lipid analysis).
 Tracking resonance changes in the transmission spectra from NHAs by fitting
to Fano’s model rather than tracking minima and maxima. Other variables like
linewidth and coupling strength may be used along with the resonance shift to
investigate enhancements to sensitivities and DLs.
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Realistically, sensors would need to be much more robust than the mNACs designed
in this thesis to be used as a field or point-of-care sensor. Also, the NHAs are easily
clogged by particulates and not easily cleaned, so they are limited to use in very clean
solutions. An analytical method using these thin film NHAs would require significant
sample prep and clean up steps. So far the sensitivity has not been shown to be any
better than current technology and while literature is still being published on plasmonic
NHA sensors, their practical utility and advantages have yet to proven significant
enough to break into the biosensing market. The plasmonic PAAFs, however, proved
to be more robust and very sensitive with low detection limits.
7.2.2 The Potential of Plasmonic PAAFs
While the work here focused on plasmonic coating of commercially available PAAFs,
designing a multiplexed platform would be essential for transfer of this technology
to commercial applications. Mass production of an PAAF platform to suit a small,
compact optical device would be simple enough to implement, since anodisation of
aluminium is simple and inexpensive. A piece of aluminium foil sandwiched and sealed
between two glass slides with holes drilled in them could be attached to a power supply
and dipped into an appropriate liquid for anodisation. After depositing a plasmonic
material on the resulting multiplexed PAAF chip, functionalisation of the nanoparticles
with the appropriate ligand(s) would allow for the analyte(s) of interest to be detected
without labelling. Figure 7.2 shows a concept drawing of the multiplexed, replicate
detection chip with a compact device for analysis.
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Figure 7.2: An apparatus for detection of one or more analytes by optically interro-
gating multiple PAAFs on a disposable chip. Multiple filters on one chip to analyse
the same sample could allow for multiplexed, replicate analysis. An uncoated filter
would serve as the reference filter which was proven in this work to be essential for
eliminating signal from sources other than the nanoparticles. The chip would slip into
a small device built to house a flow cell, LEDs, CCDs, battery, and microprocessors.
A syringe with a sample to be analysed would connect to standard Luer lock fittings
on the side of the device. The fittings would be connected via tubing to the flow cell
which clamps on to the inserted chip. The outlet of the flow cell would be connected
to a waste container as well as another Luer lock fitting for backflushing the PAAFs
with a standard rinse solution. Finally, a USB cable could be used to charge the device
and allow connectivity via a phone app or a personal computer.
Some other prospects for continuing of this work include the following:
 Explore how deposition parameters like material, thickness, deposition rate, vac-
uum quality, affect the particle size distribution and therefore the sensing char-
acteristics of the platform.
 Determine the conditions for which the flow-through ability of PAAFs can lower
detection times.




 Design a multiplexed array combined with image analysis and machine learning
to calibrate and advance commercial applications of the platform.
 Determine the whether the filtering capability can be used to decrease non-specific
binding while still retaining high sensitivity to analytes in complex matrices.
PAAFs are a versatile platform for future work in plasmonic sensing. The interesting
outcome of the work done on plasmonic PAAFs in this thesis has led to a new platform
for scientific research in analytical sensing and the potential for commercial exploitation
demands further investigation of this novel sensing platform.
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A.1 Matlab Script: Solution for Thin Film Equa-
tions
1 %Author : R. Noah Hensley , Un ive r s i ty o f Otago ,
robertnoahhens ley@gmai l . com
2 %This s c r i p t s o l v e s the 3−s tack i n s u l a t o r−metal−i n s u l a t o r ( IMI
) th in f i l m
3 %equat ion f o r SPP modes . Various p l o t s are a v a i l a b l e f o r modes
with r e s p e c t to frequency ,
4 %f r e e s p a c e wavelength , or f r e e s p a c e wavevector . This code a l s o
s o l v e s f o r
5 %the d i s p e r s i o n o f modes due to changing one p i t ch o f a
r e c t angu l a r l a t t i c e in NHAs
6 %The p l o t s use a matlab package ”PlotPub−v2 .0” to p l o t f i g u r e s
.
7
8 %I n i t i a l i z e p h y s i c a l cons tant s
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9 hbar =6.582119*10ˆ−16;
10 h=hbar *2* pi ;
11 c=3e8 ;
12 %I n i t i a l i z e and d e f i n e Drude−Lorentz model parameters f o r
S i l v e r
13 FAg=[0.845 0 .065 0 .124 0 .011 0 .840 5 . 6 4 6 ] ;
14 woAg=[0 0 .816 4 .481 8 .185 9 .083 2 0 . 2 9 ] / hbar ;
15 gammaAg=[0.048 3 .886 0 .452 0 .065 0 .916 2 . 4 1 9 ] / hbar ;
16 wpAg=9.01/ hbar ;
17 kpAg=wpAg/c ;
18 lambdapAg=2*pi *c/wpAg ;
19 %
20 %I n i t i a l i z e and s e t cons tant s
21 n1=1;%r e f r a c t i v e index o f top l a y e r
22 E1=n1 ˆ2 ;%p e r m i t t i v i t y o f top l a y e r
23
24 %Metal f i l m t h i c k n e s s − d in m
25 d=25e−9;
26 c l e a r w k LBp k LBm
27
28 %t o l e r a n c e f o r numerica l min imisat ion rou t in e
29 t o l =10ˆ−20;
30 % %Def ine the models f o r p e r m i t i v i t y o f s i l v e r f o r a range o f
31 % %o p t i c a l wavelengths (350 nm to 1000 nm)
32 %I n i t i a l i z e wavevectors and angular f r e q u e n c i e s o f va r i ous
modes
33 a=l i n s p a c e ( . 4 , 1 . 2 , 5 0 0 ) ; b=1−exp(−a ) ; w=b/max(b+.65) /1 .5*wpAg ; %
c r e a t e s a non−uniform dens i ty o f f r e q u e n c i e s \
34
35 %TMaxis and TMpitch are the ho le s emiax i s and array p i t ch
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p a r a l l e l to e l e c t r i c f i e l d o f i n c i d e n t l i g h t
36 %TEaxis and TEpitch are the ho le s emiax i s and array p i t ch
pe rpend i cu la r to e l e c t r i c f i e l d o f i n c i d e n t l i g h t
37
38 TMaxis=100; TEaxis =60;TMpitch=400; TEpitch =400;
39 f o r m=1: l ength (w)
40 k f r e e (m)=w(m) /c ;
41 lambda (m)=2*pi / k f r e e (m) ;
42 %S i l i c o n N i t r i d e from r e f r a c t i v e i n d e x . i n f o
43 eps i l onS iN (m) =1+(3.0249*(10ˆ6* lambda (m) ) ˆ2/((10ˆ6* lambda (m
) ) ˆ2−0.1353406ˆ2) ) +(40314*(10ˆ6* lambda (m) ) ˆ2/((10ˆ6*
lambda (m) ) ˆ2−1239.842ˆ2) ) ;
44
45 %” e f f e c t i v e ” r e f r a c t i v e index from g l a s s s i d e ( e f f e c t i v e
media theory )
46 %nSiNwithHoles (m)=s q r t ( eps i l onS iN (m) ) *(1−( p i *TMaxis*TEaxis
/( TMpitch*TEpitch ) ) )+n1 *( p i *TMaxis*TEaxis /( TMpitch*
TEpitch ) ) ;
47 %nSiN (m)=s q r t ( eps i l onS iN (m) ) ;
48
49 %because the SiN i s only 100 nm th i ck the e f f e c t i v e index
f o r an
50 %evanescent source with a decay l ength o f 250 nm i s
est imated as the
51 %fo l l ow ing , r e a l i s t i c a l l y the decay l ength changes , but
t h i s code
52 %doesn ’ t account f o r t h i s at the moment
53 %n3 (m)=nSiNwithHoles (m) ;
54 %n3 (m)=(n1+(nSiN (m)−n1 )*(1−exp (−2*100/200) ) ) ;% e f f e c t i v e
index o f bottom (100 nm of SiN and Air )
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55 %n3AZmir (m) =1.6057+0.00673* lambda (m) ˆ(−2) +0.00094* lambda (m
) ˆ(−4) ;
56 %E3(m)=n3 (m) ˆ2 ;
57 E3(m)=eps i l onS iN (m) ;
58 %E3(m) =1.68ˆ2;
59 %E3(m) =1ˆ2;
60 %E3(m)=nSiN (m) ˆ2 ;
61 n3 (m)=s q r t (E3(m) ) ;
62 %Drude Lorentz model f o r s i l v e r
63 epsilonAgDL (m)=DrudeLorentz (FAg, woAg ,gammaAg, wpAg,w(m) ) ;
64 %Drude model f o r S i l v e r
65 %de l t a (m)=s q r t (2 ) *3 e8 /(w(m) * s q r t ( s q r t ( r e a l ( epsilonAgDL (m) )
ˆ2+imag ( epsilonAgDL (m) ) ˆ2)−epsilonAgDL (m) ) ) ;
66 epsilonAgD (m)=1−(wpAg/w(m) ) ˆ2 ;
67 end
68
69 % choose S i l v e r model f o r SPP d i s p e r s i o n
70 E2=epsilonAgDL ;
71 %Ful l 3 f i l m stack equat ion
72 %Real Part
73 LB=@(k , j ) abs ( . . .
74 r e a l ( exp(−2* s q r t ( ( k )ˆ2−E2( j ) * k f r e e ( j ) ˆ2) *d) . . .
75 −(( s q r t ( ( k )ˆ2−E2( j ) * k f r e e ( j ) ˆ2) /E2( j )+s q r t ( ( k )ˆ2−E1*
k f r e e ( j ) ˆ2) /E1) . . .
76 /( s q r t ( ( k )ˆ2−E2( j ) * k f r e e ( j ) ˆ2) /E2( j )−s q r t ( ( k )ˆ2−E1
* k f r e e ( j ) ˆ2) /E1) . . .
77 *( s q r t ( ( k )ˆ2−E2( j ) * k f r e e ( j ) ˆ2) /E2( j )+s q r t ( ( k )ˆ2−E3( j )
* k f r e e ( j ) ˆ2) /E3( j ) ) . . .
78 /( s q r t ( ( k )ˆ2−E2( j ) * k f r e e ( j ) ˆ2) /E2( j )−s q r t ( ( k )ˆ2−E3
( j ) * k f r e e ( j ) ˆ2) /E3( j ) ) ) . . .
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79 ) . . .
80 ) ;
81 %Imaginary Part
82 LBimag=@(k , j ) abs ( . . .
83 imag ( exp(−2* s q r t ( ( k )ˆ2−E2( j ) * k f r e e ( j ) ˆ2) *d) . . .
84 −(( s q r t ( ( k )ˆ2−E2( j ) * k f r e e ( j ) ˆ2) /E2( j )+s q r t ( ( k )ˆ2−E1*
k f r e e ( j ) ˆ2) /E1) . . .
85 /( s q r t ( ( k )ˆ2−E2( j ) * k f r e e ( j ) ˆ2) /E2( j )−s q r t ( ( k )ˆ2−E1
* k f r e e ( j ) ˆ2) /E1) . . .
86 *( s q r t ( ( k )ˆ2−E2( j ) * k f r e e ( j ) ˆ2) /E2( j )+s q r t ( ( k )ˆ2−E3( j )
* k f r e e ( j ) ˆ2) /E3( j ) ) . . .
87 /( s q r t ( ( k )ˆ2−E2( j ) * k f r e e ( j ) ˆ2) /E2( j )−s q r t ( ( k )ˆ2−E3
( j ) * k f r e e ( j ) ˆ2) /E3( j ) ) ) . . .




92 LBkp=ze ro s ( l ength (w) ,1 ) ;
93 LBkp11=LBkp ;
94 LBkp20=LBkp ;





100 LBkb=ze ro s ( l ength (w) ,1 ) ;
101 kspthick lown=ze ro s ( l ength (w) ,1 ) ;
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105 f o r j =1: l ength (w)
106 LBk=@( x ) abs (LB(x , j ) ) ;
107 kspthick lown ( j )=r e a l ( k f r e e ( j ) * s q r t (E2( j ) *E1/(E2( j )+E1) ) ) ;
%Thick f i l m d i s p e r s i o n f o r low n l a y e r
108 kspth ickh ighn ( j )=r e a l ( k f r e e ( j ) * s q r t (E2( j ) *E3( j ) /(E2( j )+E3(
j ) ) ) ) ; %Thick f i l m d i s p e r s i o n f o r high n l a y e r
109 lambdafree ( j )=2*pi / k f r e e ( j ) *10ˆ9 ;%f r e e s p a c e wavelegnth o f
l i g h t
110 i f j==1 %s o l v e f o r th in f i l m modes us ing appropr ia t e
bounds − f i r s t attempt
111 LBkp( j )=fminbnd (LBk , k f r e e ( j ) *n1 , r e a l ( kspthick lown ( j ) ) )
;
112 %LBkb( j )=fminbnd (LBk , kspthick lown ( j ) , r e a l (
kspth ickh ighn ( j ) ) ) ;
113 LBkm( j )=fminbnd (LBk , r e a l ( kspth ickh ighn ( j ) )+1e2 , r e a l (
kspth ickh ighn ( j ) ) *1 . 5 ) ;
114 e l s e %s o l v e f o r th in f i l m modes us ing appropr ia t e
bounds − cons e cu t i v e attempts
115 LBkp( j )=fminbnd (LBk , k f r e e ( j ) *n1 , r e a l ( kspthick lown ( j ) ) )
;
116 %LBkb( j )=fminbnd (LBk , kspthick lown ( j ) , r e a l (
kspth ickh ighn ( j ) ) ) ;
117 LBkm( j )=fminbnd (LBk , r e a l (LBkm( j−1) )+1e2 , r e a l (LBkm( j−1)
) *1 . 2 ) ;
118 end
119 %s o l v e f o r the h igher order modes g iven a constant p i t ch (
TEpitch )
120 LBkm11( j )=r e a l ( s q r t (LBkm( j ) ˆ2−(2* pi /TEpitch*10ˆ−9) ˆ2) ) ;
121 LBkp11( j )=r e a l ( s q r t (LBkp( j ) ˆ2−(2* pi /TEpitch*10ˆ−9) ˆ2) ) ;
122 LBkm20( j )=r e a l (LBkm( j ) ) /2 ;
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123 LBkp20( j )=r e a l (LBkp( j ) ) /2 ;
124 LBkm12( j )=r e a l ( s q r t (LBkm( j ) ˆ2−(2*2* pi /TEpitch*10ˆ−9) ˆ2) ) ;
125 LBkm21( j )=r e a l ( s q r t (LBkm( j ) ˆ2−(2* pi /TEpitch*10ˆ−9) ˆ2) )
/2ˆ2 ;
126 LBkm20( j )=r e a l (LBkm( j ) ) /2 ;






133 %plo t f o r mode wavevector ve r sus f r e e s p a c e wavevector
134 % f i g u r e ;
135 % plo t (LBkp ( : , 1 ) ,w/(2* pi *10ˆ12) , ’ co lo r ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ LineWidth ’ , 2 , ’
L ineSty le ’ , ’−− ’) ;
136 % hold on ;
137 %
138 % %plo t (LBkp11 ( : , 1 ) ,w/(2* pi *10ˆ12) , ’ co lo r ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ LineWidth
’ , 2 , ’ L ineSty le ’ , ’ : ’ ) ;
139 % %plo t (LBkp20 ( : , 1 ) ,w/(2* pi *10ˆ12) , ’ co lo r ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ LineWidth
’ , 2 , ’ L ineSty le ’ , ’−− ’) ;
140 % plo t (LBkm( : , 1 ) ,w/(2* pi *10ˆ12) , ’ co lo r ’ , ’ blue ’ , ’ LineWidth ’ , 2 , ’
L ineSty le ’ , ’−− ’) ;
141 %
142 % %plo t (LBkb ( : , 1 ) ,w/(2* pi *10ˆ12) , ’ co lo r ’ , ’ blue ’ , ’ LineWidth ’ , 2 )
;
143 % %plo t (LBkm11 ( : , 1 ) ,w/(2* pi *10ˆ12) , ’ co lo r ’ , ’ blue ’ , ’ LineWidth
’ , 2 , ’ L ineSty le ’ , ’ : ’ ) ;
144 % %plo t (LBkm20 ( : , 1 ) ,w/(2* pi *10ˆ12) , ’ co lo r ’ , ’ blue ’ , ’ LineWidth
’ , 2 , ’ L ineSty le ’ , ’−− ’) ;
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145 % plo t ( kspthicklown ,w/(2* pi *10ˆ12) , ’ LineWidth ’ , 3 , ’ co lo r ’ , ’ red
’ ) ;
146 % plo t ( kspthickhighn ,w/(2* pi *10ˆ12) , ’ LineWidth ’ , 3 , ’ co lo r ’ , ’
blue ’ ) ;
147 % plo t (w/c ,w/(2* pi *10ˆ12) , ’ co lo r ’ , ’ black ’ ) ;
148 % %plo t (2* pi /(400*10ˆ−9) ,w/(2* pi *10ˆ12) , ’ co lo r ’ , ’ red ’ ) ;
149 % hold o f f ;
150
151 % c l e a r i
152 % i =0;
153 p i t chspth i ck lown=ze ro s ( l ength ( kspthick lown ) ,1 ) ;
154 p i t ch spth i ckh ighn=ze ro s ( l ength ( kspth ickh ighn ) ,1 ) ;
155 pitchspLBkm=ze ro s ( l ength (LBkm) ,1) ;





161 % Solve f o r the p i t ch at which a mode i s ex c i t e d at a g iven
f requency and
162 % constant pitch , TE
163 f o r i =1: l ength ( kspthick lown )
164 p i t chspth i ck lown ( i ) =10ˆ9*2* pi / r e a l ( kspthick lown ( i ) ) ;
165 p i t ch spth i ckh ighn ( i ) =10ˆ9*2* pi / r e a l ( kspth ickh ighn ( i ) ) ;
166 p i tchspth ick lown11 ( i ) =10ˆ9*2* pi / r e a l ( s q r t ( kspthick lown ( i )
ˆ2−(2* pi /( TEpitch*10ˆ−9) ) ˆ2) ) ;
167 pitchspLBkm ( i ) =10ˆ9*2* pi /LBkm( i ) ; %( srSPP mode with k > high n
SPP curve )
168 pitchspLBkp ( i ) =10ˆ9*2* pi /LBkp( i ) ; %( between the high and low n
SPP curves )
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169 lambdanm( i )=lambda ( i ) *10ˆ9 ;
170 pitchspLBkm11 ( i ) =10ˆ9*2* pi / r e a l ( s q r t (LBkm( i ) ˆ2−(2* pi /( TEpitch
*10ˆ−9) ) ˆ2) ) ;
171 pitchspLBkp11 ( i ) =10ˆ9*2* pi / r e a l ( s q r t (LBkp( i ) ˆ2−(2* pi /( TEpitch
*10ˆ−9) ) ˆ2) ) ;
172 pitchspLBkm12 ( i ) =10ˆ9*2* pi / r e a l ( s q r t (LBkm( i ) ˆ2−(2* pi /( TEpitch
*10ˆ−9) ) ˆ2) ) *2 ;
173 pitchspLBkp12 ( i ) =10ˆ9*2* pi / r e a l ( s q r t (LBkp( i ) ˆ2−(2* pi /( TEpitch
*10ˆ−9) ) ˆ2) ) *2 ;
174 pitchspLBkm21 ( i ) =10ˆ9*2* pi / r e a l ( s q r t (LBkm( i ) ˆ2−(4* pi /( TEpitch
*10ˆ−9) ) ˆ2) ) ;
175 pitchspLBkp21 ( i ) =10ˆ9*2* pi / r e a l ( s q r t (LBkp( i ) ˆ2−(4* pi /( TEpitch
*10ˆ−9) ) ˆ2) ) ;
176 pitchspLBkp20 ( i ) =10ˆ9*4* pi /LBkp( i ) ;
177 pitchspLBkm20 ( i ) =10ˆ9*4* pi /LBkm( i ) ;
178 end
179 %
180 % hold on ;
181 %Plot the f r e e space wavelength o f a mode f o r a g iven changing
p i t ch
182 %( TMpitch )
183 SPPwavelengths=Plot ( lambdanm , pitchspLBkm11 , lambdanm ,
pitchspLBkm20 , lambdanm , pi tchspth ick lown11 , lambdanm ,
pitchspLBkp , lambdanm , p i tchspth ick lown , lambdanm ,
p i tchspth i ckh ighn , lambdanm , pitchspLBkm ) ;
184 SPPwavelengths . BoxDim = [ 5 , 3 ] ;
185 %E40intp lo t . FontName=
186 SPPwavelengths . FontSize =12;
187 SPPwavelengths . T i t l e=’ D i spe r s i on o f Thick and Thin Films ’ ;
188 SPPwavelengths . XLabel=’ Freespace Wavelength [nm] ’ ;
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189 SPPwavelengths . YLabel=’ Changing Pitch [nm] ’ ;
190 SPPwavelengths . XLim=[400 ,900 ] ;
191 SPPwavelengths . YLim=[100 ,600 ] ;
192 SPPwavelengths . LineWidth = [ 1 ; 1 ; 1 ; 1 ; 3 ; 3 ; 1 ] ;
193 SPPwavelengths . Colors = { [ 0 , 0 , 1 ] ; . . .
194 [ 0 , 0 , 1 ] ; . . .
195 [ 1 , 0 , 0 ] ; . . .
196 [ 1 , 0 , 0 ] ; . . .
197 [ 1 , 0 , 0 ] ; . . .
198 [ 0 , 0 , 1 ] ; . . .
199 [ 0 , 0 , 1 ] } ; . . .
200 SPPwavelengths . L ineSty l e={ ’ : ’ , ’−− ’ , ’ : ’ , ’− ’ } ;
201 g r id on
202 SPPwavelengths . Legend={ ’ ( 1 , 1 ) SPP − ’ , ’ ( 2 , 0 ) SPP − ’ , ’ ( 1 , 1 ) SPP
+’ , ’ Thin Film SPP +’ , ’ Thick Film SPP ( Water ) ’ , ’ Thick Film
SPP ( Ethanol ) ’ , ’ Thin Film SPP − ’ } ;
203 SPPwavelengths . LegendLoc=’ northwest ’ ;
204 hold on
205 SPPwavelengths . export ( ’ SPPDispersionDwavelength . png ’ ) ;
206
207 hold o f f ;
208 %plo t the d i s p e r s i o n o f th i ck and th in f i l m s ( wavevectors )
209 SPPwavelengths=Plot ( lambdafree , k f r ee , lambdafree , k f r e e *n1 ,
lambdafree , k f r e e .* n3 , lambdafree , LBkp , lambdafree ,
kspthicklown , lambdafree , kspthickhighn , lambdafree ,LBkm) ;
210 SPPwavelengths . BoxDim = [ 5 , 3 ] ;
211 %E40intp lo t . FontName=
212 SPPwavelengths . FontSize =12;
213 %SPPwavelengths . T i t l e =’ D i spe r s i on o f Thick and Thin Films ’ ;
214 SPPwavelengths . XLabel=’ Freespace Wavelength [nm] ’ ;
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215 SPPwavelengths . YLabel=’Mode Wavenumber [mˆ{−1}] ’ ;
216 SPPwavelengths . XLim=[400 ,800 ] ;
217 SPPwavelengths . YLim=[.75 e7 , 6 e7 ] ;
218 SPPwavelengths . LineWidth = [ 2 ; 2 ; 2 ; 1 ; 3 ; 3 ; 1 ] ;
219 SPPwavelengths . Colors = { [ 1 , 1 , 0 ] ; . . .
220 [ 1 , . 8 , 0 ] ; . . .
221 [ 1 , . 6 , 0 ] ; . . .
222 [ 1 , 0 , 0 ] ; . . .
223 [ 1 , 0 , 0 ] ; . . .
224 [ 0 , 0 , 1 ] ; . . .
225 [ 0 , 0 , 1 ] } ; . . .
226 %SPPwavelengths . L ineSty l e ={ ’− ’ , ’ : ’ , ’−− ’ , ’− ’} ;
227 %gr id on
228 SPPwavelengths . Legend={ ’ Freespace Light ’ , ’ Light in Water ’ , ’
Light in Ethanol ’ , ’ Long Range SPP ’ , ’ Thick Film SPP ( Water ) ’
, ’ Thick Film SPP ( Ethanol ) ’ , ’ Short Range SPP ’ } ;
229 SPPwavelengths . LegendLoc=’ nor theas t ’ ;
230 %hold o f f ;
231 SPPwavelengths . export ( ’ SPPDispersionDL . png ’ ) ;
A.2 Short Derivation of Plasmonic Mie Theory
A particular solution of the form ψ(r, θ, φ) = R(r)Θ(θ)Φ(φ) of the scalar wave equation







where r is the radial distance, θ is the zenith angle, φ is the azimuthal angle, m =
0, 1, 2, 3, ..., n = m,m+1, ..., P nm are the associated Legendre functions of the first kind,
k is the wavenumber of incident light, and zn are the Bessel functions of the first or sec-
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ond kind. The vector harmonics, solutions to the vector wave equation, may be found
using these scalar generating functions. The internal and scattered electric fields (E)
and magnetic fields (B) may be expanded in terms of these vector harmonics and used
to solve for the cross-sections given appropriate boundary conditions, consideration of
orthogonality, and various mathematical relations described in Bohren and Huffman.42
By retaining only the first terms in a power series expansion of the Bessel functions
and applying an electrostatic approximation for the particle simple expressions for the
extinction and scattering cross sections, Cext and Csca respectively, as a function of the










where a is the radius of the particle, εex is the permittivity of the external medium,
and εin is the permittivity of the internal medium.
227 Extending the concept further,




3(εex + Li(εin − εex))
(A.3)
where Li is a form factor dependent upon the semi-axes. For a sphere, L1 = L2 = L3 =
1
3
and satisfies the condition that
∑3
i=1 Li = 1.
227 For a prolate spheroid (stretched
sphere), b = c, L2 = L3, and L1 is a function of the eccentricity.
227
The scattering cross section approaches a maximum when the denominator of A.2a
or, more generally, A.3 approaches zero. For a simple Drude metal, a particle LSP
resonance, ωs,part, is centered at:
ωs,part =
ωp√
εex(1− 1Li ) + 1
(A.4)
where ωp is the plasma frequency of the metal. A similar equation for the resonance of
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# Set up script for 3D plasmonic nanohole array on a dielectric substrate
# user parameters are:
# n - refractive index of medium
# meshmin - mesh size for area around NHA + 100 nm on either side
# p - periodicity of holes in x
# p2 - periodicity of holes in y
# SiNx - Silicon Nitride material properties
# Ag - Silver material properties
# tsub - thickness of SiNx substrate
# tup - upper silver layer thickness
# tlow - lower silver layer thickness
# r - semi-axis of holes (in x)
# r2 - semi-axis of holes (in y)
# dt - arbitrary thickness for adjusting simulation domain (set to 10 nm) # dttop -
thickness of adlayer on plasmonic surface # dtbot - thickness of adlayer on bottom
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surface # dthole - thickness of adlayer in holes selectall;
delete;










set(”allow symmetry on all boundaries”,true);
set(”pml layers”,pmllayers);
set(”pml profile”,3);



















#set(”force symmetric x mesh”,true);
#set(”force symmetric y mesh”,true);

















set(”override mesh order from material database”,true);
set(”mesh order”,3);









set(”override mesh order from material database”,true);
set(”mesh order”,3);







set(”override mesh order from material database”,true);
set(”mesh order”,4);







#create 10 nm layer of PEG inside hole of Ag









set(”override mesh order from material database”,true);
set(”mesh order”,2);







set(”override mesh order from material database”,true);
set(”mesh order”,1);







#set(”override mesh order from material database”,true);
#set(”mesh order”,3);
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#set(”override mesh order from material database”,true);
#set(”mesh order”,4);







#create 10 nm layer of PEG inside hole of Ag







#set(”override mesh order from material database”,true);
#set(”mesh order”,2);



























set(”override global source settings”,true);
set(”wavelength start”,lambdastart);
set(”wavelength stop”,lambdastop);
#Setup profile monitor - X-normal
addprofile;
set(”name”,”X-normal profile”);
set(”override global monitor settings”,true);












##Setup profile monitor - Y-normal
#addprofile;
#set(”name”,”Y-normal Profile”);
#set(”override global monitor settings”,true);










##Setup profile monitor - Z-normal
#addprofile;
#set(”name”,”Z-normal profile”);
#set(”override global monitor settings”,true);












#Setup Reflection power monitor
addpower;
set(”name”,”R”);
set(”override global monitor settings”,1);













#Setup Transmission power monitor
addpower;
set(”name”,”T”);
set(”override global monitor settings”,1);

























































Many assumptions are made when simulating objects as small as nanoholes. The
assumptions made in the simulations can lead to deviation from experimental mea-
surements. However, if good assumptions are made and experimental parameters are
known within an appropriate degree of error, the spectral features in the NHA ex-
periments should be able to be represented well by simulation. When experimental
parameters are not well known, altering the parameters of a simulation to match the
experiment may be required.
The simulation models an infinite NHA. The NHAs are 80 µm wide with a minimum
of 80000 (200 x 400) holes for the longest pitched array. Przybilla et al.149 investigated
the finite size effects of ET through thick films of silver (Ag) and found that 40 x 40
hole array neared a saturation point, where little transmittance enhancement occurs
for larger arrays. The saturation point depends on the propagation length of the SPP.
A 40 x 40 hole array is difficult to analyse with a microscope however, hence the larger
size of the arrays designed in this thesis. The edges of the NHA as shown in their
images in Chapters 4 and 5 also appear a slightly different color than the centre. This
will contribute to experimental error, most likely a broadening of curves. With 80000
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or more holes, the assumption of an infinite NHA should not contribute significantly
to mismatch of simulation with experiment.
The real part of the permittivity of Ag in available experimental data is quite close
to 0 and presents a problem when trying to achieve convergence with mesh sizes in
Lumerical finite-difference time domain (FDTD). The data from the CRC Handbook
is recommended by Lumerical’s website because the absolute value of the real permit-
tivity is slightly larger and less dispersive overall than the other experimental data
available.159 The permittivity values for FDTD must be represented as a continuous
function that can be Fourier transformed due to the nature of Lumerical’s algorithm.
The CRC Handbook produced smoother curves that matched experiments better than
interpolations of other commonly used experimental data. As noted before, the pres-
sures used to deposit Ag on the samples likely resulted in rougher films with random
crystal orientations,228 thus the differing optical quality of these films may account for
some if not most of the differences between simulations and experiment. While the
pressure used in this thesis is not ideal for depositing silver,228 pumping the system
down to smaller values would have required a major upgrade to the vacuum pump and
deposition system for what would likely amount to only a small increase in the optical
quality of the film. The degree of uncertainty in the permittivity is unknown and this
is one of the more likely reasons for deviation of simulations from experimental data.
The geometry in the simulation is also unrealistic, the sharp edges around the
simulated nanohole are difficult to replicate with soft materials like silver and gold
used in plasmonics. Fabrication methods result in features with rounded edges and
surface roughness. Silicon wafers, however, are designed to be atomically flat and
well represented by the simulation. Thermal evaporation of silver, however, results
in rough silver surfaces depending on the chosen deposition parameters.228 Both the
surface roughness of silver and the curved edges will contribute to broadening of spectral
resonances and reduction of local electric field intensities. Simulations of smooth versus
rough edges were performed in COMSOL and resulted in the broadening of spectral
features.
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C.2 Convergence Tests for Lumerical
In plasmonics, mesh sizes can significantly affect the transmission and reflection spec-
tra, so convergence testing is generally required. The excitement of surface waves
parallel to the perfectly matched boundary layers also necessitates the need for con-
vergence testing to ensure these evanescent fields are far enough away to prevent the
accidental excitation of growing modes in the perfectly matched layer. Mesh and
perfectly matched layer settings in both simulations were tested to ensure acceptable
convergence of simulated spectral features (< 1% change in intensity). The results
from convergence testing of Lumerical are shown in the following figures. Convergence
testing of Comsol simulations gave similar results.
Figure C.1: The span of the simulation normal to the nanohole array was lengthened
to check for coupling of evanescent fields to the perfectly matched layers. A setting of
12 perfectly matched layers was selected.
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Figure C.2: The span of the simulation normal to the nanohole array was increased up
to 600 nm to check for coupling of evanescent fields from the structure to the perfectly
matched layers. Since no significant change was seen, the span was not increased.
Figure C.3: The mesh setting of the simulation was changed. A mesh setting of 4
was sufficient for modelling the nanohole array.
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Figure C.4: The maximum mesh size around the hole was convergence tested. A max
mesh size of 2 nm was required to sufficiently resolve adlayers and achieve convergence
resulting in < 1% change in intensity.
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Simulations Results and Analyses
The following represent some of the hundreds of simulations that were run. The figures
are not refined, but are presented here to show some of the simulation results along
with the analyses that were performed. The lumerical script in Appendix B.1 was
used for the basic simulation, then nested sweeps of NHA parameters were performed
with the lowest nested sweep being the adlayer analysis described in Chapter 5.2.
Once the nested sweep was complete, a matlab script was used to generate these
figures. The matlab script identified peaks, extracting peak shift for each adlayer
configuration, fit this adlayer data to extract the bulk sensitivity and the effective
decay length of the plasmon, and estimated the FWHM of the peaks using the steepest
side. Other calculations were made including: various geometric parameters, estimate
surface sensitivity of selected peaks and finally plot the second-order surface sensitivity
versus adlayer thickness.
In the end two sets of figures are generated. The top label gives the informa-
tion about the geometry of the simulated NHA, in this order, wavelength of the peak
transmission, the pitch in nm aligned with the polarisation of incident light × the per-
pendicular pitch, the hole AR, and the nanohole semi-axes in nm (semi-axis along the
polarisation of incident light (TM - transverse magnetic) × the perpendicular semi-axis
(TE - transverse electric)). The first figure shows the transmission (black - upper left
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plot), reflection (black curve - upper right plot), and scattering (red curve - upper left
plot) with a peak marked with a blue dot. Three plots of electric field, one from each
plane cut through the center of the unit cell. The parameters calculated are shown in
the bottom right for the marked peak.
The second figure generated was used to compare the second-order surface sensitiv-
ity of peaks analysed for a NHA. The top label gives simular information as the first
figure described: the pitch AR, TM pitch in nm, TE pitch in nm, the hole AR, and
the nanohole semi-axes in nm (TM semi-axis × TE semi-axis). The upper left plot
shows the wavelength shift versus adlayer thickness and the fit used to estimate decay
length and bulk sensitivity. The second-order surface sensitivity of each peak analysed
is plotted in the upper right plot. The change in transmission due to adlayer is plotted
against wavelength to identify peaks that might be used for intensity-based sensing,
and finally a list of parameters is presented with values for each of the peaks. The
order of values for each parameter from left to right correspond with the peaks in the
legend of the above plot from top to bottom, respectively.
In the end, only a few nanohole arrays could be chosen for fabrication. Ultimately
these simulations proved useful for establishing the principles for maximizing surface
sensitivity but were never fabricated. Fabrication restrictions also limited the lower

















































































The following images were provided by the Australian National Nanofabrication facility
of the NHAs on mNACs prior after dry-etch and cleaning steps.
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APPENDIX E. MNAC SEM IMAGES
Figure E.1: An SEM image of nanoellipse arrays (px = 200 nm and py = 400) on an
mNAC before wet etch. Dimensions measured by image software are shown.
Figure E.2: An SEM image of nanoellipse arrays (px = 240 nm and py = 400) on an
mNAC before wet etch. Dimensions measured by image software are shown.
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Figure E.3: An SEM image of nanoellipse arrays (px = 280 nm and py = 400) on an
mNAC before wet etch. Dimensions measured by image software are shown.
Figure E.4: An SEM image of nanoellipse arrays (px = 320 nm and py = 400) on an
mNAC before wet etch. Dimensions measured by image software are shown.
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Figure E.5: An SEM image of nanoellipse arrays (px = 360 nm and py = 400) on an
mNAC before wet etch. Dimensions measured by image software are shown.
Figure E.6: An SEM image of nanoellipse arrays (px = 400 nm and py = 400) on an
mNAC before wet etch. Dimensions measured by image software are shown.
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Figure E.7: An SEM image of nanoellipse arrays (px = 440 nm and py = 400) on an
mNAC before wet etch. Dimensions measured by image software are shown.
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Appendix F
Experimental Details - Porous
Anodic Alumina Filters
The noise, relative transmission, and calibration curves from the blank filter are pre-
sented here, showing very little change to relative transmission between the two beams.
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APPENDIX F. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS - POROUS ANODIC ALUMINA
FILTERS
F.1 Noise
Figure F.1: The standard deviation of the signal from two minutes of flushing ph-
thalate buffer (PB) was taken to estimate the noise and detection and quantification
limits.
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F.2. BLANK PAAF RESULTS
F.2 Blank PAAF Results
(a) 487 nm (b) 523 nm
(c) 594 nm (d) 611 nm
(e) 628 nm (f) 730 nm
Figure F.2: The relative transmission through a PAAF without an Ag coating is
plotted for the labelled wavelengths (a-f). Each concentration is plotted to give a
representation of the baseline and noise levels for the method. The time is measured
from the end of the each consecutive flush of the given concentration. Compare with
Figure 6.11.
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APPENDIX F. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS - POROUS ANODIC ALUMINA
FILTERS
F.3 Baseline Relative Transmission
Figure F.3: The calibration curves for the wavelengths plotted in Figure F.2 are
shown at ∼4 minutes. The baseline change in intensity is 0 ± 2% for all the given
wavelengths and concentrations. Compare with Figure 6.12.
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